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=====FOREWORD=============

This exciting volume will illuminate our path as we enter the knowl
edge era ofthe 2151century.Wefind here real casestudies that chronicle

the successful use of decision support and expert systems in health care.
In demonstrating the knowledge transfer process, these cases take what
has been theory into the actual practice of medicine and health care
delivery.These are changes of the highest order, and the transformation
they promise is dependent upon our addressing two vital and very dif
ferent components.

• One involves "peopleware" and requires that we bring cognitive
scientists, behaviorists, and social scientists into health informatics.

• The other is highly technical and involves the "engine" that drives
systems, creating knowledge and shaping health care delivery.

Both areessentialcomponents as wework to bring knowledgeto where
it is needed, be it the bedside, the home, the classroom, the office,or the
researchbench. Those ofus who havelabored to make health informatics a
recognized discipline know the difficulties involved in taking new ap
proaches to gathering data, seeking information, and creating knowledge.
We need new tool sets and new mindsets as we enter the 2151 century. This
is a tall order, but it can be met, as this volume so richly demonstrates.

For added insights, we look to the work on organizational devel
opment reported by Nancy Lorenzi and Robert Rileyearlier in the Com-

.puters in Health Care series. They address the "soft issues" that have
proved to be hard realities in far too many information system imple
mentations. We look to cognitive scientists. like Vimla Patel, who are
showing us how we can make tools that are intuitive, responsive to and
reflective of different learning and information-seeking styles.

The premise of this Springer series-and the conviction that has
governed our professional lives-is that health informatics can improve
care. Today the engine that drives health care information systems is
more powerful than ever before. We are already realizing the benefit of
new communication capabilities. And these promise to increase expo
nentially once advances like Sequoia's extended mark-up language
(XML) solve the problems of data entry and file conversion, making
health records shareable across the Internet, able to populate data ware
houses and knowledge repositories.

As evidence-based medicine becomes a reality, we will be in for
exciting times . Manag ing this knowledge-driven enterprise will require
new skills, processes, and policies. But with these risks come new oppor
tunities, for health care organizations and for individuals giving or re
ceiving health care.
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viii Foreword

Preparing to enter th is bold new world, we owe a tremendous debt
of gratitude to Eta Berner and to the informaticians who contributed to
this volume. Together they have given us the compass that will help guide
us on our way.

Mariont. Ball



===========SERIES PREFACE=========

This series is directed to healthcare professionals who are leading
the transformation of health care by using information and knowl

edge. Launched in 1988 as Computers in Health Care, the series offers a
broad range of titles: some addressed to specific professions like nurs
ing, medicine, or health administration; other to special areas of prac
tice such as trauma or radiology. Still other books in the series focus on
interdisciplinary issueslike the computer-based patient record, electronic
health records or networked healthcare systems.

Renamed Health Informatics in 1998,to reflect the rapid evolution
in the discipline now known as health informatics, the series will con
tinue to add titles that contribute to the continuing evolution ofthe field.
In the series eminent experts, as editors or authors, offer their accounts
of innovations in health informatics. Increasingly, these accounts go be
yond hardware and software to address the role of information in influ
encing the transformation of health care delivery systems around the
world. The series also will increasingly focus on "peopleware" and the
organizational, behavioral and societal changes that accompany the dif
fusion of information technology in health services environments.

These changes will shape health services in the next millennium.
By making full and creative use of the technology to tame data and to
transform information, health informatics will foster the development
of the knowledge age in health care. As co-editors, we pledge to support
our professional colleagues and the series readers as they share advances
in the emerging and exciting field of Health Informatics.

Kathryn ]. Hannah
Marion t. Ball
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========PREFACE=======

We are at the beginning of a new era in the application of computer
based decision support for clinical medicine. The purpose of this

book is to provide an overview of the state-of-the-art diagnostic com
puter applications, to identify the issues that will need to be addressed as
these systems continue to evolve, and to serve as a comprehensive re
source for physicians and other health professionals, medical and health
informatics students, and researchers interested in the development and
application of computer-based diagnostic tools.

This book is designed to be (1) a resource book on diagnostic
systems for informatics specialists; (2) a textbook for teachers or stu
dents in health or medical informatics training programs; and (3) a
comprehensive introduction for clinicians, with or without expertise
in the applications of computers in medicine, who are interested in
learning about current developments in computer-based diagnostic
systems. In recent years, it has become obvious that other health pro 
fessionals, in addition to physicians, have needs for decision support
and that the issues raised in this book apply to this broad range of
clinicians. The book includes chapters by nationally and internation
ally recognized experts on the design, evaluation and application of
these systems who examine the impact of practitioner and patient use
of computer-based diagnostic tools.

The field of health informatics, in its broadest definition, involves
the development and use ofsystems for the management ofhealth infor
mation. The computer-based systems that are described in this book fo
cus on the management of information needed for patient diagnosis.
The term "expert system" is often applied to computer-based systems
that are expected to provide advice to clinicians. Although the label "ex
pert system"has often been used loosely,virtually none of the systems in
operation today function with the precision and degree ofindependence
that would enable them to operate in isolation from the clinician-user,
nor is it the intention of the developers of these systems that they do so.
For one thing, these computer systems usually generate multiple diag
nostic suggestions,rather than a singledefinitivediagnosis.Consequently,
those who use the systems must arrive at a diagnosis by using their own
knowledge and experience to review,process and adapt the information
provided by the computer. G. Octo Barnett, M.D., one of the pioneers in
the development of computer-based medical systems, has emphasized
that the computer does not develop a differential diagnosis, the clinician
does. Having appropriate expectations for the manner in which these
systemsfunction is essential to understanding the information contained
in this book. For this reason we use the term "clinicaldiagnostic decision
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xii Preface

support system(s) (CDDSS)" for the tools that are described here. This
terminology emphasizes that these systems are designed to provide in
formation to assist and support the clinician with diagnostic decisions.

The book is divided into three sections, with several chapters in
each section. Each chapter has extensive references for the reader who
wishes to examine the individual research studies in detail.

Section I describes CDDSS development and performance evalua
tion. The first chapter provides an overview of the history of CDDSS
and sets this development in the context of the process of physician, not
just computer, diagnosis. In addition, chapter 1outlines the major issues
that are addressed in detail in the rest of the book. This chapter and the
following chapter, which focuses on the mathematical foundations of
diagnostic systems, provides the background needed to understand the
other chapters. Chapter 3 summarizes the data on what is known to date
on the evaluation of these systems.

Section II includes three chapters that describe a variety ofapplica
tions of these systems.These applications include the use of CDDSS and
other systems with diagnostic components linked to an online hospital
information system (chapter 4), and applications of CDDSS in educa
tional settings for medical students, residents, and allied health profes
sionals (chapter 5). Chapter 6 describes a variety ofcomputer-based ap
plications that can be used by health care providers for patient education
or by patients themselves, as part of their own search for medical and
health information. Because there has been such an increase in medi
cally related information sources for patients available online , we have
included an Appendix with relevant addresses for Internet-based sites.

The last section deals with the issues that must be considered in
wide-scale implementation. Chapter 7 discusses the design and imple
mentation needs. Clinical trials of information interventions are ad
dressed in chapter 8 and ethical concerns are discussed in chapter 9.

This book represents an effort, not just by the editor and the indi
vidual chapter authors, but by many others who have provided assis
tance to them. We wish to express our appreciation to the following in
dividuals who reviewed and critiqued parts of this book: Herbert S.
Waxman, M.D., for his review ofchapter 3, Dr.William S.Yamamoto for
his insightful comments on chapter 7, Professor Kathy1. Cerminara and
other members of the University of Miami Health Lawand Ethics Study
Group for valuable comments on a draft of chapter 9, and Ms. Brook
Watts for her review and feedback on the entire manuscript.

I would like to express my appreciation to Marion Balland Kathryn
Hannah, William Day and the production staff at Springer-Verlag who
helped shepherd this book through the publication process. I would also
like to recognize the efforts of Ms. Mary Sue B. Pruett, whose painstak
ing attention to detail in the preparation of this manuscript was invalu-



Preface xiii

able. The National Library of Medicine, through grant ROI -LM 05125,
has provided much appreciated support for my research on clinical di
agnostic decision support systems. Finally, I want to express my grati
tude to my colleague, C. Michael Brooks, Ed.D., without whose support
and guidance, this book would not have been written.

EtaS.Berner
July 1998
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=====CHAPTER 1=====

Clinical Diagnostic Decision
Support Systems-An Overview

Randolph A. Miller and Antoine Geissbuhler

Since primeval times, mankind has attempted to explain natural phe
nomena using models. For the past four decades a new kind of

modeler, the health care informatician, has developed and prolifer
ated a new kind of model, the Clinical Diagnostic Decision Support
System (CDDSS). Modeling historically was, and still remains, an in
exact science. Ptolemy, in the 'Almagest', placed the earth at the center
of the universe, and could still explain why the sun would rise in the
east each morning. Newton's nonrelativistic formulation of the laws
of mechanics work well for earth-bound engineering applications.
Past and present CDDSS incorporate inexact models of the incom
pletely understood and exceptionally complex process of clinical di
agnosis. Yetmankind, using imperfect models, has built machines that
fly and has cured many diseases. Because CDDSS augment the natu
ral capabilities of human diagnosticians, it is likely they will be em
ployed productively.1

* Portions of this chapter have been taken verbatim, with permission of
theAmerican Medical Informatics Association (AMIA), which ownsthe
copyrights, from: Miller RA. Medical Diagnostic Decision Support
Systems-Past, Present, and Future: A Threaded Bibliography and
Commentary. lAMIA 1994; 1:8-27, and from Miller RA. Evaluating
Evaluations of Medical Diagnostic Systems, lAMIA 1996; 3:429-431.



4 R.A. Miller and A. Geissbuhler

This chapter presents a definition of clinical diagnosis and of
CDDSS; a discussion of how humans accomplish diagnosis; a survey
of previous attempts to develop computer-based clinical diagnostic
tools; a discussion of the problems encountered in developing, imple
menting, evaluating, and maintaining clinical diagnostic decision sup
port systems; and a brief discussion of the future of such systems.
Some of these topics are treated in more depth in subsequent chap 
ters of this book.

DEFINITIONS OFDIAGNOSIS
In order to understand the history of clinical diagnostic deci

sion support systems and envision their future roles, it is important
to define clinical diagnosis and computer-assisted clinical diagnosis.
A simple definition of diagnosis is:2

theplacingofan interpretive, higher level label onasetofraw,
moreprimitiveobservations [Definition 1].

By this definition one form of diagnosis might consist oflabel
ing, as"abnormal", any laboratory test results falling outside 1.5 times
the 95% confidence intervals for the "normal" values seen in the gen
eral population as measured by that laboratory. Another level of di
agnosis under the same definition might consist oflabeling the com
bination ofa low serum bicarbonate level,a high serum chloride level,
and an arterial blood pH of?3 as "metabolic acidosis".

A more involved definition of diagnosis, specific for clinical di-
agnosis, is:2

a mapping from a patient's data (normal and abnormal
history, physical examination, and laboratory data) to a
nosology of disease states [Definition 2].

Both of these definitions treat diagnosis improperly as a single
event, rather than as a process. A more accurate definition is found in
the Random House Collegiate Dictionary. There diagnosis is defined
as:"

"theprocess of determining by examination the natureand
circumstances ofa diseased condition" [Definition 3].
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Skilled diagnosticians develop an understanding of what the
patient's life situation was like before the illness began, how the ill
ness has manifested itself, and how it has affected the life situation. '
The clinician must also determine the patient's understanding of, and
response to, an illness. The process of diagnosis entails a sequence of
interdependent, often highly individualized, tasks: evoking from the
patient's initial history and physical examination findings; integra
tion of the data into plausible scenarios regarding known disease pro
cesses; evaluating and refining diagnostic hypotheses through selec
tive elicitation of additional patient information, such as laboratory
tests or serial examinations; initiating therapy at appropriate points
in time (including before a diagnosis is established); and evaluating
the effect ofboth the illness and the therapy on the patient over time.!

Diagnosis is a process composed of individual steps. These steps
go from a point of origin (a question and a set of "presenting find
ings" and "previously established diagnoses"), to a point of destina 
tion (an answer, usually consisting of a set of "new established diag
noses" and/or "unresolved differential diagnoses"). While the begin
ning and end points may be identical, the steps one diagnostician
follows may be very different from those taken by another diagnosti
cian, and the same diagnostician may take different steps in two nearly
identical cases. Because expertise varies among clinicians, different
individuals will encounter different diagnostic problems in evaluat
ing the same patient. For instance, they may generate dissimilar ques
tions based on difficulties with disparate steps in the diagnostic pro
cess, even if they follow exactly the same steps.

Studies of clinicians' information needs help us to understand
the variability in diagnostic problem-solving among clinicians.
Osheroff, Forsythe, and colleagues'> used participant observation, a
standard anthropological technique, to identify and classifyinforma
tion needs during the practice of medicine in an academic health cen
ter. They identified three components of "comprehensive informa
tion needs": (1) currently satisfied information needs (information
recognized as relevant to a question and already known to the clini
cian); (2) consciously recognized information needs (information
recognized by the clinician as important to know to solve the prob
lem, but which is not known by the clinician); and (3) unrecognized
information needs (information that is important for the clinician to
know to solve a problem at hand, but is not recognized as being
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important by the clinician). Failure to detect a diagnostic problem at
all would fall into the latter category. Different clinicians will experi 
ence different diagnostic problems within the same patient case,based
on each clinician's varying knowledge of the patient and unique per
sonal store of general medical knowledge. Osheroffand Forsythe noted
the difficulty people and machines have in tailoring general medical
knowledge to specific clinical cases. There may be a wealth of infor
mation in a patient's inpatient and outpatient records, and also a large
medical literature describing causes of the patient's problems. The
challenge is to quickly and efficiently reconcile one body of informa
tion with the other,':' Clinical diagnostic decision support systems
(CDDSS) can potentially facilitate that reconciliation. A CDDSS can
be defined as:

a computer-based algorithm that assists a clinician with one
or more component steps of the diagnostic process [Defini
tion 4].

While clinicians may have differing conceptions of what they
mean by diagnosis, the definitions embodied in CDDSS are even more
varied. CDDSS users are often slow to recognize that each system func
tionally defines diagnosis as the set of tasks that it can perform. Expe
rienced users often become familiar with using CDDSS as tools to
supplement, rather than replace their own diagnostic capabilities.
Untrained CDDSS users have preconceived unrealistic expectations
that engender subsequent frustration. Naive users view diagnosis on
their own terms, based on their own experiences, and expect diag
nostic decision support systems to behave in a familiar manner. For
example, it is unreasonable to expect that a CDDSS can solve a vague
problem with minimal input, or that CDDSS can assist clinicians in
understanding how an illness has affected the patient's lifestyle. Con
versely, system developers sometimes create useful diagnostic tools
that provide capabilities outside the experience of human diagnosti
cians. For example, the Relationships function ofR-QMR* (a CDDSS),
takes as input up to ten findings that the clinician-user would like to

* In this chapter, R-QMR refers to the research version of QMR, the
CDDSSdeveloped byMiller, Masarie andMyers. 6 Thecommercialversion
ofQMR, marketed byFirstDataBank, whileinitiallyidentical toR-QMR
in 1990, hasdeveloped independently of R-QMR since that time.
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explain as the key or "pivotal" findings from a diagnostically chal
lenging case, and produces as output a rank-ordered list of "disease
complexes" that each explain all of the input findings'? Each disease
complex is made up of from 1to 4 interrelated disorders (e.g., disease
A predisposing to disease Band causing disease C). Becausebusy clini
cians can spare little free time for extraneous activities, user training
for CDDSS is extremely critical, and must address the potential cog
nitive mismatch between user expectations and system capabilities .

An important concept related to the use of CDDSS is under
standing that the problem to be solved originates in the mind of the
clinician-user. The diagnostic problem cannot be defined in an abso
lute sense, for example, by an arbitrary set of input findings selected
from a case. The CDDSS analog of the metaphysical question, "if a
tree falls in a forest in the absence ofpeople, will there be a sound?" is
"if clinical findings are extracted from a patient case in the absence of
a query from a clinician caring for the patient (or someone asked to
function with that mindset), is there a diagnostic problem to be solved,
or can there be a 'correct' answer?" There is only one way that the
findings of a case, in isolation, can define a diagnostic problem; that
is when the diagnostic problem is the global one, i.e., the CDDSS,
through its own initiative, is expected to take all the steps in the diag
nostic process required to explain all patient findings through estab
lishing new diagnoses (or unresolved differential diagnoses if there is
not a solution). It is rare in clinical practice to encounter the "global"
diagnostic problem. Clinicians usually complete a portion ofthe evalu
ation process before they encounter difficulty, and correspondingly,
once they overcome the difficulty, they are usually capable of com
pleting the evaluation without further assistance. While early CDDSS
developers often assumed the only problem worth solving was the
global diagnostic problem, emphasis over the last decade has shifted
to helping clinicians with problems they encounter during individual
steps in the diagnostic process. This has led to the demise of the "Greek
Oracle" model where the CDDSS was expected to take all of the
patient's findings and come up with "the answer:' Current CDDSS
models assume that the user will interact with the CDDSS in an itera
tive fashion , selectively entering patient information and using the
CDDSS output to assist with the problems encountered in the diag
nostic process."
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In order to interact optimally with the CDDSS, the users need to
understand the assumptions built into the system. As noted previ
ously, each CDDSS functionally defines diagnosis as the tasks it can
perform (or assist users in performing). The subtle nature of under
lying assumptions that system developers incorporate into CDDSS
can be deceptive to users. For example, one of the most well-known
diagnostic systems is the Bayesian program for diagnosis of acute ab
dominal pain developed by de Dombal and colleagues.v'?As it was
originally developed, the system's goal, not stated explicitly, was to
discriminate between surgical and nonsurgical causes of acute ab
dominal pain, in order to help triage patients in an emergency room
(or similar) setting. A limited number of explicit diagnoses are sup
ported by the system, all ofwhich except "nonspecific abdominal pain"
were surgical disorders or potentially surgically treated disorders (such
as acute appendicitis, acute pancreatitis, and acute diverticulitis) .The
performance of the system was evaluated in multi-center studies'? and
shown to be exemplary with respect to the circumstances for which it
was designed. However, naive users generically relying on de Dombal's
system to help with the diagnosis of all patients presenting with acute
abdominal pain would be disappointed. There is a high potential for
errors in caring for such patients if the clinician-users do not supple
ment system output with their own knowledge. The system could not
properly diagnose patients presenting acute intermittent porphyria,
lead poisoning, early TI 0 dermatome herpes zoster, or familial Medi
terranean fever. Even when the system performs optimally, all these
conditions would be labeled as "nonspecific abdominal pain."

The utility of making specific diagnoses lies in the selection of
effective therapies, making accurate prognoses, and providing detailed
explanations.' In some situations, it is not necessary to arrive at an
exact diagnosis in order to fulfill one or more of these objectives.Treat
ment is often initiated before an exact diagnosis is made. Further
more, the utility of making certain diagnoses is debatable, especially
if there is a small probability of effective treatment. For instance, la
beling a patient as having "obesity" does not flatter the patient, and
even worse, may cause the clinician to do more harm than good. Good
documentation exists in the medical literature that once a patient
reaches approximately twice their ideal body weight, the patient's
metabolism and psychology related to eating changes" so that the
prognosis of dieting down to the ideal body weight and staying there
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is approximately equal to the survival rate for gastric carcinoma at
five years. Resorting to "off-the-shelf': nonprescription, potentially
harmful therapies such as liquid protein diets, unsupervised prolonged
fasting, or prescribed amphetamines carries more harm than benefit,
yet desperate patients and physicians sometimes resort to such
approaches.

The cost of eliciting all possible patient data is potentially stag
gering-temporally, economically and ethically, since there are real
risks of morbidity and/or mortality associated with many diagnostic
procedures such as liver biopsy or cardiac catheterization. Given the
impossibility and impracticality of gathering every conceivable piece
of diagnostic information with respect to each patient, the "art" of
diagnosis lies in the ability of the diagnostician to carefully evoke
enough relevant information to justify all important and ultimately
correct diagnoses in each case, and to initiate therapies at appropriate
points during the evaluation.' The knowledge of how to "work up"
the patient depends critically on the ability to evoke history, symp
toms, and physical examination findings, concurrently with the abil
ity to generate diagnostic hypotheses that suggest how to further re
fine or pursue the findings already elicited, or to pursue completely
different additional findings. In addition, this must be done in a com
passionate and cost-effective manner.'

HUMAN DIAGNOSTIC REASONING
Diagnostic reasoning involvesdiverse cognitive activities includ

ing: information gathering, pattern recognition, problem solving, de
cision making, judgment under uncertainty, and empathy. Large
amounts of highly organized knowledge are necessary to function in
this relatively unstructured cognitive domain. Our knowledge of hu
man diagnostic reasoning is based on generic psychological experi
ments about reasoning, and on direct studies of the diagnostic pro
cess itself. Relevant principles of human problem-solving behavior
have been unveiled through focused studies examining constrained
problem spaces such as chess-playing and cryptoarithmetic." Such
studies have documented that experts recognize patterns of activity
within a domain at an integrated, higher level ("chunking") than nov
ices. Additional psychological experiments about judgments made
under uncertainty" have provided insights into individuals' imper
fect semiquantitative reasoning skills.
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To investigate the complex intellectual task of clinical diagnosis,
many researchers's" have used behavioral methods that combine pro
tocol analysis with introspection. Researchers record clinicians as they
think aloud while performing specified cognitive tasks related to di
agnosis (including normal clinical activities). Post facto, the clinicians
themselves, or others, are asked to interpret the motives, knowledge,
diagnostic hypotheses and strategies involved in the recorded sessions.
However, there is no proof that the stories constructed by experts to
explain their diagnostic reasoning correspond to the actual reasoning
methods they use subconsciously.

Most models of diagnostic reasoning include the following ele
ments: the activation of working hypotheses, the testing of these hy
potheses, the acquisition and interpretation of additional informa
tion, and confirming, rejecting, or adding ofnew hypotheses as infor
mation is gathered over time. Working hypotheses are generated early
in the process of information gathering, at a time when only few facts
are known about the patient.w" Only a limited number of these hy
potheses, rarely more than five,are entertained simultaneously, prob
ably because of the limited capacity of human short term memory,"
Early hypothesis generation is probably accomplished through some
form of pattern recognition, with experts more capable of applying
compiled knowledge and experiences than novices. Comparing clini
cal reasoning in novices and experts, Evans and Patel" showed that
experts rarely rely directly on causal reasoning and knowledge ofba
sic sciences, except when reasoning outside their domain of expertise .

As noted by Pople and others," clinical diagnosis fits Simon's
criteria for being an ill-structured problem." Simon gave as an ex
ample of an ill-structured problem, the task an architect faces in cre
atively designing a new house "from scratch"-the realm of possible
solutions encompasses a great variety of applicable methods and a
broad set of alternative outcomes. As summarized by Pople, Simon
observed that ill-structured problems can be solved by splitting the
problem into smaller, well-defined subtasks that are each more easily
accomplished.18

In clinical diagnosis, early hypothesis generation helps to con
strain reasoning to "high yield" areas, and permits the use of heuristic
methods to further elucidate a solution." Studies have shown that
most clinicians employ the hypothetico-deductive method after early
hypothesis generation.Iv" Data are collected with a view to their use-
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fulness in refining, rejecting or substituting for the original set of hy
potheses. In the setting of clinicopathological exercises, Eddy and
Clanton" showed that identification of a pivotal finding is often used
to simplify the diagnostic problem, and to narrow the focus to a lim
ited set of hypotheses. Kassirer and Gerry" described the "process of
case building': where hypotheses are evaluated against the model of a
disease entity using techniques that can be emulated in computers
using Bayes' rule, Boolean algebra or template matching (see chap
ter 2 for an explanation of these terms). They also recognized that
heuristic methods are commonly used to confirm, eliminate, discrimi
nate or explore hypotheses. Weed22 and Hurst and Walker23 suggested
that clinical problem-solving can be approached by splitting com
plex, composite problems into relatively independent, discrete "prob
lem areas".With respect to diagnosis, Pople observed that separating
complex differential diagnoses into problem areas allows diagnosti
cians to apply additional powerful reasoning heuristics. They can as
sume that the differential diagnosis list within a problem area con
tains mutually exclusive hypotheses, and that the list can be made to
be exhaustive (i.e., complete)-so that it is assured that the correct
diagnosis is on the list for the problem area, and that only one diag
nosis on the list is the correct one."

Kassirer has identified three abstract categories of human diag
nostic reasoning strategies: probabilistic, causal and deterministic."
Formal models for each type of reasoning have been developed, most
often separately from observational studies on how actual reasoning
occurs. Probabilistic models such as Brunswik's lens model" and Baye
sian26•27 approaches, as well as decision analysis28•29 define statistical
associations between clinical variables and use mathematical models
to compute optimal decisions. While it is clear that diagnosticians
consider prevalence and other probabilistic concepts during their rea
soning.v' -" observational and experimental studies show that humans
are not intuitively good statisticians.13.30 Human problem-solvers tend
to rely on judgmental heuristics. Experiments document that humans
improperly evaluate subjective probabilities, misuse prior probabili
ties, and fail to recognize important phenomena, such as the regression
towards the mean. While there has been some evidence that humans
have more difficulty reasoning with probabilities than they do under
standing the concepts which underlie them," they also demonstrate
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other reasoning errors such as reluctance to revise opinions when
presented with data that do not fit with working hypotheses when the
data's diagnostic significance is properly understood. 13.30

Models of causal (pathophysiological) reasoning, such as those
developed by Peinsteinv-" in the 1970s, establish cause-and-effect re
lations between clinical variables within anatomic, physiologic and
biochemical representations of the reality. Although causal inferences
(reasoning from causes to consequences) can be viewed as the inverse
of diagnostic inferences (reasoning from consequences to causes),
studies have shown that when making judgments under uncertainty,
humans assign greater impact to causal rather than diagnostic data of
equal informative weight, and commonly make over-confident pre
dictions when dealing with highly uncertain models. 13 Causal, patho
physiological reasoning uses shared, global, patient-independent
knowledge," and provides an efficient means ofverifying and explain
ing diagnostic hypotheses. However, it is not clear how much causal
reasoning is actually used in early hypothesis generation and other
stages of nonverbalized diagnostic reasoning. As noted earlier, obser
vational studies indicate that experts tend to employ causal, patho
physiological reasoning only when faced with problems outside the
realm of their expertise, or highly atypical problems, or when they
are asked to explain their reasoning to others."

In deterministic models, production rules, i.e., specifying ap
propriate actions in response to certain conditions, are used to repre
sent the basic building blocks of human problem-solving. Such if
then rules representing compiled knowledge can be expressed in the
form of branching-logic flow-charts and clinical algorithms for
nonexperts to follow. However, production rules do not deal effec
tively with uncertainty," which is a disadvantage in clinical practice,
where uncertainty is a common feature.

The late M. Scott Blois, a great philosopher-inforrnatician-clini
cian, used a funnel to illustrate the spectrum of clinical judgment."
Consideration of patients' ill-structured problems, including undif
ferentiated concerns and vague complaints, occurs at the wide end of
the funnel. Focused decisions in response to specific clinical ques
tions (e.g., choosing an antibiotic to treat the bacteria isolated as the
cause ofa pneumonia) were represented at the narrow end. This model
is consistent with Simon's view of how humans solve ill-structured
problems. IS Blois noted that decision support systems were best ap-
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plied toward the narrow end of the funnel, since circumscribed, well
structured problems are encountered there. Those problems are more
amenable to solution through application of computational models
ofcognitive skills, requiring only focused and specific knowledge. On
the other hand, at the open end of the funnel, one has to deal with
common-sense knowledge and the general scope of ordinary human
judgment in order to make meaningful progress, and few computer
based systems (other than those for record-keeping) are applicable.

HISTORICAL SURVEY OF CDDSS
The majority of important concepts related to current CDDSS

were developed and presented in the literature prior to 1976. In a
comprehensive 1979 review of reasoning strategies employed by early
CDDSS, Shortliffe, Buchanan and Feigenbaum identified the follow
ing classes of CDDSS: clinical algorithms, clinical databanks that in
clude analytical functions, mathematical pathophysiological models,
pattern recognition systems, Bayesian statistical systems, decision 
analytical systems,and symbolic reasoning (sometimes called"expert"
systems)." This section, without being comprehensive, will describe
how some of the early pioneering efforts led to many classes of sys
tems present today.

The many types of CDDSS correspond to the large number of
clinical domains to which diagnostic reasoning can be applied, to the
multiple steps of diagnostic reasoning described above and to the va
riety of difficulties that diagnosticians may encounter at each step.
When health care informatics researchers come upon the term "clini
cal diagnostic decision-support systems", many think primarily of
general-purpose, broad-spectrum consultation systems.' However,
definitions 1 to 3 in the section on definitions of diagnosis form the
basis for the broad spectrum of diagnostic systems actually encoun
tered. In a sense, definition 1, diagnosis as interpretation of raw ob
servations, is potentially recursive as it defines successivelymore com
plex classes of diagnostic tools. Low-level diagnostic labels placed on
"raw" observations can be used as input into second-level diagnostic
systems that produce higher-level labels that are then used at pro
gressively higher levels.

There are systems for general diagnosis (no matter how broad
or narrow their application domains), and systems for diagnosis in
specialized domains such as interpretation of ECG tracings." The
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general notion of CDDSS conveyed in the biomedical literature some
times overlooks specialized, focused, yet highly successful medical
device-associated diagnostic systems. Some simple CDDSS help to
interpret blood gas results, assist in categorizing diagnostic possibili
ties based on the output of serum protein electrophoresis devices, or
aid in the interpretation of standardized pulmonary function tests.
CDDSS for cytological recognition and classification have found suc
cessful application in devices such as automated differential blood
count analyzers and systems to analyze Papanicolaou smears.' Small,
focused CDDSS are the most widely used form ofdiagnostic decision
support programs, and their use will grow as they are coupled with
other automated medical devices.'

In their classical paper published in 1959, Ledley and Lusted"
observed that physicians have an imperfect knowledge of how they
solve diagnostic problems. Ledley and Lusted detailed the principles
underlying work on Bayesian and decision-analytic diagnostic sys
tems that has been carried out over subsequent decades. They stated
that both logic (as embodied in set theory and Boolean algebra) and
probabilistic reasoning (as embodied in Bayes' rule) were essential
components of medical reasoning. Ledley and Lusted mentioned the
importance of protocol analysis in understanding human diagnostic
reasoning. They stated that they had reviewed how physicians solve
New England Journal of Medicine CPC (clinicopathological confer
ence) cases as the foundation for their work on diagnostic computer
systems. Both for practical reasons and for philosophical reasons, much
work on CDDSS has focused on the differences between logical de
ductive systems and probabilistic systems. Chapter 2 describes these
approaches in more detail. What follows is a description of how
CDDSS have embodied these reasoning principles.

Logical systems, based on "discriminating questions" to distin
guish among mutually exclusive alternatives, have played an impor
tant role since the pioneering work by Bleich and his colleagues" on
acid-base and electrolytes. To this day, such systems are applicable to
narrow domains, especially those where it is fairly certain that only
one disorder is present. When users of a branching logic system in
correctly answer one of the questions posed by the system, they may
find themselves "out on a limb" with no way to recover except by start
ing over from the beginning; the likelihood ofsuch problems increases
when multiple independent disease processes interact in the patient.
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Thus, ideal application areas are those where detailed knowledge of
pathophysiology or extensive epidemiological data make it possible
to identify parameters useful for dividing diagnostic sets into
nonintersecting subsets based on specific characteristics.

Bayes'rule is applicable to larger domains. Warner and colleagues
in 1960-61 developed one of the first medical application systems
based on Bayes' rule . In their original contribution," they discussed
the independence assumption required among diagnoses and among
findings by the most commonly employed Bayesian applications, and
proposed a method for eliminating the influence of redundant find
ings. They obtained the probabilities used in the diagnosis of con
genital heart diseases from literature review, from their own series of
over 1000 cases, and from experts' estimates based on knowledge of
pathophysiology. Warner et al. observed how diagnostic systems can
be very sensitive to false positive findings, and to errors in the system's
database. The importance of obtaining accurate data from the user
was emphasized. In their evaluation of their system's performance, it
was pointed out the need for an independent "gold standard" against
which the performance of the system could be judged. In the evalua
tion of their system, they used cardiac catheterization data and/or
anatomical (postmortem) data to confirm the actual patient diag
noses. Warner et al. have continued to develop and refine models for
Bayesian diagnosis over the years.)

In 1968, Gorry and Barnett developed a model for sequential
Bayesian diagnosis." The first practical Bayesian system, and one of
the first CDDSS to be utilized at widespread clinical sites, was the
system for diagnosis ofacute abdominal pain developed by de Dombal
and colleagues. 1.9 A large number of groups have subsequently devel
oped, implemented, and refined Bayesian methods for diagnostic de
cision-making, and a wave of enthusiasm surrounds current work on
Bayesian belief networks for clinical diagnosis.' Probabilistic systems
have played and will continue to play an important role in CDDSS
development.

An additional alternative exists to categorical (predicate calcu
Ius)" and probabilistic reasoning, combining features of both, but
retaining a fundamental difference. That alternative is heuristic rea
soning, reasoning based on empirical rules-of-thumb. The HEME
program for diagnosis of hematological disorders was one of the
earliest systems to employ heuristics and also one of the first systems
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to use, in effect, criteria tables for diagnosis of disease states . It was
developed initially by Lipkin, Hardy, Engle and their colleagues in the
late 1950s.I.41-43 Programs which heuristically match terminology from
stored descriptions of disease states to lexical descriptions of patient
cases are similar conceptually to HEME . The CONSIDER program
developed by Lindberg et al.44 and the RECONSIDER program de
veloped by Blois and his colleagues" used heuristic lexical matching
techniques to identify diseases in CMIT, a manual of diseases com
piled and previously maintained by the American Medical Associa
tion. More recently, the EXPERTsystem shell developed by Weiss and
Kulikowski" has been used extensively in developing systems that uti 
lize criteria tables, including AI/Rheum47-48 for diagnosis of
rheumatological disorders, as well as others.

G. Anthony Gorry was an enlightened pioneer in the develop
ment of heuristic diagnostic systems that employ symbolic reason
ing. In a classical paper in 1968, Gerry" outlined the general prin
ciples underlying expert system approaches to medical diagnosis that
were subsequently developed in the 1970s and 1980s.Gorry proposed
a formal definition of the diagnostic problem. In a visionary manner,
he analyzed the relationships among a generic inference function (used
to generate diagnoses from observed findings), a generic test-selec
tion function that dynamically selects the best test to order (in terms
of cost and information content), and a pattern-sorting function that
is capable of determining if competing diagnoses are members of the
same "problem area" (i.e., whether diagnostic hypotheses should be
considered together because they are related to pathology in the same
organ system) . He pointed out the difference between the informa
tion value, the economic cost, and the morbidity or mortality risk of
performing tests; discussed the cost of misdiagnosis of serious, life
threatening or disabling disorders; noted the potential influence of
"red herring" findings on diagnostic systems; described the "multiple
diagnosis" problem faced by systems when patients have more than
one disease; and suggested that the knowledge bases underlying diag
nostic systems could be used to generate simulated cases to test the
diagnostic systems.

Gerry's schemata represent the intellectual ancestors of a diverse
group of medical diagnostic systems, including, among others, PIP
(the Present Illness Program) developed by Pauker et al., MEDITEL
for adult illnesses which was developed by Waxman and Worley from
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an earlier pediatric version, Internist-I developed by Pople, Myers and
Miller, QMR, developed by Miller, Masarie and Myers, DXplain, de
veloped by Barnett and colleagues, Iliad, developed by Warner and
colleagues, and a large number of other systems. 1,50-56

Shortliffe introduced the clinical application of rule-based ex
pert systems for diagnosis and therapy through his development of
MYCINl ,57 in 1973-1976. MYCIN used backward chaining through
its rule base to collect information to identify the organism(s) caus
ing bacteremia or meningitis in patients (see discussion of backward
and forward chaining in chapter 2). A large number of rule-based
CDDSS have been developed over the years, but most rule-based
CDDSS have been devoted to narrow application areas due to the
extreme complexityofmaintaining rule-based systems with more than
a few thousand rules. I

With the advent of the microcomputer came a change in phi
losophy in regard to the development of CDDSS. For example, the
style of diagnostic consultation in the original 1974 Internist-I pro
gram treated the physician as unable to solve a diagnostic problem.
The model assumed that the physician would transfer all historical
information, physical examination findings, and laboratory data to
the Internist-I expert diagnostic consultant program. The physician's
subsequent role was that of a passive observer, answering yes or no to
questions generated by Internist-I. Ultimately, the omniscient Greek
Oracle (consultant program) was supposed to provide the correct
diagnoses and explain its reasoning. Bythe late 1980s and early 1990s,
developers abandoned the "Greek Oracle" model" of diagnostic deci
sion support. Encouraged by the critiquing model developed by Perry
Miller':" and his colleagues, recent CDDSS developers have as an ob
jective to create a mutually beneficial system that takes advantage of
the strengths of both the user's knowledge and the system's abilities .
The goal is to improve performance ofboth the user and the machine
over their native (unassisted) states.

Several innovative techniques have been added in the 1980s and
1990s to previous models for computer-assisted medical diagnosis.
The trend has been to develop more formal models that add math
ematical rigor to the successful but more arbitrary heuristicexplo
rations of the 1970s and early 1980s. However, there are tradeoffs
involved in formal mathematical models, often related to available
data quality, which in many ways make them heuristic as well.59
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Systems based on fuzzy set theory and Bayesian belief networks were
developed to overcome limitations of heuristic and simple Bayesian
models.' Reggia,Nau and Wang,,60 developed set covering models as a
formalization of ad hoc problem-area formation (partitioning)
schemes, such as that developed by Pople for Internist-I."

Neural networks represent an entirely new approach to medical
diagnosis, although the weights learned by simple one-layer networks
may be analogous or identical to Bayesian probabilities.' Problems
with neural networks include selecting the best topology, preventing
overtraining and undertraining, and determining what cases to use
for training.The more complex a neural network is (number of input
and output nodes, number of hidden layers), the greater the need for
a large number of appropriate training cases. Often large epidemio
logically controlled patient data sets are not available. There is a ten
dency among some developers to resort to simulation techniques to
generate training cases. Use of "artificial" cases to train neural net
works may lead to sub-optimal performance on real cases.Chapters 2
and 7 describe the models mentioned above in more detail.

DEVELOPING, IMPLEMENTING, EVALUATING
AND MAINTAINING CDDSS

For any CDDSS to achieve success, it must complete a number
of stages of development.v? To begin with , a CDDSS should be de
veloped to meet documented information needs.4,5.63 Developers must
perform a clinical needs assessment to determine the utility of the
proposed system, and the frequency with which it might be used in
various real-world settings. Clinical systems should not be developed
simply because someone wants to test an exciting new computational
algorithm. The rule, "if it's not broke, don't fix it",applies to the devel
opment of CDDSS as well as other aspects of technology. Developers
must carefully define the scope and nature of the process to be auto
mated. They must also understand the process to be automated well
enough to reduce the process to an algorithm. All systems, especially
CDDSS, have boundaries (both in domain coverage and algorithm
robustness) beyond which the systems often fail. Developers must
understand these limits and make users aware of them. Each algo
rithm must be studied to determine the ways in which it might fail,
both due to inherent limitations and due to flaws that might occur
during the process of implementation.'
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Developers and interested third parties must evaluate any auto 
mated system carefully, initially "in vitro" (outside of the patient care
arena, with no risks to patients), and once warranted, in vivo (pro
spectively, on the front lines of actual patient care delivery) in order
to determine if the automated system improves or promotes impor
tant outcomes that are not possible with the pre-existing manual sys
tern." Finally, developers and users must demonstrate the practical
utility of the system by showing that clinicians can adopt it for pro
ductive daily use.?A potentially great system that is not used cannot
have a beneficial impact on clinical outcomes. Unfortunately, few, if
any, of the existing clinical decision support systems have yet fulfilled
these criteria.

There are a number of problems that have limited the ultimate
success of CDDSS to date. These include: difficulties with domain
selection and knowledge base construction and maintenance; prob
lems with the diagnostic algorithms and user interfaces; the problem
of system evolution, including evaluation, testing and quality con
trol; issues related to machine interfaces, and clinical vocabularies;
and legal and ethical issues. These issues are discussed below and are
also addressed in more detail in later chapters.

CLINICAL DOMAIN SELECTION

CDDSS domain selection is often problematic. Substantial clini
cal domains must be chosen in order to avoid creating "toy" systems.
However, construction of knowledge bases to support substantial
CDDSS can require dozens of person-years of effort in broad domains
such as general internal medicine. To date, although most large medi
cal knowledge bases have at least initially been created in the aca
demic environment, many projects do not have adequate funding to
sustain such activity over time." Availability of adequate domain ex
pertise is also a problem. Clinical collaborators generally earn their
wages through patient care or research, and sustaining high-level in
put from individuals with adequate clinical expertise can be difficult
in the face of real-world demands. Commercial vendors must hire an
adequate and well-qualified staff of physicians in order to maintain
medical knowledge bases. However, the income generated through
the sale of CDDSS programs is limited by the number of users who
purchase a program or its updates, so that scaling up a CDDSS main 
tenance department can be difficult.
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Different problems affect CDDSS with narrow domains. One
problem is garnering an adequate audience. The CASNETsystem was
an exemplary prototypic system for reasoning pathophysiologically
about the diagnosis and therapy of glaucoma." It typifies a problem
that can occur with successful experimental expert systems-the per
sons most likely to require a specialized system's use in clinical medi
cine are the domain experts whose knowledge was used to develop
the system. The persons who routinely diagnose and treat glaucoma
are ophthalmologists, who are by definition Board-certified special
ists in the domain of ophthalmology.The program, in effect,preaches
to the choir. It is more difficult for an automated system to provide
marginal benefit to experts in that speciality than to primary care
providers, but generalists are unlikely to use a system with very nar
row functioning. A program like the CASNET system must be ex
tremely robust, and provide more than one kind of service (e.g., it
should have integrated record-management and other functions) in
order for it to find use in clinical practice.

KNOWLEDGE BASE CONSTRUCTION AND MAINTENANCE

Knowledge base maintenance is critical to the clinical validity of
a CDDSS.l Yet, it is hard to judge when new clinical knowledge be
comes an established "fact': The first reports of new clinical discover
ies in highly regarded medical journals must await confirmation by
other groups over time before their content can be added to a medi
cal knowledge base. The nosological labels used in diagnosis reflect
the current level of scientific understanding of pathophysiology and
disease, and may change over time without the patient or the patient's
illness per se changing. 1 For example, changes occur in how a label is
applied when the "gold standard" for making a diagnosis shifts from
a pathological biopsy result to an abnormal serological test-patients
with earlier, previously unrecognized forms of the illness may be la
beled as having the disease. Corresponding changes must be made to
keep a CDDSS knowledge base up-to-date.

Knowledge base construction must be a scientifically reproduc
ible process that can be accomplished by qualified individuals at any
site." Knowledge base construction should be clinically grounded,
based on "absolute" clinical knowledge whenever possible. Attempts
to "tune" the CDDSS knowledge base to improve performance on a
given case or group of cases should be strongly discouraged, unless
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such tuning has an objective basis, such as information culled from
the medical literature. If the process of knowledge base construction
is highly dependent on a single individual, or can only be carried out
at a single institution, then the survival of that system over time is in
jeopardy. While much of the glamour of computer-based diagnostic
systems lies in the computer algorithms and interfaces, the long-term
value and viability of a system depends on the quality, accuracy and
timeliness of its knowledge base.1

Even initially successful CDDSS cannot survive unless the medi
cal knowledge bases supporting them are kept current. This can re
quire Herculean efforts. Shortliffe's MYCIN programvwas developed
as a research project to demonstrate the applicability of rule-based
expert systems to clinical medicine. MYCIN was a brilliant, pioneer
ing effort in this regard. The evaluation of MYCIN in the late 1970s
by Yu and colleagues demonstrated that the program could perform
at the expert levelon challenging cases." But MYCIN was never placed
into routine clinical use, nor was an effort made to update its knowl 
edge base over time. After 1979, lack of maintenance caused its anti
biotic therapy knowledge base to become out of date.

CDDSS DIAGNOSTIC ALGORITHMS AND USER INTERFACES
Just as computer-based implementation of many complex algo

rithms involves making tradeoffs between space (memory) and time
(CPU cycles), development of real-world diagnostic systems involves
a constant balancing of theory (model complexity) and practicality
(ability to construct and maintain adequate medical databases or
knowledge bases, and ability to create systems which respond to us
ers' needs in an acceptably short time interval)." We may understand,
in theory, how to develop systems that take into account gradations
of symptoms, the degree of uncertainty in the patient and/or physi
cian-user regarding a finding, the severity of each illness under con
sideration, the pathophysiological mechanisms of disease, and/or the
time course of illnesses.Such complexities may ultimately be required
to make actual systems work reliably. However, it is not yet practical
to build such complex, broad-based systems for patient care. The ef
fort required to build and maintain superficial knowledge bases is
measured in dozens of person-years of effort, and more complex
knowledge bases are likely to require an order of magnitude greater
effort.'
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Although some people believe that the computer will eventually
replace the physician," that position is not very tenable. A clinician
cannot convey his or her complete understanding of an involved pa
tient case to a computer program. One can never assume that a com
puter program "knows" all that needs to be known about the patient
case, no matter how much time and effort is spent on data input into
the computer system.Asa result, the clinician-user who directly evalu
ated the patient must be considered to be the definitive source of in
formation about the patient during the entire course of any com
puter-based consultation.' In addition, the highly skilled health care
practitioner, who understands the patient as a person, possesses the
most important intellect to be employed during a consultation. That
user should intellectually control the process of computer-based con
sultation. CDDSS must be designed to permit users to apply indi
vidual tools to assist with the sequence of steps in the diagnostic pro 
cess in the sequence that the user prefers at the time, not in an arbi
trary sequence selected by the CDDSS algorithm.

AllCDDSS,and especiallynarrowly focused ones, facethe "criti
cal mass" problem. Few clinicians are likely to purchase and install
office computer systems solely to run one application. The number
ofnarrow CDDSS that could be useful in the setting ofa primary care
practitioner's office is potentially measured in tens or hundreds. Yet
few computer-literate individuals learn how to successfully operate
more than a dozen applications. Until there is a standard, integrated
environment and user interface that allows smooth transition among
dedicated applications, CDDSS are not likely to be used heavily. It is
possible that the Internet, with a common user interface across mul 
tiple hardware platforms, will evolve to be the integrated environ
ment required. However, current limitations of such interfaces leave
this an open question. Systems must provide flexible environments
that adapt to the user's needs and problems, rather than providing an
interface that is inflexible and which penalizes the user for deviating
from the normal order of system operation. It must be easy to move
from one program function to another if it is common for the health
care user to do so on their own mentally. Transitions must be facili
tated when frequent patterns of usage emerge.
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CDDSS TESTING, EVALUATION AND QUALITY CONTROL

System evaluation in biomedical informatics should take place
as an ongoing, strategically planned process, not as a single event or
small number ofepisodes.s':" Complex software systems and accepted
medical practices both evolve rapidly, so evaluators and readers of
evaluations face moving targets. As previously noted, systems are of
value only when they help users to solve users' problems. Users, not
systems, characterize and solve clinical diagnostic problems. The ul
timate unit of evaluation should be whether the user plus the system
is better than the unaided user with respect to a specified task or prob
lem (usually one generated by the user).

It is extremely important during system development to con
duct informal "formative" type evaluations. As a part of this process,
new cases must be analyzed with the CDDSS on a regular (e.g.,weekly)
basis. After each failure of the CDDSS to make a "correct" diagnosis,
careful analysis of both the system's knowledge base and diagnostic
algorithms must be carried out. Both the information in the knowl
edge base on the "correct" diagnosis, and the information on any di
agnoses offered in error, must be reviewed and potentially updated.
In addition, periodic re-running ofprevious series oftest cases should
be done on an annual (or similar basis), to verify that there has not
been significant "drift" in either the knowledge base or the diagnostic
program that would influence the system's abilities .

Formal evaluations of CDDSS should take into account the fol
lowing four perspectives: (1) appropriate evaluation design; (2) speci
fication of criteria for determining CDDSS efficacy in the evaluation;
(3) evaluation of the boundaries or limitations of the CDDSS; and
(4) identification ofpotential reasons for "lack ofsystem effect."64 Each
of these issues is discussed below.

Appropriate Evaluation Design
Evaluation plans should be appropriate for the information needs

being addressed, the levelofsystem maturity, and users' intended form
ofCDDSS usage (or specific system function evaluated).62,64 The same
CDDSS may serve as an electronic textbook for one user, a diagnostic
checklist generator for another user, a consultant to determine the
next useful step in a specific patient's evaluation for a third user, and
a tool to critique/reinforce the users ' own pre-existing hypotheses for
a fourth user. Each system function would require a different form of
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evaluation whenever anticipated user benefits depend on which sys
tem function is used. Evaluations should clearly state which user ob
jective is being studied, and which of the available system functions
are relevant to that objective.

In 1994, Berner" and colleagues evaluated the ability of several
systems to generate first-pass differential diagnoses from a fixed set
of input findings.These findings were not generated by everyday clini
cal users, but came from written case summaries of real patient data.
That approach was dictated by the desire to standardize system in
puts and outputs for purposes of multi-system use. The primary goal
of Berner et al. was to develop methods and metrics that would char
acterize aspects of system performance in a manner useful for ratio
nally comparing different systems and their functions. All of the sys
tems in that study were capable of generating questions to further
refine the initial differential diagnoses, which is the intended mode of
clinical use for such systems. Because that study was not intended to
produce a definitive rating or comparison of the systems themselves,
the involved systems were not placed in the hands of end-users, nor
were the systems used in a manner to address common end-user needs.
Even though the evaluation did not examine this capability, the meth
ods used by Berner were sound. Generating a first-pass differential
diagnosis is a good initial step, but subsequent evidence-gathering,
reflection, and refinement are required.

There are important questions that must be answered in the
evaluation. Are the problems ones that clinical users generate during
clinical practice, or artificial problems generated by the study design
team? Is the case material accurately based on actual patient cases?
Note that there can be no truly verifiable diagnosis when artificial,
manually-constructed or computer-generated cases are used. Are the
evaluation subjects clinical users whose participation occurs in the
clinical context of caring for the patients used as"test cases?"Are clini
cal users evaluating abstracts of cases they have never seen or are
nonclinical personnel evaluating abstracted clinical cases using com
puter systems? Are users free to use all system components in what
ever manner they choose, or is it likely that the study design will con
strain users to exercise only limited components of the system? The
answers to these questions will determine the generalizability of the
results of the evaluation.
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Specification of Criteria for Determining CDDSS Efficacy
in the Evaluation

Evaluations must determine if the criteria for "successful" sys
tem performance are similar to what clinical practitioners would re
quire during actual practice. Diagnosis itself, or more properly, "diag
nostic benefit", must be defined in such contexts. Similarly, what it
means to establish a diagnosis must be carefully defined. For example,
it is not adequate to accept hospital discharge diagnoses at face value
as a "gold standard", since discharge diagnoses are not of uniform
quality-they have been documented to be influenced by physician
competency, coding errors, and economic pressures. Furthermore,
some discharge diagnoses may be "active" (undiagnosed at admission
and related to the patient's reason for hospitalization), while others
may be relevant but inactive. Criteria for the establishment of a "gold
standard" diagnosis should be stated prospectively, before beginning
data collection.

Evaluation of the Boundaries or Limitations of the CDDSS
A system may fail when presented with cases outside its knowl

edge base domain, but if an evaluation only uses cases from within
that domain, this failure may never be identified. The limits of a
system's knowledge base are a concern because patients do not accu
rately triage themselves to present to the most appropriate specialists.
For instance, as discussed earlier, de Dombal's abdominal pain sys
tem performed very well when used by surgeons to determine if pa
tients presenting with abdominal pain required surgery. However, a
patient with atypical appendicitis may present to an internist, and a
patient with abdominal pain due to lead poisoning may first see a
surgeon.

Identification of Potential Reasons for "Lack of System Effect"
CDDSS operate within a system that not only includes the

CDDSS itself, but also the user and the health care environment in
which the user practices. A model of all of the possible influences on
the evaluation outcomes would include CDDSS-related factors
(knowledge base inadequacies, inadequate synonyms within vocabu
laries, faulty algorithms, etc.), user-related factors (lack of training or
experience with the system, failure to use or understand certain sys
tem functions, lack of medical knowledge or clinical expertise, etc.)
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and external variables (lack of available gold standards, failure of pa
tients or clinicians to follow-up during study period). It is important
to recognize that studies that focus on one aspect of system function
may have to make compromises with respect to other system or user
related factors in order to have an interpretable result . Additionally,
in any CDDSS evaluation, the user's ability to generate meaningful
input into the system, and the system's ability to respond to variable
quality of input from different users, is an important concern.

Evaluations of CDDSS must each take a standard objective
(which may be only one component of system function) and mea
sure how effectivelythe system enhances users' performances-using
a study design that incorporates the most appropriate and rigorous
methodology relative to the stage of system development. The ulti
mate clinical end-user ofa given CDDSS must determine if published
evaluation studies examine the system's function in the manner that
the user intends to use it. This is analogous to a practitioner deter
mining if a given clinical trial (of an intervention) is relevant to a
specific patient by matching the given patient's characteristics to the
study's inclusion and exclusion criteria, population demographics, and
the patient's tolerance for the proposed forms of therapy as compared
to alternatives. The reporting of an individual "negative study" of sys
tem performance should not, as it often does now, carry the implica
tion that the system is globally suboptimal. A negative result for one
system function does not mean that for the same system, some users
cannot derive significant benefits for other system functions. Simi
larly,complete evaluation ofa system over time should examine basic
components-e.g., the knowledge base, ability to generate reasonable
differential diagnoses, ability to critique diagnoses, etc.-as well as
clinical functionality-e.g., can novice users after standard training
successfully employ the system to solve problems that they might not
otherwise solveas efficientlyor completely. The field of CDDSSevalu
ation will become mature only when clinical system users regularly
derive the same benefit from published CDDSS evaluations as they
do from evaluations of more standard clinical interventions.

CDDSS INTERFACE ANDVOCABULARY ISSUES

A critical issue for the success of large-scale, generic CDDSS is
their environment. Paradoxically, small, limited, "niche" systems will
be adopted and used by the focused community for which they are
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intended, while physicians in general medical practice, for whom the
large-scale systems are intended, may not have need for diagnostic
assistance on a frequent enough basis to justify purchase of one or
more such systems. Therefore, it is common wisdom that CDDSS are
most likely to succeed if they can be integrated into a clinical envi
ronment so that patient data capture is already performed by auto
mated laboratory and/or hospital information systems. In such an
environment, the physician will not have to manually enter all of a
patient's data in order to obtain a diagnostic consultation. However,
it is not straightforward to transfer the information on a patient from
a hospital information system to a diagnostic consultation system. If
100 hematocrits were measured during a patient's admission, which
one(s) should be transferred to the consultation system-the mean,
the extremes, or the value typical for a given time in a patient's ill
ness? Should all findings be transferred to the consultation system, or
only those findings relevant to the patient's current illness? These
questions must be resolved by careful study before one can expect to
obtain patient consultations routinely and automatically within the
context of a hospital information system.Another reason for provid
ing an integrated environment is that users will not use a system un
less it is sufficiently convenient to do so. By integrating CDDSS into
health care provider results reporting and order entry systems, the
usual computer-free workflow processes of the clinician can be re
placed with an environment conducive to accomplishing a number
of computer-assisted clinical tasks, making it more likelythat a CDDSS
will be used.

Interfaces between automated systems are at times as important
as the man-machine interface. Fundamental questions, such as the
definition of diseases and of findings, limit our ability to combine
data from the literature, from clinical databanks, from hospital infor
mation systems, and from individual experts' experiences in order to
create CDDSS.Similar problems existwhen trying to match the records
from a given case (collected manually or taken from an electronic
medical record) with a computer-based diagnostic system. A diag
nostic system may embody different definitions for patient descrip
tors than those of the physician who evaluated the patient, even though
the words used by each may be identical.
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In order to facilitate data exchange among local and remote pro
grams, it is mandatory to have a lexicon or interlingua which facili
tates accurate and reliable transfer of information among systems
which have different internal vocabularies (data dictionaries). The
United States National Library ofMedicine Unified Medical Language
System (UMLS) project, which started in 1987and continues through
the present time, represents one such effort."

LEGAL AND ETHICALISSUES
Proposals have been made for governmental agencies, such as

the United States Food and Drug Administration (FDA), which over
seesmedical devices, to regulate use of clinical software programs such
as CDDSS. These proposals include a variety of recommendations
that manufacturers of such systems would be required to perform to
guarantee that the systems would function per specifications.

There is debate about whether these consultation systems are
actually devices in the same sense as other regulatable devices. In the
past, governmental regulation has not been considered necessarywhen
a licensed practitioner is the user of a CDDSS.72 It would be both
costly and difficult for the government to regulate CDDSS more di
rectly, even if a decision were made to do so. For general CDDSS pro
grams like Iliad, QMR, Meditel and DXplain, with hundreds to thou
sands of possible diagnoses represented in their knowledge bases,"
conducting prospective clinical trials to demonstrate that the system
worked for all ranges of diagnostic difficulty for a variety of patients
with each diagnosis would require enrollment of huge numbers of
patients and would cost millions of dollars.

Other approaches, such as a "software quality audit" to deter
mine, prospectively, if a given software product has flaws, also would
be clinically impractical. The clinician seeking help may have any of
several dozen kinds of diagnostic problems in any given case. Unless
it is known, for a given case, which kind of problem the practitioner
will have, performing a software quality audit could not predict if the
system would be useful.

Consider the dilemma the FDA or other responsible regulatory
agency would face if it agreed to review situations when a user files a
complaint. First, one must note that few patients undergo definitive
enough diagnostic evaluations to make it possible to have a"gold stan
dard" (certain) diagnosis. So if the doctor claims the program was
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wrong, a major question would be how governmental auditors would
know what the actual "right" diagnosis was. Second, the reviewers
would need to know all of the information that was knowable about
the patient at the time the disputed diagnosis was offered. This could
potentially violate patient confidentiality if the records were sent to
outsiders for review. All sources of information about the patient
would have to be audited, and this could become as difficult as evi
dence gathering in a malpractice trial. To complete the sort of audit
described, the governmental agency would have to determine if the
user had been appropriately trained and if the user used the program
correctly. Unless the program had an internally stored complete audit
trail of each session (down to the level of saving each keystroke the
user typed), the auditors might never be able to re-create the session
in question. Also, the auditors would have to study whether the
program's knowledge base was appropriate. Initial development of
the R-QMR knowledge base at the University of Pittsburgh required
an average of three person-weeks ofa clinician's time which went into
literature review of 50-150 primary articles about each disease, with
additional time for synthesis and testing against cases of real patients
with the disease. For an auditor to hire the required expertise to re
view this process for hundreds to thousands of diseases for each of
the programs that it would have to review and subsequently monitor
would be costly and cumbersome. The ultimate question, very diffi
cult to answer, would be whether the original user in the case in ques
tion used the system in the best way possible for the given case. Mak
ing such a determination would require the governmental agency to
become expert in the use of each CDDSS program. This could take
up to several months of training and practice for a single auditor to
become facile in the use of a single system. It would be difficult for a
governmental agency to muster the necessary resources for even a
small number of such complaints, let alone nationwide for multiple
products with thousands of users.The complexity of these issuesmake
it very difficult to formulate appropriate regulatory policy. In addi
tion to legal issues concerning regulation, there are other legal and
ethical issues relating to use of CDDSS that are discussed in chap
ter 9.
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THE FUTURE OF CDDSS
It is relatively safe to predict that specialized, focused CDDSS

will proliferate, and a sizable number of them will find widespread
application.' As new medical devices are developed and older devices
automated, CDDSS software which enhances the performance of the
device, or helps users to interpret the output of the device, will be
come essential. Computerized ECG analysis,automated arterial blood
gas interpretation, automated protein electrophoresis reports, and
automated differential blood cell counters are but a few examples of
such success at the present time.

The future of large-scale, "generic" diagnostic systems is hope
ful, although less certain. As discussed in this and other chapters, a
number of major challenges remain to be solved before CDDSS that
address large medical problem domains can succeed over time. No
matter what the level of use of large-scale, generic CDDSS in clinical
practice, it is well established that such systems can playa valuable
role in medical education.' The process of knowledge base construc
tion, utilization ofsuch knowledge bases for medical education in the
form of patient case simulations, and the use of CDDSS have all been
shown to be of educational value in a variety of institutional settings
(see chapter 5).

In summary, the future of CDDSS appears to be bright. The
number of researchers in the field is growing. The diversity of CDDSS
is increasing. The number of commercial enterprises interested in
CDDSS is expanding. Rapid improvements in computer technology
continue to be made . A growing demand for cost-effective clinical
information management, and the desire for better health care is
sweeping the United States. All these factors will insure that new and
productive CDDSSapplications will be developed, evaluated and used.
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================== CHAPTER 2===================

Mathematical Foundations
of Decision Support Systems

S. Andrew Spooner

Many computer applications may be considered to be clinical deci
sion support systems. Programs that perform MEDLINE searches

or check drug interactions do support decisions, but they are not"clini
cal decision support systems"in the usual sense.What we usually mean
by a clinical decision support system is a program that supports a
reasoning task, carried out behind the scenes and based on clinical
data. For example, a program that accepts thyroid panel results and
generates a list of possible diagnoses is what we usually recognize as a
clinical diagnostic decision support system (CDDSS). General pur
pose programs that accept clinical findings and generate diagnoses
are the typical CDDSS. These programs employ numerical and logi
cal techniques to convert clinical input into the kind of information
that a physician might use in performing a diagnostic reasoning task.
How these numerical techniques work is the subject of this chapter.

Essential to the understanding of CDDSS is familiarity with the
basic principles of logic and probability. A brief review of these areas
is offered first, followed by a description ofa general model ofCDDSS,
which will help in understanding how some CDDSS perform reason
ing tasks. Exceptions to the model will round out this discussion of
the mathematical foundations of CDDSS.
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REVIEW OF LOGIC AND PROBABILITY

S.A. Spooner

SET THEORY
A brief review ofbasic concepts in set theory is helpful in under

standing logic, probability, and many other branches of mathemat
ics. A set is a collection of unique objects. For example, the major
Jones criteria I for rheumatic fever is a set:

JONES-CRITERIA-MAJOR ={carditis, migratory polyarthritis,
erythema marginatum, chorea, subcutaneous nodules}

Likewise, the minor criteria make a set:

JONES-CRITERIA-MINOR = {fever, arthralgia, elevated acute phase
reactants, prolonged P-R interval on electrocardiogram}

To complete our description of the Jones criteria, we need a third set:

GRoup-A-STREP-EvIDENCE = {positive culture,
positive rapid antigen, antibody rise or elevation}.

To apply the Jones criteria, one compares the patient's findings
with the items in the various sets above. A patient is highly likely to
have rheumatic fever if there is evidence of group A streptococcal
infection and the patient has two major criteria or one major and two
minor criteria.

Each elementor memberof the set is distinguishable from the
others. A subset is any collection of elements of a known set. Using
the first of the criteria above, a patient must have a subset of clinical
findings containing at least two of the elements of JONES-CRITERIA
MAJOR to meet the Jones criteria for rheumatic fever. If a patient has
the clinical findings:

FINDINGS ={migratory polyarthritis, chorea,
subcutaneous nodules}

then we say that FINDINGS is a subset of JONES-CRITERIA-MAJOR, or, in
set terminology:

FINDINGS ~ JONES-CRITERIA-MAJOR

The cardinality or size of a set is simply the number of elements
in the set. For our two examples, the cardinalities (written by placing
a vertical bar before and after the symbol for the set) are:
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IFINDINGS I=3
!JONES-CRITERIA-MAJORI=5
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The basic set operations are intersection and union. The inter
section of two sets is the set of elements the two sets have in common.
For example, if there is a patient with the following set of clinical
findings:

CLINICAL-FINDINGS ={heart murmur, migratory polyarthritis,
chorea, subcutaneous nodules, cough}

then the intersection of this set and JONES-CRITERIA-MAJOR is written:

CLINICAL-FINDINGS (') JONES-CRITERIA-MAJOR

It is easy to see that the intersection of these two sets is simply
the set FINDINGS. The union of two sets is the set of all elements that
belong to either set. Since,by definition, a set's elements must be dis
tinguishable from one another, the set resulting from the union of
our patient's findings and the Jones major criteria is written:

CLINICAL-FINDINGS u JONES-CRITERIA-MAJOR ={heart murmur,
migratory polyarthritis, chorea, subcutaneous nodules, cough,
carditis, erythema marginatum, chorea}

Anyone who has done a MEDLINEsearch in which two sets of
literature citations are combined has performed these set operations;
the AND function in MEDLINE is like set intersection, and the OR
function is like set union.

Diagnostic criteria like the Jones criteria are good examples of
how sets can be used to represent diagnostic rules. The full Jones cri
teria, represented in set theoretical terminology, might read like this
(assuming we have sets JONES-CRITERIA-MINOR and GRoup-A-STREP
EVIDENCE described at the beginning of this section):

If CLINICAL-FINDINGS is the set of a given patient's symptoms, signs,
and laboratory test results, then the patient is highly likely to have
rheumatic fever if either of two conditions are met:
1.ICLINICAL-FINDINGS (') JONES-CRITERIA-MAJORI~ 2
and
ICLINICAL-FINDINGS (') GRoup-A-STREP-EvIDENCEI ~1
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2. ICLINICAL-FINDINGS (") JONES-CRITERIA-MAJORI= 1
and
ICLINICAL-FINDINGS (") JONES-CRITERIA-MINORI~ 2
and
ICLINICAL-FINDINGS (") GRoup-A-STREP-EvIDENCEI ~1

S.A. Spooner

There are other set operations besides union and intersection.
For example, the phenomenon of setcoveringhas application in deci
sion making. A cover of a set is a set of subsets in which each element
of the coveredset appears at least once as a member of one of the sets
in the cover set. An example makes this definition clearer. Suppose
you were asked to recommend a list of antibiotics for your hospital 's
emergencydepartment. Yourobjectiveis to stock the minimum num
ber of antibiotics that will be effective for 95% of the pathogenic or
ganisms you've found in cultures at your hospital. For the sake of
simplicity,suppose that there are six pathogens, each designated by a
letter, which account for 95% of the infections seen in your hospital.
You might represent this set of pathogens as:

PATHOGENS = {A, B, C, D, E, F}

You have the following set of antibiotics from which to choose:

ANTIBIOTICS ={A-Cillin, B-Cillin, C-Cillin,
D-Cillin, E-Cillin, F-Cillin}

Each antibiotic is described by the set of pathogens for which that
antibiotic is effective.

Here is a list of your antibiotics, with their covered pathogen
sets (each of which is a subset of PATHOGENS):

. A-Cillin = {A,C}
B-Cillin = {A, B, E}
C-Cillin = {C, D, E}
D-Cillin = {F}. E-Cillin {B, D, F}
F-Cillin = {E}

What you seek is a set coverof the set PATHOGENS; in other words,
you want to pick a set of antibiotics which contains at least one anti
biotic that is effective for each pathogen. It's clear that all sixantibiol-
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ics taken together make a set cover, but your job is to find the mini
mum number of antibiotics that will get the job done. Casual inspec
tion shows that the set {A-Cillin, E-Cillin, F-Cillin} does the job as a
set cover, in that at least one antibiotic in that set is effective for each
one of the pathogens in PATHOGENS.

There are many other set operations which can be applied to
real-world decision problems, but the brief introduction presented
here should suffice to illuminate the concepts presented in this book.
Generally speaking, sets are used to formalize logical operations in a
way that a machine-usually a computer-can understand.

Before we leave the topic of sets, fuzzy sets are worth a brief
mention. Under conventional principles of set theory, an element is
either a member of a set or it isn't. Heart murmur, for example, is
definitely not a member of the set ]ONES-CRITERIA-MAJOR. Under fuzzy
set theory, membership in a set is not an all-or-none phenomenon. In
a fuzzy set, an element is a member of the set with a certain probabil
ity; e.g., cough is a member of the set COLD-SYMPTOMS with a prob
ability of 80% (a 4 out of 5 chance). Fuzzy set theory has created new
ways of looking at sets and new methods for applying set theory to
solve decision-making problems: fuzzy logic."? Fuzzy logic has been
used to tackle decision-making problems in which uncertainty plays
a role.

BOOLEAN LOGIC

Anyone who has performed a search of the medical literature
using the MEDLINE system has used logic. When referring to com
mon logical operations like combining two sets of literature citations
using AND or OR, we often refer to these operations as "Boolean" logic,
in honor of George Boole (1815-1864), a British mathematics profes
sor who published seminal works on formal logic. Indeed, MEDLINE
is not a bad way to learn about Boolean algebra, since its connection
to set theory is made so clear by the sets of literature citations that we
manipulate in that system.

Suppose we have performed two literature searches. The result
of one search, set A, represents all the literature citations in the
MEDLINE database that relate to rheumatoid arthritis. Set B consists
of all the literature citations on immune globulin. By asking the
MEDLINE program to give us a new set that is the result of combin
ing A and B using the AND operator, we have a new set, C, that con-
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tains literature citations on the use of immune globulin in rheuma
toid arthritis. When we combine two sets of citations using the AND
function of our MEDLINE program, we are asking the computer to
giveus all citations that appear in both sets. This corresponds roughly
to the English use of the word and.

The word or in Boolean logic has a slightly different meaning
than in English. In everyday usage, orusually has an exclusive mean
ing; the statement "You may opt for chemotherapy or radiation
therapy" usually means that one may have one or the other therapy,
but not both. The Boolean OR is different. If one were to perform
another pair ofMEDLINE searches, this time for all articles that have
asthma as a keyword (set A) and those that mention "reactive airway
disease" in the text of the abstract (set B), one could combine sets A
and Bwith the OR function to get a comprehensive set of citations on
asthma. Because the OR function takes all citations that appear in one
or both of sets A and B, the OR function is said to be inclusive.

There are other Boolean operators, like XOR (exclusive OR: "ei
ther A or Bbut not both") and NAND (''Aand not B"), but AND and OR
are the basic operators with which we are familiar.

How is Boolean logic used in CDDSS? The mathematical sub
jects of statement logic and predicate logic give us formal definitions
of how statements can be combined to produce new conclusions. For
example, consider the following statements:

1. Urine cultures with colony counts of 10,000 or more are consid
ered positive, if they are obtained by bladder catheterization.

2. This patient's urine culture shows more than 10,000 colonies of
E. coli.

3. All patients with positive urine cultures should be treated for
urinary tract infections.

The statements can be combined intuitively, without the use of
formal mathematics, into the conclusion:

This patient needs to be treated for a UTI.
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The logic that gave us the conclusion so easily comes from our
medical intuition, but computers have no intuition. They must be
programmed to generate even the most obvious conclusions. To un
derstand logic as it is implemented on a computer, one must under
stand the basics of predicate logic and deductive reasoning.

The above example about UTIs is a sloppy instance of a syllo
gism. A syllogism is a form of deductive reasoning consisting of a
major premise, a minor premise, and a conclusion. The premises are
combined, using rules of predicate logic, into a conclusion. For ex
ample, a syllogism in a ventilator management decision support sys
tem might be:

Major Premise: All blood gas determinations that show
carbon dioxide to be abnormally low indicate an over
ventilated patient.

Minor Premise: The current patient's carbon dioxide is
abnormally low.

Conclusion: Therefore, the currentpatient isoverventilated.

Again, this conclusion is obvious, but by representing the above
syllogism by symbols, where the symbol Low-C02 represents the state
of abnormally low carbon dioxide and the symbol OVERVENTILATED
represents the state of an overventilated patient, the syllogism looks
more computer-friendly:

Major Premise: Low-C02 :=} OVERVENTILATED
Minor Premise: Low-C02

Conclusion: OVERVENT1LATED

Extending this example, suppose we have another statement in
our CDDSS that overventilation should cause a high rate alarm to
sound (we can represent this by the symbol HIGH-RATE-ALARM, then
we can construct the syllogism:

Major Premise: Low-C02 :=} Overventilated
Minor Premise: Overventilated e High-Rate-Alarm
Conclusion: Low-C02 :=} High -Rate-Alarm

Thus, we have generated a new rule for the system, where the
intermediate state of overventilation is bypassed. This simplification
of two rules into a new one mayor may not help our understanding
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of the system, but the results the system gives are the same: A low
carbon dioxide value sets off the high rate alarm. One can imagine
how large sets of rules can be combined with each other to reduce
complex reasoning tasks to simple ones.

The syllogism above is an example of rule chaining, where two
rules are chained together to form a new conclusion. Specifically, the
simple system outlined above is a forward-chaining deduction system,
because the system starts with ifstatements and moves to a thenstate
ment. In real life, though, we often start with the "then" portion of a
logical rule. For instance, consider the clinical rule:

Ifyour patient has asthma, then givean influenza immuni
zation each fall.

There are many other rules in real clinical practice with the same
"then" portion ("give a flu vaccine"). The question a clinician might
ask is not "Does this patient have asthma? If so, I should give a flu
shot" but more likely the question would be simply "Does this patient
need a flu shot?" We start with the "then" portion of this set of flu
shot rules. A backward-chaining deduction system does this-it starts
with the "then" end of a set of rules and works backwards to answer
questions based on its rule set. In the flu shot example, a backward
chaining system would start with the "Does this patient need a flu
shot" question and immediately learn that the diagnosis of asthma
would cause this rule to be satisfied. The system might then ask the
user or query a clinical database about the presence of this diagnosis.

An example of a backward-chaining deduction system in medi
cine is the MYCIN system developed at Stanford.' MYCIN's domain
was the selection of antibiotics for the treatment of bacterial infec
tions based on clinical and microbiological information. An example
of a forward -chaining system in medicine is Germwatcher developed
at Barnes Hospital in St. Louis." Germwatcher uses as its rules the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention's National Nosocomial
Infections Surveillance System," Using a computer program which
helps implement a forward-chaining reasoning system called CLIPS
(C Language Integrated Production System, Software Technology
Branch, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Johnson
Space Center, Houston, TX) expert system shell Germwatcher works
in a large hospital microbiology laboratory to identify nosocomial
infections early from culture data.
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CDDSS that use logic like the simple ventilator-management
system above have limited application, since the range of truth en
compassed by this logical system includes only true (e.g., the High
Rate alarm needs to be sounded) or false (e.g., the High Rate alarm
does not need to be sounded). Not many applications in medicine
can be reduced to such simple truths. There may be situations where
the High Rate might not always have to be sounded for a low carbon
dioxide (e.g., for a head injury patient who needs a low carbon diox
ide to preserve cerebral blood flow). To accommodate these situa
tions it would be helpful if the response from the system were some
thing like "the high rate alarm should probably be sounded." Such a
system would then need to be able to handle probabilities as well as
certainties, which most CDDSS do. MYCIN, for example, reports its
conclusions in terms of their likelihood. The next section covers basic
concepts of probability.

PROBABILITY

Everydaymedical practice contains many examples of probabil
ity.We often use words such as probably, unlikely, certainly, or almost
certainly in all conversations with patients. We only rarely attach num
bers to these terms, but computerized systems must use some nu
merical representation of likelihood in order to combine statements
into conclusions.

Probability is represented numerically by a number between 0
and 1. Statements with a probability of 0 are false. Statements with a
probability of 1 are true. Most statements from real life fall some
where in the middle. A probability of 0.5 or 50% are just as likely to
be true as false. A round, opacified area seen in the lungs on a chest
radiograph is probably pneumonia; one might assign a probability of
0.8 or 80% (a 4 in 5 chance) to this statement. Basedon the high prob
ability of pneumonia, one might elect to treat this condition without
performing further testing-a lung biopsy,perhaps-that would increase
the probability ofpneumonia to greater than 80%. Weare accustomed
to accepting the fact that our diagnoses have a certain probability of
being wrong, so we counsel patients about what to do in the event
(we might use the term "unlikely event") that things don't work out
in the expected way.
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Probabilities can be combined to yield new probabilities.
For example, the two statements:

Pr(diabetes) =0.6
Pr(hypertension) =0.3

means that the probability of diabetes is 0.6 or 60% (3 in 5 chance),
and the probability of hypertension is 0.3 or 30% (3 in 10 chance).
We have not specified the clinical context of these statements, but
suppose these probabilities applied to a particular population. Sup
pose further that the two conditions are independent; that is, the like
lihood of patients having one disease is unaffected by whether they
have the other (not always a safe assumption!). If we then want to
know what the probability of finding a patient in our specified popu
lation with both diseases, we simply multiply the two probabilities
(0.6 and 0.3) to get 0.18 or 18%. If the two clinical conditions are not
independent, e.g., pulmonary emphysema and lung cancer-then we
cannot combine the probabilities in such a simple, multiplicative
manner. This is much like the AND function in MEDLINE or the in
tersection function as applied to sets.

The familiar "OR" function from our MEDLINE program also
has a mathematical meaning in combining probabilities. If we wanted
to know how many patients in the above example had diabetes or
.hypertension (remember: this would also include those with both dis
eases in the usual mathematical sense of or), we would compute:

Pr(diabetes OR hypertension) = Pr(diabetes) +
Pr(hypertension) - Pr(diabetes AND hypertension)

The last term in the above equation we already know to be 0.6 x 0.3 =
0.18, so:

Pr(diabetes OR hypertension) =0.6 + 0.3 - 0.18 =0.72.

Conditional probability is another type of probability often used
in medicine. A conditional probability is the probability of an event
(or the probability of the truth of a statement) given theoccurrence of
another event(or the truth of another statement). The most familiar
case of conditional probability in medicine arises in the interpreta
tion of diagnostic tests. For example, the probability of pneumonia
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given a round density on chest radiograph is what we need to know
in interpreting that diagnostic test if it is positive. In mathematical
notation, this conditional probability is written this way:

Pr(Pneumonia IRound Density on CXR)

One reads this notation, "The probability of pneumonia given a
round density on chest radiograph." This notation is convenient in
the explanation of Bayes'rule, which is the cornerstone of the logic in
many decision support systems.

BAYES'RULE
If we have a patient with jaundice, how likely is it that he has

hepatitis? Written another way, we seek to learn:

Pr(hepatitis Ijaundice)

which is read as "the probability of hepatitis given the presence of
jaundice."we may not have this probability at our fingertips, but we
might be able to find a slightly different probability more easily:

Pr(jaundice Ihepatitis)

which is, simply, the probability of jaundice given the presence of
hepatitis. The latter probability could be found by studying a series of
patients with proven hepatitis (it would be easy to get this data by
looking up diagnosis codes in the medical records department) and
computing the percentage of these patients who present with jaun
dice. However, this does not directly answer our original question.
Bayes' rule allows us to compute the probability we really want
Pr(hepatitis I jaundice)-with the help of the more readily available
number Pr(jaundice Ihepatitis). Bayes' rule? is simply this:

P (h . . I' dice) Pr(hepatitis) x Prtjaundice I hepatitis)r epatms Jaun Ice =-;......;=---'-----=:;------='----'-
Prtjaundice)

Notice that to solve this equation, we need not only Pr(jaundice
Ihepatitis), but Pr(hepatitis)-the probability of hepatitis independent
of any given symptom-and Pr(jaundice)-the probability of jaundice
independent of any particular disease. These two independent prob
abilities are called prior probabilities, since they are the probabilities
prior to the consideration of other factors.
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The derivation of Bayes' rule is very simple. We already know
that the probability of any two events occurring simultaneously is
simply the product of their individual probabilities. For example, the
joint probability we already computed of diabetes and hypertension
in a hypothetical population was:

Pr(diabetes AND hypertension) =Pr(diabetes) x Pr(hypertension) =
0.6xO.3 =0.18.

We were free to multiply these together, because in our hypothetical
population, the likelihood of one disease occurring in an individual
was independent of the other. In other words:

Pr(hypertension) =Pr (hypertension Idiabetes)
and

Pr(diabetes) =Pr(diabetes Ihypertension).

In this population, one's chance of having one disease is unaffected
by the presence of the other disease.

In medicine, we are often faced with the question of the likeli
hood of two interrelated events occurring simultaneously in a pa
tient. The case of a diagnostic test and the disease it is supposed to
test for is a good example: What is the probability of an abnormal
chest radiograph and pneumonia occurring in the same patient si
multaneously? This question asks for this probability:

Pr(pneumonia AND abnormal CXR)

Can't we simply find out what the incidence of pneumonia in
the population is, and multiply it by the incidence of abnormal chest
radiographs in the population? A moment's reflection should show
that this simple calculation is not sufficient. For example, if the inci
dence of pneumonia is 1 in 1000,and the incidence of abnormal chest
radiograph is 1 in 100, then the erroneous probability would be
computed:

WRONG: Pr{pneumonia AND abnormal CXR) =
1 1

-- x - =0.00001 =0.001%
1000 100
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This does not fit with our clinical intuition very well, since we
know that people with pneumonia tend to have abnormal chest films.
Our intuition says that the probability of the two events occurring
together should be pretty close to the probability of having pneumo
nia alone, since a majority of those patients will have abnormal chest
films. What we really need to compute is this:

Pr(pneumonia AND abnormal CXR) =Pr(pneumonia) x
Pr(abnormal CXR Ipneumonia)

This is the probability of pneumonia multiplied by the prob
ability of an abnormal chest radiograph given that pneumonia exists.
Ifwe take Pr(abnormal CXR I pneumonia) to be 90%, then the com
putation matches our intuition much better.

In general, for any two events A and B:

Pr(A AND B) =Pr(A) x Pr(B IA)
and

Pr(B AND A) =Pr(B) x Pr(A IB)

But since Pr(A AND B) must surely equal Pr(B AND A), we can say that
the right hand sides of the equations above are equal to each other:

Pr(A) x Pr(B IA) =Pr(B) x Pr(A IB)

Rearranging this equation, we have Bayes' Rule:

Pr(A IB) =Pr(A) x Pr(B I A)
Pr(B)

At an intuitive level, we use Bayes' rule when making seat-of
the-pants estimates of disease probability in patients. For example, if
we designate hepatitis by A, and jaundice by B and there were an on
going epidemic of hepatitis (i.e., Pr(A) was high) then our index of
suspicion for hepatitis in a jaundiced person would be increased. Like
wise, if the likelihood of jaundice due to other causes was high (i.e.,
Pr(B) was high) then our estimation of the probability of hepatitis as
a specific diagnosis would be lowered. Similarly, if jaundice were
pathognomonic of hepatitis (i.e., Pr(AIB) was 1 or near to it), then
our hepatitis diagnosis would be greatly increased. By using numeri
cal estimates of the probability of diseases, findings and conditional
probabilities, Bayes' rule can help make medical decisions.
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One might imagine a simple CDDSS in which one enters a single
symptom and receives the probability ofthe presence ofa disease given
that symptom. A problem arises when one wishes to get disease prob
abilities given multiple symptoms. The number of data points needed
to do Bayesian calculations on multiple simultaneous symptoms is
huge. For example, in a system which handles only single symptoms,
if one had a database of 1000 symptoms and 200 diseases, one would
need to create 1000 x 200 = 200,000 conditional probabilities, 1000
symptom probabilities, and 200 disease probabilities, for a total of
about 200,000 numbers. Since most of these numbers are zero (many
symptoms are unrelated to many diseases) this may be a reasonable
number ofnumbers to collect into a knowledge base. When one starts
considering the probabilities needed to do computations on two si
multaneous symptoms, this number climbs from 200,000 to about
200,000,000! If one wanted to design a system that could handle the
very realistic situation of 5 or 6 simultaneous symptoms, estimating
the number of numbers needed to support the calculation would be
intractable. Modifying the system to handle multiple simultaneous
"diseases" adds even more to the complexity. Only after making the
simplifying assumption that most disease findings are independent
of one another" do many CDDSS use Bayesian approaches. One such
system, Iliad.vprofitably employs this assumption.

INFORMAL LOGIC

Even if we create a reasoning system that follows all the rules of
logic and probability, it would be difficult to come up with all the
numbers that must be assigned to each event in even a small clinical
database. Many successful CDDSS have circumvented this difficulty
by employing informal rules oflogic to accomplish the reasoning task
without creating an intractable data-gathering task. In the early de
velopment of one of the most famous CDDSS, MYCIN,4,IO the cre
ators of the system developed their own logic system (heuristic) that
made intuitive sense. This system employed "certainty factors" which
ranged from -1 (false) to +1 (true). A certainty factor of zero indi
cated no belief in either direction in the statement's veracity. In com
bining several statements with the AND function into a single com
bined statement in MYCIN, one simply takes the minimum certainty
factor of all the statements as the certainty factor of the combined
statement. This makes a certain intuitive sense: we cannot be any more
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certain ofan AND statement than we are of the least certain part. Later
development ofthe MYCINproject showed a sound probabilistic basis
for the certainty factor rules, but the point here is that sometimes
cutting mathematical corners can still yield a useful system. In both
the QMR" and D'Xplain'?CDDSS, there is a database of diseases and
findings (a finding is an item from the history, physical examination,
laboratory data, or radiographic data). Each disease is defined by a
particular set offindings. Each disease-finding relationship is assigned
a frequency (of the finding among people with the disease) and an
evoking strength (of how strongly a finding would evoke the possibil
ity of a disease) on an ordinal scale (1-5 for frequency; 0-5 for evok
ing strength). These two factors make intuitive sense, and the system
works, but the manipulation of these factors within these systems is
very different from the formal algebra of logic and probability.

THE GENERAL MODEL OF DIAGNOSTIC DECISION
SUPPORT SYSTEMS

There are similarities between physician and CDDSS reasoning,
although a CDDSS might arrive at a similar conclusion to a physician
without employing the same model of reasoning. Physicians do use
some probabilistic information when they make decisions. For in
stance, a physician might make a diagnosis of influenza more often
during the winter when influenza was more prevalent (probable) than
in the summer. However, physicians use this information in informal
ways; in other words, they do not actually use numbers in formulas to
make diagnostic decisions.P" Another feature of real-life clinical
decision -making is that physicians do not require complete informa
tion to make a decision . Most doctors are comfortable making deci
sions based on incomplete or contradictory information." In con
trast, CDDSS rely on well-defined numerical techniques to do their
reasoning, and they do require sufficient information to complete their
formulae. While physicians can fallback on their knowledge of patho
physiology, CDDSS are not well suited to situations in which hard
data are unknown. To understand how these systems operate, and
under what conditions they are best used, it is important to appreci
ate a general model of CDDSS.

Figure 2.1 shows a general model of CDDSS. There is input to
the system and output from it. The CDDSS has a reasoning (infer
ence) engine and a knowledge base . Understanding these basic
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Input
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Output

Fig. 2.1. A general model of a clinical diagnostic decision support system.

components provides a useful framework for understanding most
CDDSS and their limitations. There are systems which do not follow
this model which will be discussed later in this chapter.

The user supplies input appropriate to the system (i.e.terms from
the system's controlled vocabulary to represent clinical data), and the
system supplies output (e.g., a differential diagnosis). The reasoning
engine applies formal or informal rules oflogic to the input, and often
relies on additional facts encoded in the system'sknowledge base. The
knowledge base is the compilation of the relationships between all of
the diseases in the system and their associated manifestations (e.g.,
signs, symptoms, laboratory and radiographic tests). Maintaining the
knowledge base in such systems is the most significant bottleneck in
the maintenance of such systems, since the knowledge base needs to
be expanded and updated as medical knowledge grows.

INPUT
The manner in which clinical information is entered into the

CDDSS (user interface) varies from system to system, but most sys
tems require the user to select terms from its specialized, controlled
vocabulary. Comprehension of natural language has been an elusive
goal in the development of CDDSS. While it would be highly desir
able to be able to speak or type the query "What are the diagnostic
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possibilities for a four-year-old child with joint swelling and fever for
a month;' most who have used such systems are accustomed to the
task of reformatting this question in terms the particular CDDSS can
understand. We might, for example, break the above query into
components:

• Age:4 years
• Gender: unspecified
• Symptom: joint swelling
• Duration: one month
• Time course: unknown

This breakdown of the original query might work on one sys
tem, but another system might demand that we break it down an
other way:

• Age: less than 12 years
• Finding: arthritis

Notice that the second description describes the age in vague
terms, and it forces us to eschew joint swelling for the more specific
term arthritis (usually defined as joint pain, redness, warmth, and
swelling). In the vocabulary of the program the age of four years (as
opposed to 10years) is unimportant, and joint swellingwithout other
signs of inflammation is undefined.

Anyphysician who has assigned diagnostic and procedural codes
in billing systems understands the limitations of controlled vocabu
laries. In a CDDSS, it is common for the user's input to be restricted
to a finite set of terms and modifiers. How well the system works in a
given clinical situation may depend on how well the system's vocabu
lary matches the terms the clinician uses. CDDSS take a variety of
terms, called findings, which encompass items from the medical his
tory, physical examination, laboratory results, and other pieces of clini
cal information. What constitutes a valid finding in a given program
is entirely up to the program; there is no "standard" set of findings for
all CDDSS. For general purpose CDDSS, items from the history and
physical examination are going to be the findings . In specialized do
mains, e.g., an arterial-blood-gas expert system, the input vocabulary
will be entirely different and much more restrictive.
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Entering "chest pain" as a finding in a CDDSS may be insuffi
cient to capture the essence of the symptom. "Chest pain radiating to
the left arm" may be sufficient, but usually there are pertinent tempo
ral factors related to symptoms that are difficult to express in a con
trolled vocabulary. For example, "sudden onset, 20 minutes ago, of
chest pain radiating to the left arm" has a very different meaning from
"five-year history of continuous chest pain radiating to the left arm:'
While CDDSS often include a vocabulary of severity and location
modifiers, temporal modifiers are more difficult to build into a sys
tem, since minute changes in the timing of onset and duration can
make a big difference in the conclusion the system reaches. Some
CDDSS make simplifying assumptions about broad categories of
timing (acute, sub-acute, chronic) to aid in the temporal description
of findings. Although users may experience frustration in being un 
able to enter temporal information, the research is equivocal on its
impact.

One solution to the problem of temporal modeling in CDDSS is
to use an explicit model of time, in which the user is asked to specify
intervals and points in time, along with temporal relationships be
tween events (e.g., event A occurred before event B), in order to drive
a temporal reasoning process within the CDDSS. Clearly, this com
plicates the matter of entering data (to say nothing of programming
the system!). A simpler approach is to model time implicitly. In im
plicit time," temporal information is built into the data input ele
ments of the CDDSS; no special temporal reasoning procedures are
required. For example, one input item could be "history of recent ex
posure to Strep," Byjoining the concept "history of" with the concept
of a particular bacterial pathogen, one successfullyabstracts the tem
poral nature of this finding, which would be pertinent in the diagno
sis of rheumatic fever or post-streptococcal glomerulonephritis. Note
that no explicit definition of"recent" is part of this representation; if
for some reason one needed to distinguish infection 2 weeks ago from
infection 3 months ago, this abstraction would not suffice.Thus, there
is a disadvantage to this simplification. Nonetheless, CDDSS which
use implicit temporal abstractions seem to perform well for time
sensitive clinical cases.
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Fever

Fig. 2.2. A Bayesian network for the diagnosis of pneumonia.

INFERENCE ENGINE

There are many ways of programming an inference engine. The
inference engine is the portion of the CDDSS that combines the in
put and other data according to some logical scheme for output. Us
ers of the system do not usually know-or need to know-how the en
gine works to achieve the results.

One such scheme for an inference engine is the Bayesian net
work. Recall that Bayes' rule helps us express conditional probabili
ties-the likelihood of one event given that another has occurred. A
Bayesian network is a way to put Bayes' rule to work by laying out
graphically which events influence the likelihood of occurrence of
other events. Figure 2.2 shows a Bayesian network for the diagnosis
of pneumonia.

The arrows in the diagram indicate all of the conditional rela
tionships between findings and diagnoses. Note that the symptoms
listed are not necessarily independent; since febrile patients are often
tachypneic, even in the absence of lung disease, one cannot say the
two are as independent as Bayesianreasoning requires. Conceptually,
this network simply states that the diagnosis of pneumonia is sup
ported by the presence of three symptoms. The strength of associa
tion-that is,how strongly pneumonia is suggested by each ofthe three
symptoms-varies with each symptom-disease pairing. By"activating"
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all three nodes (cough, fever, and tachypnea) the probability of pneu
monia is maximized. Of course, each of these three nodes might be
tied to other disease states in the database (likelung cancer or upper
respiratory infection).

Bayesian networks can be complex, but their usefulness comes
from their ability to represent knowledge in an intuitively appealing
way. Inference engines that operate on the basis of a network simply
adjust probabilities based on simple mathematical relationships be
tween nodes in the network. Iliad," a generalCDDSS, is one such pro
gram which is built on Bayesian reasoning, and whose reasoning en
gine can be described as a Bayesian network. Mammonet'" is a
mammography CDDSS built on a Bayesian network whose nodes
include quality of the breast mass,ageat menarche, ageof the patient,
type of calcification of the mass, and other findings apt to be present
in the evaluation of a mammogram.

Production rule systems are another method of programming
an inferenceengine.The rules of predicate logicdictate the function
ing of such an engine as it combines statements to form new conclu
sions. MYCIN, described earlier,uses a production rule system. Pro
duction rules are an intuitively attractive wayto start thinking about
CDDSS, since so much of the care physicians give in daily practice
follows certain wellknown rules (e.g., givingpatients with asthma an
influenza vaccine each year). Other CDDSS using production rules
include IMM/Serve,19 a rule-based immunization decision-making
program accessible via the Internet at http://ycmi.med.yale.edu/
immservel and Hepaxpert (MED-EXPERT Data Systems Ltd.,Vienna,
Austria) a rule-based hepatitis serology expert system available via
the Internet at http://www.med-expert.co.at/hepaxlwelcome.htm.

An appealingsolution to the problem of constructing inference
engines in a clinical setting is to develop a cognitive model of actual
clinicalreasoning. In other words, one could study the reasoning that
a physicianusesand attempt to create a computerized version of that
cognitivetask.Workersin the fieldof artificial intelligence, in model
ing human cognition, have developed the notion of "frames" or
schemes as a reasonable cognitive model. A frame consistsof a set of
"slots"into which is fit detailsof a particular kind of information . For
example,a disease frame may have a slot for etiologicagent and time
course. Framescan be used to construct a semantic network model of
the world,which may then be searched for answersto questions based
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on a particular situation. One such application of frames in medicine
is the criterion-table method of diagnosing diseases like rheumatoid
arthritis or Kawasaki disease. By applying a list of criteria, physicians
can classify patients by diagnosis. The AI/Rheum system" employs
this familiar device in an inference engine that can be used outside its
original domain of rheumatologic diseases.

One important aspect of inference engines is their independence
from their knowledge base. Since CDDSS take a great deal of time to
develop, re-usability has been a focus of research." Theoretically, one
should be able to take any inference engine and apply it in any do
main. In reality, a given inference engine is developed with a particu
lar domain in mind and its use does not move from that domain.

KNOWLEDGE BASE

For CDDSS to work, they must possess some form of medical
knowledge. Obviously,the method ofencoding of this knowledge must
match the inference engine design. For example, a CDDSS based on a
Bayesian network must contain probabilities-prior, conditional, and
posterior-of diseases and findings. A big obstacle to building such a
knowledge base is that many relevant probabilities are not known.
While the medical literature can surely help with this task and CDDSS
developers use the literature to varying degreesin building their knowl
edge bases, knowledge base developers must resort to estimates of
probabilities based on the clinical judgment of experts to fill in the
needed numbers. Unfortunately, physicians can exhibit markedly vari
able behavior in supplying such numbers." and probabilities can vary
from situation to situation even with the same disease entities (e.g.,
variations in disease prevalence with different populations).

Once one creates a knowledge base and populates it with some
amount of data, the next task is to create a way to maintain it. Since
many CDDSS begin as funded academic research projects, it is no
wonder that development of their knowledge bases often halts after
the grant funds cease. Since knowledge base maintenance takes a tre
mendous amount of time, and since the market for CDDSS is rather
small, many CDDSS become too expensive to maintain. The knowl
edge-acquisition bottleneck" has been recognized as a problem in
CDDSS research.
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OUTPUT

The output of CDDSS is usually in the form of a list ofpossibili 
ties, ranked in some order of probability. Sometimes probability is
not the only criterion on which results are evaluated; for example , in
the DXplain output, diseases which are not necessarily very likely,but
whose misdiagnosis would be catastrophic, are flagged with a special
disease-importance tag to call attention to the possibility." Very of
ten, physicians are not interested in the most likely diagnosis from a
CDDSS; for experienced physicians, the most likely diagnosis is obvi
ous. It is the less likely diagnosis that one might fail to consider that
interests physicians in CDDSS, yet clearly it is difficult to draw the
line between the rare and the ultra-rare.

NON-KNOWLEDGE-BASED SYSTEMS
The systems discussed so far have been knowledge based in the

sense that an expert must expressly encode medical knowledge into
numerical form for the systems to work. The knowledge-based sys
tems cannot simply "learn" how to do the reasoning task from mod
eling human experts; the human expert must put the knowledge into
the system explicitly and directly.

NEURAL NETWORKS

There are systems which can learn from examples. Neural net
works are the most widely recognized of these types of systems, and
there are regular reports in the medical literature on their use in di
verse fields.>-"

Artificial neural networks are constructed in a fashion similar to
biological neural networks. Neuron bodies ("nodes") are connected
to one another by axons and dendrites ("links"). Nodes may be turned
on or off, just as a biological neuron can be in an activated or inacti
vated state. Activation of a node causes activation of a signal on a
link. The effect of that signal depends on the weight assigned to that
link. In most learning neural networks, some nodes are input nodes
and some are output nodes. In the CDDSS context, the input nodes
would be findings and the output nodes would be possible diseases.
To understand how a neural network might work, consider the prob
lem of determining whether a person with a sore throat has strepto
coccal infection (as opposed to a harmless viral infection). There are
many input nodes to this decision, and perhaps two output nodes:
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Strep infection and viral infection. Bypresenting to a neural network
many thousands of casesofsore throat (where the outcome is known),
the neural network would "learn:' for example, that the presence of
cough decreases the likelihood of Strep, and the height of fever in
creases this likelihood.

The appealing feature of neural networks-and what separates
this technique from other methods of discovering relationships among
data, like logistic regression-is the ability of the system to learn over
time. A neural network changes its behavior based on previous pat
terns . In a domain where the relationship between findings and dis
eases might change, like infectious disease surveillance, this changing
behavior can be desirable. Another desirable feature of neural net
works is the lack of necessity to understand complex relationships
between input variables; the network learns these relationships as it
changes the links between its nodes . This is the principal difference
between neural networks and Bayesian networks; in the latter, one
explicitly constructs the network based on one's knowledge of patho
physiology and known probabilities. With neural networks, the links
are established as the network is developed, often on the basis of a
learning process, without regard to pathophysiologic facts. A disad
vantage of neural networks, however, is that unlike the other systems
discussed, the "rules" that the network uses do not follow a particular
logic and are not explicitly understandable.

GENETIC ALGORITHMS

Genetic algorithms represent another non-knowledge-based
method for constructing CDDSS.28-29 Genetic algorithms take their
name from an analogy to the molecular rearrangements that take place
in chromosomes. Genes rearrange themselves randomly; such rear
rangements give rise to variations in an individual which can affect
the individual's ability to pass on genetic material. Over time, the spe
cies as a whole incorporates the most adaptive features of the "fittest"
individuals. Genetic algorithms take a similar approach. To use a ge
netic algorithm, the problem to be solved must have many compo
nents (e.g., a complex cancer treatment protocol with multiple drugs,
radiation therapy, etc.). By selecting components randomly, a popu
lation of possible solutions is created. The fittest of these solutions
(the one with the best outcome) is selected, and this sub-population
undergoes rearrangement, producing another generation ofsolutions.
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By iteratively extracting the best solutions, an optimal solution can
be reached. The main challenge in using genetic algorithms is in cre
ating the criteria by which fitness is defined. Since the computing
power required to use both genetic algorithms and neural networks
isconsiderable, these techniques havehad only limited use in medicine.

SUMMARY
Understanding clinical diagnostic decision support systems

(CDDSS) requires a basic understanding of probability and logic. Set
theory, familiar to most practitioners who have manipulated collec
tions of literature citations in MEDLINE, provides the basis for un
derstanding probability and other computational methods for rea
soning. Probability-in particular, conditional probability-is the
principle behind most modern CDDSS,but nonprobabilistic heuris
tic techniques have been used to good effect in the past. Understand
ing CDDSS can be facilitated by considering four basic components
of the CDDSS process: input, reasoning engine, knowledge base, and
output. Input is often constrained by controlled vocabularies or limi
tations in temporal expression of clinical features. Reasoning engines
take on different designs, but their operation is usually transparent to
the user of a CDDSS. Knowledge bases contain data from which the
reasoning engine takes rules, probabilities, and other constructs re
quired to convert the input into output. Output can take many forms,
including a differential diagnosis list or simply a probability of a par
ticular diagnosis. Non-knowledge-based systems use techniques of
machine learning to generate methods of turning input into mean
ingful output, regardless of an explicit representation of expert
knowledge.
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================== CHAPTER 3==================

Testing System Accuracy"
Eta S. Berner

Evaluation is a crucial component in the development of any clini
cal diagnostic decision support system (CDDSS). Much of it takes

place informally as part of the development process and is used by
the CDDSS developers for system improvement. Once a system is suf
ficiently mature, more formal evaluation studies should be done, ini
tially of system accuracy and later, of system impact. A wide range of
study design choices can be appropriate for assessing accuracy, but
once the CDDSS appears to be ready for use in practice, there is a
need for more rigorous evaluation. Most published evaluation stud
ies have focused on the issue of system accuracy,with fewstudies evalu
ating the impact of using a CODSS on clinical care. This chapter will
address issues involved in assessing the accuracy of CDDSS. Key re
sults from research or evaluation studies of system accuracy will be
summarized and discussed. The reader who is interested in the de
tails of individual studies should read the references at the end of this
chapter.

As discussed by Miller and Geissbuhler in chapter 1, there are
many types ofCDDSS. Some are targeted to highly specific problems,
such as the those for determining acid-base imbalances,' or those

* Portions of this chapter have been taken verbatim, with permission of
theJournal of theIrish Colleges ofPhysicians and Surgeons, which owns
thecopyrights,from:Berner, ES. Computer-assisteddiagnosis-consensus
and controversies. J/CPS 1996; 25:43-47.
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related to diagnoses in specific organ systems, like the electrocardio
graphic interpretation programs.' The electrocardiographic interpre
tation (ECG) programs, after years of extensive evaluation, are now
routinely in use.Other targeted programs, such as programs to evaluate
the acute abdomen, have also had extensive evaluation, although they
have not seen as widespread use as the ECG programs.v"

The knowledge-based systems covering a broad domain of com
plaints and diseases, that will be the focus of this chapter, have be
come increasingly visible in recent years.Examples ofprograms which
are commercially available include DXplain, Iliad, Meditel, Problem
Knowledge Coupler and QMR.7-11 All of these programs have menu
driven data entry, and all generate a list of possible diagnoses to ex
plain the patient's findings. In some of the programs, text describing
specific associations of symptoms and diseases, references, or other
information can be viewed by the user; in others, the program only
produces the list of diagnostic hypotheses. The programs vary in the
specific diseases included in their knowledge base, the type of infor
mation they can accept, the particular algorithms they use, the user
interface, the way the data are displayed, and in the opportunity for
user interaction with the program. In general, these programs have
only limited ability to accept descriptions of the duration and sequence
of symptoms. This chapter will summarize results of published re
search studies on the accuracy of CDDSS and highlight those areas
where controversy still exists.

PERFORMANCE OF CDDSS
Studies testing the accuracy of CDDSS have used a variety of

types of cases, including simulated cases, real inpatient and outpa
tient cases, and extremely difficult cases, such as CPC cases published
in the NewEngland Journal ofMedicine. In general, the research para
digm has involved input of patient case data into the CDDSS and
judgments of the appropriateness of the diagnostic suggestions pro
duced by the system after it analyzed the case data . In some studies,
expert users entered the case data into the system, in others,
nonexperts. While some researchers only evaluated the accuracy of
the top diagnosis suggested by the CDDSS, others examined all of the
diagnoses produced for a given case and judged their accuracy. Given
the differences in the CDDSS themselves and these differences in study
design , it is not surprising that CDDSS show varying performance
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data. While there is a wide range of performance, the data from these
different studies do show that CDDSS performance, while far from
perfect, is better than might be expected, especially since many of the
systems were tested on particularly challenging cases.Also, in the few
studies which tested different CDDSS on the same set of clinical case
data, the performances of the different CDDSSwere surprisingly simi
lar. Overall, the research results show that these systems are capable
of suggesting the correct diagnosis for a particular case as a possibil
ity at least half the time, and possibly close to 90% of the time, if the
patient's diagnosis is in the system's knowledge base.9,12-37

Part of the variation in accuracy estimates can be attributed to
genuine performance differences among the CDDSS. Other differ
ences are due to the variations in study design described above. In
most studies that used real patient cases, the specific diagnosis for a
given case was determined by a definitive laboratory test, a biopsy or
autopsy results. If simulated cases were used, or if there is no defini
tive test for the particular diagnosis , expert consensus might be used
to determine the correct case diagnosis. There were also variations in
the conditions under which the CDDSS were evaluated, e.g., the test
cases were, or were not, all in the systems' knowledge base. While the
variations in study design can be discerned fairly readily from the
published articles, the impact of these differences in understanding
CDDSS performance is unclear. In addition to these differences in
study design, there is a more subtle reason for the differences in per
formance results.

Miller and Geissbuhler note, in the first chapter of this book,
that there are different conceptions ofwhat constitutes the diagnostic
process. What is not generally appreciated is that researchers trying
to determine whether the computer's suggestions are "correct" often
use different definitions of what they mean by the "correct" diagno 
sis. To illustrate this point, virtually anyone would agree that the
computer's suggestion was correct if it produced the definitive final
diagnosis (e.g., Kreutzfeld-Jakob disease) or its exact synonym (sub
acute spongiform encephalopathy). There may be more disagreement
as to whether the computer is correct if it produces something very
close to the exact diagnosis, perhaps the broader class into which the
specific diagnosis fell, such as viral encephalopathy. However, if a
CDDSS suggests something even farther from the specific diagnosis,
that is so general that it hardly helps to narrow the possibilities,
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determination of whether that diagnosis is correct becomes even more
problematic. For instance, in one study, the author, who also devel
oped the CDDSS, counted a computer diagnosis of "carcinoma" as
correct for a patient whose actual definitive diagnosis was a malig
nant colon polyp and whose initial findings were fatigue and ane
mia." Other judges might consider such a general description as"car
cinoma" too imprecise to be labeled as the correct diagnosis.
Differences in the criteria may affect some systems more than others,
since decision support systems vary in the specificity and granularity
of their terminology. That is, if the CDDSS developer knows that car
cinoma is as specific as his system can be because its controlled vo
cabulary does not include any specific cancers, the developer might
consider the general diagnosis correct, whereas an expert panel in a
research study or a clinician using the system who may be unfamiliar
with the details of the system vocabulary might not be so generous.

It is generally assumed that the CDDSS needs to be accurate so
that it can be of assistance to the clinician who is seeking its advice
and so the patient will not be harmed by inappropriate or costly work
up or treatment. An issue related to the question ofprecision of diag
nostic suggestions is whether a CDDSS can give an incorrect diagno
sis and still be helpful. Although at first glance this may seem
counterintuitive, there are several ways that such a situation could
arise. A CDDSS could suggest a specific diagnosis, such as histoplas
mosis, when the patient actually had a different fungal infection." It
is possible that the physician, who might not have been thinking of
fungal infections at all, could more readily arrive at the correct diag
nosis than she would have without the suggestion from the CDDSS.
At the more extreme end of the continuum, even if the CDDSS sug
gestsa completely wrong diagnosis, if the work-up or treatment would
be the same as that for the correct diagnosis, there may be no differ
ence in the outcome for the patient and by leading the clinician to the
correct diagnosis might actually improve patient care.

These differences among systems and criteria for determining
accuracy make it difficult to compare the results of different studies,
even with similar research designs, since the decision making criteria
as to accuracy standards are often not explicit and rarely appear in
published articles. They also underscore that while accuracy of the
system per se is important, the "bottom line" should still be the im
pact of the CDDSS on the clinician's decision making.
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While the percentage of correct diagnoses varies among studies,
in almost all of the studies, the correct diagnosis is rarely the only
diagnosis suggested by the CDDSS. All of the CDDSS generate other
diagnoses that the system considers as possibilities, but many of these,
in some cases over half of the total suggested, are ones that a medi
cally knowledgeable user might easily be able to exclude as not rel
evant to the particular case. It is not clear whether the high percent
age of irrelevant diagnoses is a result of the physician's knowing more
about the patient than can be entered into the CDDSS, or because of
limitations in the programs' reasoning algorithms. Even for the sys
tems which tend to produce more focused lists of suggestions when
analyzing diseases in their knowledge base, there is still a good deal of
"noise" that must be distinguished from "signal."

Even if one errs on the side of caution in accepting the results of
these studies, it is probably safe to say that in at least half of the cases,
most of the CDDSS that have been studied are likely to suggest diag
noses that most observers would consider specific enough to be po
tentially helpful to the user. We also know that these relevant diag
noses may sometimes be buried in a list of nonrelevant diagnostic
suggestions.

Although the research data are fairly consistent on the level of
functioning of these programs, there is lack of agreement on how to
interpret what the data mean and on other issues related to their use.
Some areas of controversy include: (1) how to interpret the perfor
mance data; (2) who should be the primary users of the systems; (3) the
types of cases for which the programs should be used; and (4) the
methods by which these systems should be evaluated. In addition,
since many of the CDDSS can be used in other ways than simply sug
gesting diagnoses , there is controversy about which CDDSS functions
should be evaluated.

INTERPRETATION OF PERFORMANCE DATA
Schoolman" has suggested that performance data on these sys

tems, e.g., sensitivity and specificity, be provided so that users can
judge their accuracy. However, the same performance data can lead
to different conclusions. When a software reviewer writes in a journal
that a given program performed well or poorly, the review is often
followed by letters from users who perceive the system differently,":"
Since software reviews generally are based on small samples of cases,
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one reason for these differing opinions may be differential perfor
mance across cases." Another reason may be that different individu
als vary in their tolerance for the irrelevant information that is pro
duced. It is also probable that program performance is related to the
proficiency of the users with the particular software. However, even
when several systems are evaluated on the same sample of cases and
the performance criteria are carefully described," there are still dif
ferences of opinion as to the implications of the data. In an accompa
nying editorial to the article by Berner et aI.,31 the editor gave the pro
grams a grade of"C."42A subsequent letter to the editor said the grade
should at least be a "B:'43 Clearly there are reasons for different inter
pretations of the data that may not be solved by even very systematic
studies of performance.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS

One problem involves difficulty in determining the standard to
which the programs should be compared. A simplistic answer is that
what we expect of the programs is that they should perform like an
ideal diagnostic consultant, which would mean virtually always con
sidering the correct diagnosis and only suggesting plausible diagnoses
to rule out. While this may be the ideal standard, there is evidence
that expert diagnosticians are farther from perfect than we would like
to think, and that there is more disagreement among experts than
might be expected.v" In fact, the data from the studies by Elstein,
Murphy and their colleagues'v" on the impact of CDDSS on physi
cian diagnoses showed that without using the CDDSS, University fac
ulty physicians considered the correct diagnosis within their top six
diagnoses only half the time, and residents and students performed
even worse. Perhaps a standard of"better performance than the aver
age clinician" would be appropriate, but such data are almost impos
sible to obtain reliably.

It is also likely that individuals have different opinions as to the
importance of the various performance measures. The CDDSS gen
erally provides a list of possible diagnoses, rather than a single right
answer. Some clinicians undoubtedly prefer a lengthy list of diagnos
tic possibilities and will tolerate the extra diagnoses that they can ig
nore. For these users, failure to include the diagnosis that the patient
actually has might be more of a problem than lack ofspecificity. Other
clinicians demand a list that includes the correct diagnosis enough
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times to make it worthwhile for them to use the CDDSS, but one
which is focused enough to help them develop a reasonable work-up
plan. For these clinicians, long lists of diagnoses that require their
attention might be a major drawback.

The interpretation of the performance results is in part depen
dent on the intended use of the CDDSS. The accuracy standards to
which a CDDSS must be held if it is expected to function in place of a
physician should be very high. While high standards may be desirable
for any use of the CDDSS, they are not absolutely necessary if one
assumes that a knowledgeable professional will filter the system's sug
gestions, using what is helpful and discarding what is not helpful. Al
though some individuals have suggested that decision support sys
tems might eventually replace the physician as a diagnostician.v"
most developers of these programs emphasize that they are not de
signed for such a purpose.v" Given that (1) the CDDSS developers
never intended them to replace the physician; (2) the current systems
cannot incorporate all of the information about patients that physi
cians use in their own diagnostic thinking and (3) many of the knowl
edge bases may be incomplete even with further expansion over their
current status, even if their performance improved significantly,
CDDSS are most likely to remain a support tool that prompts the
physician's thinking, rather a substitute for the physician's judgment.

ApPROPRIATE CASES

Another important issue is the identification of situations or
types of cases for which these programs can be optimally used. Be
cause the currently available CDDSS for the most part require sepa
rate data entry from the information entered into the patient's medi
cal record, time constraints may prevent their routine use. However,
as technology improves and automated data entry into these programs
becomes feasible, an important unresolved issue iswhether they should
be used for every patient. Miller" has suggested that one of the para
doxes of broad-based CDDSS is that the puzzling cases for which the
systems are appropriate, and on which most of the performance test
ing has focused, may not occur often enough to warrant frequent use
of the systems. It is not known whether performance on difficult cases
generalizes to use with the more routine problems that make up the
large proportion of physicians' practices. Also, even if diagnostic ad
vice were available on all patients, users of the systems would most
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likely attend to the advice only on the cases where they are uncertain
about the diagnosis. Thus, the overconfident physician, who may be
most in need of decision support, may be least likely to use these pro
grams . It is also possible that these systems would be most useful to
clinicians whose expertise lies outside the domain for which the sys
tems were developed (e.g., an internal medicine system may be more
useful to an obstetrician-gynecologist than to an internist), yet spe
cialists may not appreciate the need to seek decision support from a
system outside their own specialty.

EXPERTISE OF THE USERS

The developers of most of the broad-based CDDSS expect that
medically knowledgeable individuals will use the systems in an ap
propriate manner. At present, how knowledgeable the user must be is
undefined, but given that a great deal of sifting through the program
output is necessary, the user must be able to recognize erroneous in
formation. Some people have suggested that "medically knowledge
able" does not necessarily mean that a physician will be the primary
user" and that medical students, physicians' assistants, or nurses might
all be able to use the program appropriately. WeedlO.51-52has a CDOSS
designed for input by a nonphysician, although it is expected that a
physician will review the diagnostic suggestions produced. While less
experienced clinicians may need more diagnostic assistance than sea
soned physicians, the novices may also be less able than experts to
evaluate the system's suggestions.

EVALUATION METHODS

There is debate about what constitutes adequate evaluation.
There are arguments that the only evaluation studies worth consider
ing are those from well designed clinical trials of the CDDSS in actual
useY-55 Johnston et al. conducted a literature review of all types of
decision support systems and concluded that these systems were of
limited use." However, they based their conclusions on only the few
studies reviewed that fit their very strict methodological criteria, and
most of those reviewed were not the broad-based diagnostic systems.
Other researchers have felt that a broader view of acceptable evalua
tion is warranted, especially in the earlier stages of development. 31.56
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Although evaluation paradigms other than randomized con
trolled trials can provide valuable information about CDDSS, the
question of whether, or when in the developmental process, outside
evaluation is necessary is still unresolved. Many studies of a variety of
computer-assisted diagnostic programs, not just the broad-based ones,
have been conducted by the program developers themselves or indi
viduals closely associated with them,7·14,16.18.19,21.30.33.57 When outsiders
evaluate the same programs, the results are often less posi
tive.5.6,15.17,31.32.34,35 It is often difficult to tell whether the discrepant re-
sults are because of differences in study design as has been suggested,58
whether the developers use more lenient standards, or whether the
programs are not as transferable across settings as might be desired.

In addition to the issue of who should conduct the evaluation,
there is a question of what aspects of the CDDSS should be evaluated.
Most of the studies examining CDDSS accuracy have focused on the
ability of the system to generate a list of diagnostic hypotheses. While
this is an important capability for any CDDSS, and the major func
tion for some, it is not the only manner in which many CDDSS can
be used. In surveying physicians who had purchased QMR, Berner
and Maisiak found that while almost all the physicians felt they were
proficient in using the electronic textbook functions that permitted
them to view the findings associated with various diseases, only 60%
felt comfortable using the case analysis function which has been the
primary CDDSS capability evaluated in the literature.59 Miller has
cautioned that the performance of CDDSS may vary depending on
which functions are evaluated and that blanket conclusions about the
overall accuracy of a CDDSS cannot be made from evaluation of only
one aspect." More research is needed on how physicians actually use
the programs to determine on which aspects of the CDDSS the evalu
ation effort should focus.

To date, there has been very little research published on the use
of these CDDSS by clinicians who were not involved with the devel
opment of the programs, despite the calls for trials of these systems in
actual practice.v" Research currently being conducted by Berner and
her colleagues and Elstein and his collaborators, while not examining
the effects ofthese systems in actual clinical practice, are using as sub
jects physicians who were not part of the CDDSS development teams
and who have varying familiarity with the programs. While this in
formation will be very useful, the issue of how these systems affect
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clinical care when used in practice by physicians still needs to be ad
dressed. Thus, there is clear consensus that good research on the use
of CDDSS is needed, but there are too few published studies at this
time to draw firm conclusions as to the effectiveness of the broad
based CDDSS in clinical practice.

CONCLUSIONS
Good evaluation of these complex diagnostic systems is not an

easy task. Anecdotal reviews do not meet appropriate standards of
scientific rigor, and large scale comparative studies of program per
formance such as those done to test electrocardiographic interpre
tation programs' and the research by Berner, Elstein and their col
leagues31,32,34,35 are very time consuming and expensive.Well-controlled
trials of use of these systems in clinical practice may be even more
costly,since appropriately challenging caseson which to test the broad
based diagnostic systems are, almost by definition, not going to be
those that are readily available.

While there may be debate as to the bottom line "grade" for these
broad-based computer-assisted diagnostic programs, any grades at
this point in their development are really indicators ofprogress, not a
final grade. Most developers, users and evaluators of these programs
would agree that there is still a great deal of room for improvement.
The programs certainly have potential, but whether it will be realized
on a large scale remains to be seen. Computer technology is rapidly
advancing and other models of decision support systems are being
developed, as discussed in other chapters in this book. Whether the
currently available systems become more widely used will depend in
part on whether they continue to expand their knowledge bases and
begin to explore automated data entry and integration with other
computer-based systems, which are part of the normal work-flow of
the physician. Both of these developments are starting to occur,"

Research is needed to begin to resolve the areas of controversy.
Obviously, the ultimate test for these kinds of systems will be clinical
trials on the impact oftheir use in multiple practice settings (see chap
ter 8). However, we also need to examine how these systems assist
users at different levels of medical expertise, discover how easy they
are to use in a busy practice situation, and determine the optimal way
to integrate computer-assisted diagnostic systems into the practice of
medicine so that we can evaluate their effects on patient care.
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Hospital-Based
Decision Support

Peter J. Haug, Reed M. Gardner and R. Scott Evans

Decision support technologies are becoming increas ingly available
to medical practitioners. In recent years, a variety of programs

designed to assist with drug dosing, health maintenance, diagnosis
and other clinically relevant decisions have been developed for the
medical market. Increasing ease of access to personal computers is
partially responsible for this growth. So is the interest in automated
medical decision-making that has grown from an expanding aware
ness of the successes of medical computing.

Much of the literature that has sparked this awareness comes
from research done on an older generation of medical information
systems. These systems reside on large mainframe computing hard
ware. Many of them have served hospitals and have supported the
patient care given there.1.2 The applications and algorithms that were
piloted in these systems have provided the background for the mod
ern decision support technologies which we see developing and evolv
ing in client/server environments and on personal computers.

Contributors to the body of knowledge of applying computer
systems to clinical practice include the several sites where hospital
based, medical decision support have been implemented and stud
ied. Among the leaders in these efforts have been groups at the
Regenstrief Institute in Indianapolis,' Columbia Presbyterian Medi
cal Center in New York,' and Beth Israel Hospital in Boston." Recent
efforts to incorporate decision support into order entry systems at
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the Brigham and Women's Hospital in Boston" and Vanderbilt Uni
versity Medical Center in Nashville? are helping to define the direc
tion that hospital-based computing will follow in the future.

In this chapter, we will discuss medical decision support appli
cations that help provide clinical care in a hospital setting. The prin
cipal source of the examples come from the HELP Hospital Informa
tion System (HIS) located at the LDS Hospital in Salt Lake City and
developed by the members of the Department ofMedical Informatics
of the University of Utah," As a part of our description of decision
support applications in the HELP system, we will discuss the data
used and the mechanism through which suggested decisions are com
municated to the user. In addition we will review a set ofapplications,
developed and tested within the HELP system, that include an ele
ment of"diagnostic" decision support.

Truly"diagnostic" systems have been a perpetual theme in medi
cal informatics research. However,systems featuring a diagnostic para
digm are rarely found in routine hospital clinic services. More com
mon are systems that depend on simple algorithms to inform and
remind users of important clinical data or ofmedical facts which may
change decisions they have made, or will make. Examples of these
include decision support tools that critique medication orders and
the system for identifying life-threatening laboratory results which
are described below.

The HELP system includes two types of clinical diagnostic deci
sion support systems (CDDSS). The first type focuses on narrowly
circumscribed medical conditions; these systems are in daily clinical
use.The systems include those that recognize clinical syndromes such
as adverse drug events or those that attempt to determine from mi
crobiology data and other information which pathogens are impor
tant causes of infection. The second type of diagnostic systems are
those that attempt to discriminate among a group of important diag
nostic entities using raw medical data. These diagnostic systems often
attempt the challenging task of managing large degrees ofuncertainty
using pattern matching algorithms. Several of these types of systems
have been, or are being, tested in the HELP environment. Below we
describe experience with three of these more aggressive diagnostic
programs.
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THE HELP SYSTEM
The overall setting for much of the work described here is the

HELP Hospital Information System (HIS) operating in the LDSHos
pital. HELP stands for Health Evaluation through Logical Processes
and is a culmination of more than 20 years of development and test
ing." It currently operates on high availability hardware supplied by
the Tandem Computer Corporation. Recently, principal software com
ponents of the HELP system have also been installed in seven of the
hospitals operated by Intermountain Health Care (IHC). At the LDS
Hospital, the information system communicates with users and de
velopers through approximately 1,250 terminals and more than 200
printers. The system is interfaced to a variety of other computer sys
tems including a billing system, a laboratory system, an electro
cardiography system, a medical records system, a digital radiology
system, and a collection oflocal area networks (LANs) used by a vari
ety of departments for local research and departmental management
functions.

The HELP System consists of an integrated clinical database, a
frame -based medical decision-support system, programs to support
hospital and departmental administrative functions, and the software
tools needed to maintain and expand these components. The inte
grated clinical database contains a variety of patient data kept online
during the patient's stay.This database can be accessed by health care
professionals at terminals throughout the hospital. Terminals allow
the entry of pertinent clinical data into the HELP system by all per
sonnel who are involved in patient care. Table 4.1 is a partial list of the
data in the system.

Use of the HELP system for decision support has been a major
focus of research since the system's inception. The result has been a
set of embedded expert system development tools. The HELP System
contains a decision support subsystem based on a modular represen
tation of medical decision logic in frames,"This set of tools has led to
the successful development of expert systems in blood gas interpreta
tion, to intensive care settings,I I and medication monitoring, 12 to name
a few. The syntax used in the decision system is currently being ex
tended to allow use ofArden Syntax, an American Society for Testing
and Materials (ASTM) standard for medical decision 10gic.13 The
HELP System hardware and software environment has provided the
setting for the implementation and testing of the decision support
tools described below.
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Table 4.1. Partial list ofdata in HELP system

P.T. Haug et al.

Clinical Data Routinely Captured by the HELP Hospital Information System

Chemistry
Medications
Allergies
Blood Gases
Electrocardiograms
Intake/Output
Demographic Information
Cardiac Catheterization Data
Biopsy Results
Select Physical Examination
Admit/Discharge Information
Consult Reports

Hematology
X-ray Findings
Dietary Information
Surgical Procedures
ICU Monitoring
Pulmonary Function
Microbiology
Respiratory Therapy Notes
Nursing Data
Pathology Department Data
History and Physical Exam Reports
Procedure Reports

CATEGORIES OF DECISION SUPPORT TECHNOLOGIES
Independent of the environment in which they are used, two

elements of medical decision support applications are critical to their
success. These are: (1) the mechanism by which the systems acquire
the data used in their decision algorithms; and (2) the interface
through which they interact with clinicians to report their results.
These considerations have led us to describe different categorizations
of decision support." Although somewhat arbitrary, this categoriza
tion captures the idea that different models of computerized assis
tance may be needed for different types of clinical problems.

The four categories are: (1) processes which respond to clinical
data by issuing an alert; (2) programs that respond to recorded deci
sions to alter care (typically new orders) by critiquing the decision
and proposing alternative suggestions as appropriate; (3) applications
that respond to a request by the decision maker by suggesting a set of
diagnostic or therapeutic maneuvers fitted to the patient's needs; and
(4) retrospective quality assurance applications where clinical data
are abstracted from patient records and decisions about the quality
of care are made and fed back to caregivers. We will describe the first
three types in this chapter.
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ALERTING SYSTEMS

Alerting processes are programs that function continuously,
monitoring select clinical data as it is stored in the patient's electronic
record. They are designed to test specific types of data against pre
defined criteria. If the data meet the criteria these systems alert medi
cal personnel. The timing and character of the messages vary with the
alerting goals.

A typical example is a subsystem implemented on the HELP sys
tem which monitors common laboratory results and detects and alerts
for potentially life-threatening abnormalities in the data acquired. This
application is notable for the simplicity of its decision logic, as well as
for the magnitude of its potential impact.

The HELP system captures results from the clinical laboratory
through an interface to a dedicated laboratory information system
(LIS). The results are collected and returned to the HELP system for
storage in the clinical record as soon as they are collected and vali
dated in the LIS.

Laboratory results are reviewed by personnel engaged in patient
care both through terminals connected to the HELP system and
through a variety of special and general-purpose printouts, such as
rounds reports generated by the HELP system. The "times" when the
data are reviewed have only a loose relationship to the "times" when
they become available. Instead, the principal review time determi
nant is typically the work schedules of the physicians and nurses in
volved with the patient. The physician, for instance, may visit the hos
pital twice a day for rounds and review patient data only during those
times unless some aspect of the patient's condition prompts a more
aggressive approach.

Under these circumstances, abnormalities in laboratory results,
especially those that are unexpected, may not receive the timely at
tention they deserve. In particular, unexpected laboratory abnormali
ties may go unseen for hours until a nurse or physician reviews them
during their routine activities. Or, as some authors have noted, they
may be missed entirely,":"

As a response to this disparity, Karen Bradshaw/Tate and her
associates have described an experiment with a Computerized Labo
ratory Alerting System (CLAS) designed to bring potentially life
threatening conditions to the attention of care givers.17-20 This system
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was constructed by reducing a set of 60 alerts developed during a
previous pilot system development" to the 10most important condi
tions (Table 4.2).

Six medical experts from the disciplines of surgery, cardiology,
internal medicine, and critical care participated in the development
of these alerts and the system used to deliver them. The alerts chosen
were translated into computer logic and tested to determine that the
logic functioned properly. Data from previously admitted patients were
used to refine the logic.

Once the logic was deemed acceptable, an experiment was de
signed to evaluate the effect of the system on several intermediate
outcome measures. Two approaches were tested for delivering the
alerts. The first of these techniques was tested on a single nursing
division to determine its acceptability. A flashing yellow light was in
stalled in the division and whenever an alert was generated for a pa
tient in that division the light was activated. It continued to flash un
til the alert was reviewed and acknowledged on a computer terminal.
The second approach was less intrusive to the nursing staff. When
ever anyone entered the program used to review a patient's labora
tory results, any unacknowledged alerts for that patient were imme
diately displayed along with the data that had triggered them.

The results of this type of intervention were tested in three ways.
First, appropriateness of treatment was evaluated. The alerting sys
tem was shown to result in significantly more appropriate therapy for
conditions involving abnormalities of Na", K+ and glucose. Second,
time spent in the life-threatening condition with and without the alert
ing system was examined. The length of time in the life-threatening
condition dropped in each of the alerting subgroups analyzed. Fi
nally,the hospital length of stay was examined. A significant improve
ment in this parameter was also noted for the patients with abnor
malities of Na", K+ or glucose.

This type of decision support intervention is becoming increas
ingly common as hospital information systems evolve." In the inpa
tient environment, where the severity of illness is steadily increasing,
there is a strong potential for better alerting systems to improve qual
ity of patient care.
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Table 4.2. Alerts for which computerized alerting logic was created
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Alerting Condition

Hyponatremia (NAl)

Falling Sodium (NAF)
mEq/1

Hypernatremia (NAH)

Hypokalemia (Kl)

Falling Potassium (KlF)

Hypokalemia, patient on
digoxin (KLD)

Hyperkalemia (KH)

Metabolic acidosis (C0 2l )

Hypoglycemia (Gl.)

Hyperglycemia (GH)

Criteria

Na' < 120 mEq/1

Na+ fallen 15+ mEq/1 in 24 hr. and Na+< 130

Na+> 155 mEq/I

K+ < 2.7 mEq/I

K+ fallen 1+ mEq/I in 24 hr. and K+ < 3.2 mEq/I

K+ < 3.3 mEq/I and patient on digoxin

K+ > 6.0 mEq/1

CO2 < 15 and BUN> 50 or CO2 < 18 and BUN
< 50 or CO2 < 18 (BUN unknown) or CO2 fallen
10+ in 24 hr and CO2 < 25

Glucose < 45 mg%

Glucose> 500 mg%

CRITIQUING SYSTEMS

In the alerting example described above, the computer system
responded to elements in the data base by prompting those caring for
the patient to intervene. In contrast, critiquing processes begin func
tioning when an order for a medical intervention is entered into the
information system. Such methods typically respond by evaluating
an order and either pointing out disparities between the order and an
internal definition of proper care or by proposing an alternative thera
peutic approach. Below we describe a critiquing subsystem that spe
cifically targets orders for blood products.

In recent years it has become increasingly apparent that, while
the transfusion of blood products is an important, often life-saving
therapy, these same blood products must be ordered and adminis
tered with care. Not only are there significant reasons for anxiety con
cerning diseases that can be transmitted during transfusions, but, in
addition, the limited supply and short shelf life of blood products
make them a scarce resource to be used sparingly. In 1987 the Joint
Commission for the Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations
(JCAHO) released a document outlining nine steps to be taken in the
review of institutional blood usage." Central to this document was a
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requirement for health care institutions to develop criteria for the use
of blood products and to carefully monitor compliance with these
criteria.

At the iDS Hospital the response to these requirements was to
develop a computer system designed specifically to manage the or
dering of blood transfusions and to assist in ensuring compliance with
criteria for proper use ofblood products.i'"A central premise of the
system design was that all orders would be entered into the computer
and that physicians or nurses would enter all blood orders.

Embedded into the blood-ordering program is a critiquing tool
designed to ascertain the reason for every transfusion and to com
pare the reason to strict criteria specific to the type of transfusion
planned. For instance, when an order is made for packed red blood
cells, the criteria in Table 4.3 below are used to critique the order.

The process of entering an order into this system includes sev
eral points at which information bearing on the propriety of giving
blood products is displayed. As a first step, the physician is shown the
blood products ordered in the last 24 hours. This is followed by a
display of the applicable laboratory data. Then the user chooses the
specific blood products required along with the number of units and
the priority (stat, routine, etc.). At this point the user is asked to docu
ment the reason for the order. A list of reasons, specific to the blood
product chosen, is displayed and the user chooses the appropriate
rationale for the intervention. The computer then applies the stored
criteria and determines whether the order meets the hospital's
guidelines.

If the guidelines are met, the order is logged and the blood bank
and nursing division are informed electronically and via computer
printout. If the criteria are not met, the user is presented with a mes
sage stating the applicable criteria and relevant patient data. The phy
sician or nurse may optionally decide to place or cancel the order, but
he or she is required to enter (as free text) the reasons for the decision
to override the system.

The criteria used are the result of an effort by the iDS Hospital
medical staff. The criteria were developed primarily by using pub
lished guidelines, but with some adaptations for local conditions (al
titude of 4,500 feet). The criteria have undergone several modifica 
tions based on experience as well as new definitions of standards for
these therapies.
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Table 4.3. Simplified criteria for ordering packed red blood cells

Hemoglobin < 12 g/dl or hematocrit < 35% if age ~ 35 years
Hemoglobin < 10 g/dl or hematocrit < 30% if age < 35 years
Oxygen Saturation (Sa02) < 95%
Active bleeding
Blood loss> 500 ml
Systolic blood pressure < 100 mm Hg or heart rate> 100 bpm
Adult respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS)
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One way of measuring the effectiveness of the system's various
critiquing messages is to examine the frequency with which the pro
cess of ordering blood products is terminated as a result of the feed
back. During a 6-month period the ordering program was entered
and then exited without an order 677 times. This was 12.9% of the
total uses.We estimate that one-halfof these exits represent decisions
not to order blood products based on feedback from the program.

The program relies heavilyon the integrated clinical database in
the HELP system. It accesses data from: (1) the admitting department;
(2) the clinical laboratory; (3) surgical scheduling; (4) the blood bank;
and (5) the orders entered by nurses and physicians.

The blood-ordering program described above contains processes
that support computerized critiquing. The program responds to in
terventions chosen by the physician by analyzing the order and, if
appropriate, suggesting reasons to alter the therapeutic plan .

The process used by the blood-ordering program is different
from that used in the alerting application in that it involves a dia
logue with the user. As a result, the critique can provide a series of
informational responses designed to assure that the user is fully aware
of both the status of the patient and also the accepted guidelines gov
erning blood product usage. Historically, physician use of general
ized computerized order entry programs has been limited. However,
modern order entry programs are being designed to encourage use
by physicians. A part of this encouragement is based on the ability of
these programs to critique orders. Physicians often appreciate the
ability of an automated ordering system to give feedback on proper
dosing and accepted care protocols as they make their intervention
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decisions . Opportunities for a constructive interaction between the
computer and the clinician are clearly growing, and applications that
critique medical decisions can contribute to this growth.

SUGGESTION SYSTEMS

The third category of computer applications designed to sup
port medical decision-making is potentially the most interactive. This
group of processes is designed to react to requests (either direct or
implied) for assistance. These processes respond by making concrete
suggestions concerning which actions should be taken next.

Unlike alerts, action oriented messages from these system are
expected. Clinicians would typically call up a computer screen, enter
requested data, and wait for suggestions from these systems before
instituting a new therapy. Unlike critiquing systems, the physician need
not commit to an order before the program applies its stored medical
logic. Instead, the program conducts an interactive session with the
user during which a suggestion concerning a specific therapeutic de
cision is sought. The system then reviews relevant data, including data
that it has requested from the user, and formulates a suggestion for an
intervention based on the medical knowledge stored in its knowledge
base.

The example below is, in many ways, typical of suggestion sys
tems. It functions in the realm of ventilator therapy and has been
implemented in increasingly more sophisticated forms in intensive
care settings at the LDS Hospital since 1987.

As a tertiary care setting, LDS Hospital sees a large number of
patients with respiratory failure. One of the more difficult of these
problems is that of Adult Respiratory Distress Syndrome (ARDS).This
diseasecan complicate a number ofother conditions including trauma,
infectious disease, and shock. The usual therapy includes respiratory
support while the underlying pulmonary injury heals. Unfortunately,
overall mortality for ARDShad remained at about 50% for many years.
For the subset of ARDS patients who manifest severe hypoxemia the
mortality had been approximately 90%.

The study of computer protocols for ARDS patients was driven
by research into the effectiveness ofa new therapeutic intervention in
this difficult disease. In the early 1980s research began to suggest that
external membrane devices that bypassed the lungs to remove car
bon dioxide (C02) directly from a patient's body might improve sur-
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vival in the most severely ill of the ARDS patients. Physicians at the
LDSHospital wanted to study this new approach in a rigorously con
trolled clinical trial. They chose to do an experiment with a test group
who received the external lung treatment and a control group who
did not. However, the researchers were aware that the management of
ARDS differed from patient to patient depending on the course the
disease followed and the training and previous experience of the phy
sicians and staff caring for the patient. For this reason, they decided
to standardize care by strict adherence to predetermined treatment
protocols.

At first, they developed a set ofpaper protocols. As the protocols
became more complex, it became clear that they would be difficult to
follow manually. Therefore it was decided to computerize them. The
result was a set of computerized rules that were designed to direct, in
detail, the management of patients in both the test and control
branches of a study of extracorporeal CO2 removal (ECC02R)Y-29

While the rules were designed initially for this research, they were
soon made general enough that they could be used in the manage 
ment of other patients requiring ventilatory support.

The protocols were created by a group of physicians, nurses, res
piratory therapists, and specialists in medical informatics. The initial
study period was to be 18 months. Subsequent development concen 
trated on first eliminating errors in protocol logic, second on extend
ing its scope, and finally on reworking behavioral patterns in the in
tensive care setting so that the protocols could be effectively
implemented.

The protocol system devised was used successfully during the
ECC02R study. The study was terminated after 40 patients were
treated, 21 with ECC02R and 19 with conventional therapy. At that
time there were seven survivors in the ECC02R group (33%) and eight
in the conventional therapy group (42%).30 The study group concluded
that there was no significant difference between ECC02R and con
ventional treatment of severe ARDS. However, the percentage of se
verely ill patients of this type who survived was usually less than 15%
and the 42% survival in the control group was unexpected. The re
sults led the researchers to suspect that the quality and uniformity of
care provided through the use of computerized protocols had resulted
in a significant improvement in patient outcomes.
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Asa consequence, development and study ofthese protocols has
continued. Figure 4.1 summarizes the results of their use in the 111
LDSHospital patients and compares these results to those oftwo other
groups (Massachusetts General Hospital (MGH) and a group in Eu
rope interested in the problem of treating ARDS).

It should be noted that here we have limited our example of
systems for suggesting therapeutic interventions to a system that re
sponds with a suggestion when the clinician has explicitly or implic
itly requested one. Such a computerized decision support process is
an area in which we are continuing to explore better ways to interact
with clinicians and better ways to capture and encode protocol
knowledge.

"DIAGNOSTIC" DECISIONSUPPORT WITH THE HELP
SYSTEM

The examples above have stressed different approaches to the
activation of medical decision support logic and to the delivery of the
resulting decisions to the computer user. Belowwe change our focus.
One of the greatest challenges for a computerized medical decision
system is to participate productively in the diagnostic process. Clini
cal diagnostic decision support systems (CDDSS) differ from the de
cision support systems described above. Decision support systems can
draw attention to specific data elements and/or can synthesize thera-
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peutic suggestions based on these elements. Such applications offer
assistance in the basic recognition processes and can categorize pa
tients by pathophysiologic condition. On the other hand, the diag
nostic process is a preliminary step to making therapeutic interven
tions. Diagnostic decisions may require a system with different goals,
interfaces, and decision algorithms than the applications previously
described.

Two types of diagnostic applications are described below. They
differ in the degree with which the developers have solved the prob
lem of providing a clinically useful service. The first type represents
modest applications that, using a set of raw clinical data, attempt to
standardize various diagnostic categorizations that impact discrete
therapeutic decisions . Three HELP system examples are discussed.

The second group of CDDSS comes from the family of applica
tions that attempt to simulate the more extensive and flexible diag
nostic behavior of physicians. Those discussed here are either pre
liminary research whose clinical application remains in the future or
work in progress whose utility is a subject of ongoing evaluation. The
status of these applications in terms of preliminary data and experi
ence limited to a research and development environment is described.

PROVEN DIAGNOSTIC ApPLICATIONS

A number of applications residing in the HELP system can,
through the use of various diagnostic strategies , affect patient care.
Below we describe three of these applications. The first is an applica
tion that evaluates patient data to detect adverse drug events. The
second is a tool that recognizes nosocomial infections. The third is a
computerized assistant that informs and advises physicians as they
undertake the complex task of determining how to treat a patient
with a possible infection.

Adverse Drug Events
Adverse drug events (ADEs) are defined by the World Health

Organization as"any response to a drug which is noxious, unintended,
and which occurs at doses normally used in man for the prophylaxis,
diagnosis, or therapy of disease." ADEs can range in severity from
drowsiness or nausea to anaphylaxis and death. It has been estimated
that in the United States drug-related morbidity and mortality costs
more than $136 billion per year."
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The process of recognizingADEs differs from the drug monitor
ing at the time of drug dispensing that has become a standard part of
computerized pharmacy systems. The alerting systems embedded in
modern-day pharmacy dispensing systems typically evaluate ordered
medications against a list of contraindications based on known aller
gies, expected reactions with other patient medications, or the infor
mation from the clinical laboratory that can be expected to affect the
drugs given or the dosage of those medications. In contrast, the goal
of an ADE detection system is to determine the existence of a drug
reaction from the patient data collected during the routine documen
tation of patient care.

An ADE recognition subsystem has been implemented in the
HELP system.":" This ADE subsystem continuously monitors pa
tients for the occurrence of an ADE.The system does so by inspecting
the patient data entered at the bedside for signs of rash, changes in
respiratory rate, heart rate, hearing, mental status, seizure, anaphy
laxis, diarrhea and fever. In addition, data from the clinical lab, the
pharmacy, and the medication charting applications are analyzed to
determine possible ADEs.

The system evaluates all of the patients in the hospital and gen
erates a daily computer report indicating which patients are possible
ADE victims. A clinical pharmacist follows up on these patients and
completes the evaluation using a verification program. This program
provides a consistent method ofcompleting the diagnostic process. A
scoring system (the Naranjo method) is used to score the ADEs as
definite (score 9), probable (score 5-8), possible (score 1-4), or un
likely (score 0).34 The physicians caring for each patient are notified
of confirmed ADEs by the pharmacist who does the evaluation.

The existence of an application for diagnosis of ADEs has in
creased the frequency with which these events are recognized and
documented in the hospital setting. Using a voluntary reporting
method, nine ADEs were recorded in the one-year period from May
1, 1988 to May 1, 1989. In the period from May 1, 1989 to May 1,
1990, while the program was in use, 401 adverse drug events were
identified.

An additional effect of this program appears to be a reduction
in the number of severe ADEs seen. During the year beginning in
January of 1990, 41 ADEs occurred. In this time frame, physicians
were notified of verified ADEs only if they were classified as severe or
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life threatening. In two subsequent periods (the year of 1991 and the
year of 1992) early notification of physicians was practiced for all se
verities of ADE. Numbers ofsevereADEs decreased to 12 and 15 dur
ing the follow-up time periods (p < 0.001).

In an effort to understand the impact of the drug reactions that
were the target of this application, the costs of ADEs were examined.
In studies that used the computer tools described above, investigators
found that length of hospital stayfor patients wtih ADEswas increased
by 1.91 days and that costs resulting from the increased stay were
$2,262.The increased risk of death among patients experiencing ADEs
was 1.88 times." Thus, the cost savings and impact on quality of care
in reducing ADEs was substantial.

These tools leverage the fact that the majority of the data neces
sary for their function is available in HELP's integrated data base.
They illustrate the potential for computerized diagnostic applications
to impact patient care not just by assisting with the choice of inter
ventions, but also by focusing clinical attention on those cases where
the interventions chosen have put the patient at risk.

Nosocomial Infections
In the previous example a rule-based system was used to suggest

the diagnosis of adverse drug events for a group of patients undergo
ing therapy in the hospital. Another application in use in the LDS
Hospital is designed to recognize nosocomial, or hospital acquired
infections." The program serves a need recognized by the JCAHO,
which requires ongoing surveillance for hospital-acquired infections.

The process of detecting nosocomial hospital infections serves a
recognized clinical purpose. Control measures based on this infor
mation are believed to be important in interrupting the spread of
hospital acquired infections. Evidence suggests that intensive surveil
lance programs may be linked to reduced rates of infection. However,
the process can be expensive. Traditional techniques require infec
tion control personnel to screen manually all appropriate patients on
a routine basis.

The computerized surveillance system used in LDSHospital re
lies on data from a variety of sources to diagnose nosocomial infec
tions. Information from the microbiology laboratory, nurse charting,
the chemistry lab, the admitting office, surgery, pharmacy, radiology
and respiratory therapy are used. Once each day a report is produced
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detailing the computer's suggestions. This report can be used to
followup the patients for whom there is evidence of nosocomial
infection.

In studies done to compare the computer-based ascertainment
of nosocomial infections to the traditional, manual approach, 217
patients were determined to be possible victims of hospital acquired
infection (out of 4,679 patients discharged in a 2 month period).This
included 182 patients identified by the computer and an overlapping
145 patients recognized by traditional means. Of these patients, 155
were confirmed to have nosocomial infections.

For the group of 155patients, the computer's sensitivity was 90%
with a false positive rate of23%, while the infection control practitio
ners demonstrated a sensitivity of 76% and a false positive rate of
19%.When the hours required to use each approach were estimated,
the computer-based approach was more than twice as efficient as the
entirely manual technique.

The nosocomial infection tool, like the ADE recognition sys
tem, uses Boolean logic in a relativelysimple diagnostic process. In an
effort to extend the process of managing hospital acquired infections,
an extension to the infection control system was developed. The goal
of the enhancement was to predict which patients were likely to con
tract a nosocomial infection in the hospital in the future. The tool is
based on different decision algorithms. Data from patients with in
fections acquired in the hospital were combined with data from a con
trol set of patients, and a group of statistical programs were used to
identify risk factors. Logistic regression using these risk factors was
used in the development of tools that could estimate the risk of hos
pital-acquired infection for inpatients. The resulting system is capable
of predicting these infections in 63% of the population who are ulti- .
rnately affected."

Recently,an assessment of a computerization oflocal clinician
derived practice guidelines used to recommend antibiotics has been
conducted." During a seven-year study, the fraction of patients who
received antibiotics increased each year. However, the total cost of
antibiotics decreased from almost 25% to only 13% of the total drug
expenditures. Fewer doses of antibiotics and less expensive antibiot
ics were used as a result of the system's recommendations.

These computerized systems also monitor for that subset ofsur
gical procedures for which prophylactic antibiotics are recommended
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(i.e., total hip replacement). For these procedures, antibiotics are of
ten missed or given at the wrong time . In addition, once begun, these
antibiotics are frequently not discontinued at the recommended time.
In the absence of infection, a small number of doses is generally all
that is required.

Based on computerized reminders, the number of patients who
were given prophylactic antibiotics appropriately has increased from
40% of those who needed them to over 99%. In addition, the average
number of antibiotic doses given as a part of prophylaxis decreased
from 19 in the first year to only 5.3 doses at the end of the seven-year
period. The accumulating experience suggests that computer-assisted
support of antibiotic use can improve antibiotic use, reduce costs and
stabilize the emergence of antibiotic-resistant pathogens.

Antibiotic Assistant
The third application is an example ofa multipronged approach

to the task of supporting medical decision making.Asa part of ongo
ing research into the use of computers in medical care, the Infectious
Disease Department at LDS Hospital has developed a tool to help
clinicians make informed decisions concerning the administration of
antibiotics." The "antibiotic assistant" provides three basic services.
First, it assembles relevant data for the physicians so they can deter 
mine whether a specific patient is infected and what sorts of inter
ventions might be appropriate. Information such as the most recent
temperature, renal function and allergies are presented. Second, the
system suggests a course of therapy appropriate to that patient's con
dition. Finally, the program allows the clinician to review hospital
experience with infections for the past 6 months and the past 5 years.
One of the options of the program allows the clinician to review the
logic behind the computer's suggestions while another presents brief
monographs on the appropriate use of each antibiotic in the hospital
formulary.

The diagnostic processes embedded in this application are de
rived from data extracted from the HELP system and analyzed on a
monthly basis. The goal of the analysis is to define the probability of
each potential pathogen as a causative agent for a certain class of pa
tient. Six clinical variables are used in this process. These variables
were identified through a statistical analysis of 23 proposed data ele
ments .They include the site of infection, the patient's status (inpatient
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or outpatient), the mode of transmission (community or hospital
acquired), the patient's hospital service, the patient's age and the
patient's sex.

The result of this monthly analysis is an assessment of the likeli
hood of each pathogen for every combination of the patient-related
variables. For example, once the first analysis is complete the percent
age of hospital acquired bacteremias due to Escherichia coli in male
patients age 50 or less who are on the cardiovascular service will be
stored in the program's knowledge base. The analysis programs also
evaluate susceptibility data to determine which antibiotics would prob
ably cover the likely pathogens for each combination of patient
variables.

This probabilistic knowledge is then filtered through a set of rules
created by infectious disease experts. These rules adjust the output of
the first phase to include criteria representing basic tenets ofantibac
terial therapy. For example, the susceptibility information garnered
from the historical data would be updated to indicate that Amikacin
should be used only for infections due to gram-negative organisms.

The resulting knowledge base is used by the antibiotic assistant
program to make presumptive diagnoses of infectious organisms and
to suggest treatments appropriate to these organisms. It remains up
to-date through monthly updates of its knowledge base. By offering
the monographs and explanations mentioned above and by allowing
the clinicians to browse its knowledge base, it provides large amounts
of information in addition to its suggestions.

REsEARCH INTO COMPLEX DIAGNOSTIC APPLICATIONS

The systems described above have had a clear and measurable
effect on improving health care provided in the hospital setting. The
dream of even more sophisticated and inclusive systems were pre
sented more than 30 years ago. In 1959, Ledley and Lusted described
the application of methods from the realm of symbolic logic and sta
tistical pattern recognition to problems in medicine." They proposed
that these tools be used to assist in the diagnostic process and in other
problems involving medical decision-making. Computer systems were
the enabling technology that was predicted to bring these tools to the
bedside.
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A variety of researchers have accepted the challenge of Ledley
and Lusted and produced experimental systems designed to diagnose
a variety of illnesses. A number of these systems are mentioned else
where in this book. Within the HELP system, researchers have cre
ated and tested several CDDSS. Two of these are described below.

An important portion of the value of computerized diagnostic
tools lies in the development ofwell-designed models of the diagnos
tic process to assist in the complex clinical decision making tasks.
Physicians clearly exercise their diagnostic knowledge not only when
they assign a diagnostic label to a patient, but also during processes as
diverse as reading medical reports and critiquing the clinical behav
ior of their peers. We give examples of experimental systems that: (1)
assist with data collection; and (2) help assess the quality of medical
reports.

The applications described below benefit from a long-standing
interest in Bayesian techniques for probability revision among re
searchers using the HELP system. For more than 20 years the HELP
system has contained a frame-based decision support subsystem ca
pable of capturing and employing Bayes' equation to assess probabil
istically the support for diagnoses provided by various combinations
of clinical data. " Statistical approaches to decision support, such as
those described in chapter 2 of this book, have been and continue to
be key areas of research in the HELP medical informatics community.

Assisting Data Collection
Efforts to direct data collection in the HELP system have con

centrated on the patient history. The goal has been to identify tools
that could effectively collect a medical history appropriate for use in
diagnostic decision support applications. While earlier efforts focused
on history appropriate to a wide variety of diseases," more recent
efforts have focused on acquiring data bearing on pulmonary
diseases.v"

Three techniques for selecting questions were explored. The first
was a simple branching questionnaire. This approach takes full ad
vantage of the hierarchical relationship between more and less spe
cific questions. For instance, if the question "Have you had chest pain
with this illness?" was answered "Yes': then more specific questions
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such as "Is your chest pain brought on by exertion?" were asked. Al
ternately, if the answer to the first question was "No", the more spe
cific questions would not be asked.

The second technique has been called Decision-driven Data Ac
quisition (DDA). With this technique, a frame-based, Bayesian, ex
pert system analyzes all data available at any point in the patient in
terview. The individual disease frames determine which additional
information is needed to evaluate the likelihood of the particular dis
ease. Each frame proposes one or more questions. From this list, a
supervisory program selects a group of fivequestions, which are then
presented to the patient. The system passes through this cycle mul
tiple times until criteria are met indicating that no additional data are
needed.

A third approach has also been tested. It is similar to the DDA
method except that it was adapted for use in a setting where the pa
tient was not present at a computer terminal. The approach begins
when a paper questionnaire containing screening questions is pre
sented to a patient. The answers are entered into the computer and
the patient's data are compared to the diagnostic frames. The ques
tions are scored by a filtering process and then from 0 to 40 addi
tional questions are printed for the patient to answer. After the pa
tient answers these additional questions, the answers are entered into
the computer and the process is completed.

The branching questionnaire mode of data collection and the
DDA mode were tested on inpatients at the LDS Hospital. Fifty pa
tients took a DDA managed history and 23 received a history man 
aged by the branching questionnaire program. Figure 4.2 illustrates
the results.

On average,the DDAmode took a significantly (p < 0.05) shorter
time to run (8.2 minutes) and asked significantly fewer questions (48.8
questions) than did the branching questionnaire (19.2 minutes and
137 questions, respectively). The two-stage, paper questionnaire was
tested separately on patients coming to the X-ray department for chest
X-rays. It appeared to perform similarly to the interactive DDA mode.
It should be noted that there was no significant difference between
the techniques in terms of diagnostic accuracy. Using history alone,
all three succeeded in placing the patient's correct disease in a five
member differential diagnostic list from 70-88% of the time.
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Fig. 4.2. A comparison of techniques for collecting the patient history.

Assessing the Quality of Medical Reports
A second example of an alternative use of diagnostic knowledge

comes from a study of result reporting in the Radiology Department.
The central goal of this project was to develop a technique for mea
suring the quality ofX-ray reporting without requiring the review of
radiographs by multiple radiologists. This is in contradistinction to
typical approaches for evaluating the accuracy of radiologists. Typi
cally,audit procedures in the Radiology department require multiple
readings of a select set ofX-rays.44.48 The results of the repeated read
ings are used to define a "gold standard" for the films. Then the indi
vidual radiologists are compared to the gold standard.

The technique developed as a part of this project was based on a
simple premise. Each examination was a test of the radiologist's accu
racy. Instead of comparing the abnormalities reported to a standard
formulated through multiple readings, the description in the report
was evaluated in comparison to the patient's overall diagnostic out
come. In the case of chest X-rays the standard was the list of final
diagnoses (ICD-9 codes) integrated into the patient's record at the
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time of discharge. The report generated by the radiologist was suc
cessful to the extent that it supported the process that led to one of
the discharge diagnoses.

While a variety of algorithms can be used to link the findings
represented in the X-ray report to the final diagnosis, we have dem
onstrated the success of a variation on Shannon Information Con
tent in discriminating among physicians reading chest X-rays. Shan
non Information Content'? is a mathematical formalism for assessing
the informational value of messages.Wehave modified it to provide a
measure of the information produced by the radiologists as they in
terpret an X-ray. The assumption inherent in this usage is that the
information contained in an X-ray report can be expected to alter the
likelihood of the various diseases that a patient might have. Informa
tion Content is calculated from the change in probability of these
diseases.

For this technique to work, a diagnostic system was required
that was capable of discriminating among diseases producing abnor
malities on the chest radiograph. The information content was calcu
lated from the change in disease probability induced by the findings
recorded in the chest X-ray report. A Bayesian system provided the
required probabilities.

Our evidence for the success of this technique came from two
studies. In the first we used expert systems technologies to demon
strate discrimination in a controlled experiment." In this experiment
five X-ray readers read an identical set of 100 films. The assessment
produced by the diagnostic logic program gaveresults consistent with
the differing expertise of the readers and similar to the results of a
more standard audit procedure.

In a second study of this audit technique, we extended the test
environment into the realm where we hope to use it clinically.51 We
tested a group of radiologists following their standard procedure for
interpreting radiographs. Each chest X-ray was reviewed, the report
dictated and transcribed only once as is typical with most radiolo
gists' daily work. The goal of the study was to test the ability of a
knowledge-based approach to measure the quality of X-ray reporting
without requiring repeated reading of the radiographs.

This technique used a modified version of the Shannon Infor
mation Content measure and was designed to assessboth the positive
information contributed by X-ray findings relevant to a patient's dis
ease and the negative information contributed by findings which do
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not apply to any of the patient's illnesses. X-ray readers were com
pared based on the bits of information produced. We used 651 chest
X-ray reports generated by a group of radiologists that were com
pared to the patients' discharge diagnoses using a measure of infor
mation content. The radiologists were grouped according to whether
they had received additional (post residency) training in chest radiol
ogy.The "Trained" radiologists produced 11% more information than
the "Untrained" radiologists (0.664 bits as opposed to 0.589 bits, sig
nificant at p < 0.005).

The averageinformation content calculated successfullydiscrimi
nated these groups. However, it is an overall measure. Examination of
the interaction between the groups of radiologists and disease sub
groups indicates that the score can also discriminate at the level of
different diseases (p < 0.05). This suggests that the technique might
not only discriminate overall quality of X-ray interpretation, but it
might also be of use at pinpointing the specific diseases for which an
individual radiologist may be failing to generate effectiveinformation.

SUMMARY
In this chapter we have reviewed a number of hospital-based

applications that provide medical decision support. These applica
tions can be categorized in a variety of different ways.We have found
it profitable to think of these systems in terms of their relationship to
the data and of their interfaces with their users. These foci might be
helpful to future system developers and implementers to reflect on
the environment required for the success of decision support
applications.

We have also attempted to emphasize the range of sophistica
tion that can be found in a clinically operational CDDSS. Applica
tions using simple logic can contribute a great deal to the quality of
care provided in a clinical setting. Programs that use more complex
techniques and that strive to provide the more sophisticated deci
sions associated with disease recognition can also contribute.Among
the diagnostic applications currently functioning in hospital settings,
those that focus on specific, limited diagnostic goals with a recogniz
able target audience have been more successful. General purpose di
agnostic programs, while capable of producing interesting results,have
yet to find an audience for which they can provide a routine, valued
support function.
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The lessons learned from the information systems used in hos
pitals are diffusing rapidly to the outpatient setting. Less expensive
hardware, more flexible software, and an environment that increas 
ingly values the efficiencies that computers can offer are encouraging
the development of systems for a wide range of clinical settings. As
this process occurs, the lessons gleaned by developers of CDDSS in
the hospital setting should provide a springboard for the decision
support systems of the future.
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============== CHAPTER 5==============

Medical Education Applications
Michael J. Lincoln

This chapter reviews the use of clinical diagnostic decision support
systems (CDDSS) for educating physicians, nurses, physician-as

sistants, and other medical professionals. The discussion of this topic
is quite timely. Informatics technologies and decision support sys
tems are now widely considered to be an important component of
medical curricula and the medical education journal Academic Medi
cinenow includes a regular informatics column.' Professional societ
ies have also recognized this trend. The Society of General Internal
Medicine and the American Board of Internal Medicine have recently
established training standards for internists which include literature
searching, use of decision making tools, and other informatics tech
nologies. CDDSS can prov ide domain specific, case-based, clinical ex
periences for students to supplement actual patient experiences, which
can be highly variable.

This chapter is divided into several parts: We begin by examin
ing the reasons why medical CDDSS should be adopted in the cur
riculum, how the systems work , and how they may specifically act to
enhance students' cognitive performance on medical cases. We then
review the educational research on specific CDDSS.This chapter closes
with a discussion of recommendations for further educational devel
opment and evaluation of CDDSS.
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REASONS TO ADOPT CDDSS IN MEDICAL CURRICULA
Several factors favor the increased adoption of computerized

CDDSS. First, students and graduate clinicians now face increasingly
complex clinical information management tasks. CDDSS can aid them
by storing complex medical information and retrieving it in a case
specific fashion. Second, the software and hardware platforms for such
systems are being continuously improved and now work much better
than they have in the past. In particular, computer equipment is be
coming cheaper and easier to manage in campus and library networks .
Third, faculty and students are becoming increasingly computer lit
erate, and they are now enthusiastic about using information tech
nologies for problem-based learning. We will briefly review these
factors.

MANAGING THE LARGE VOLUME OF MEDICAL INFORMATION

The large volume of clinical information currently published is
difficult for practitioners to manage.>' For example, the National
Library of Medicine's (NLM's) MEDLINE (MEDlars onLINE) data 
base now contains 8.6 million records from 3,800 biomedical jour
nals extending back to 1966, and 33,000 new articles are added per
month (data from the NLM Web site, "www.nlm.nih.gov/databasesl
medline.html"). Society is demanding that this new medical infor
mation be applied efficiently and promptly in order to reduce medi
cal care costs and improve results . One approach to this problem is
called evidence -based medicine. Instead of basing clinical decisions
primarily on opinion and "experience:' evidence-based medicine is
the systematic application of validated medical research to decision
making in clinical practice.

While it appears straightforward, a variety of hurdles exist to
the widespread adoption ofevidence-based practices. First, busy phy
sicians do not often have time or skills necessary to distill conflicting
scientific evidence on a variety of topics. Experts, often recruited by
professional societies and the government, must be recruited (and
paid) to create usable practice guidelines out of primary data. An
other hurdle is to disseminate the refined knowledge effectively. A
final barrier is the actual adoption into individual clinical practices.

Knowledge engineers can incorporate practice guidelines into
computable "knowledge bases" for CDDSS.5 Nilasena and Lincoln did
this, although they found it difficult to computerize written diabetes
guidelines because they contained a variety of hidden contradictions
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and unrealistic requirements," When guidelines are computerized they
must be carefully examined and turned into actions and procedures
which can be built into a computer program. Once the guidelines are
incorporated into the computer, the system can greatly assist with the
diffusion of the guidelines into practice. Without computer assistance
this process can be slow, as Lomas and colleagues found when they
studied Cesarean section guidelines in Canada."! Despite successful
mass guideline dissemination, they found that Cesarean practices were
virtually unchanged. Lomas and others have proposed strategies such
as case-based tutoring, "academic detail men" (a la drug company
salesmen), and the use of influential local opinion leaders to translate
new physician knowledge into practices.

The people-based approaches proposed by Lomas and others
can be expensive. CDDSS can also provide guideline-based, patient
specific prompts at relevant, actionable points in the care process.v"!"
For example the "Antibiotic Assistant" at the LDS Hospital in Salt Lake
City is a decision support system which constantly monitors chang
ing patterns of antibiotic susceptibility, bacterial pathogen profiles,
and patient outcomes in infectious diseases. II Chapter 4 provides a
description of this system and the cost savings that resulted from its
use. The Antibiotic Assistant is an example of a decision support sys
tem which links to actual patient data and uses practice guidelines to
actively assist physicians. CDDSS such as this can prompt physicians
to apply the latest medical knowledge at actionable points in the pa
tient care process while actually saving money.

SYSTEM AND HARDWARE IMPROVEMENTS

CDDSS have been improved substantially and have become more
useful for education. One key improvement has been the growth in
complexity and domain coverage of the systems' knowledge bases.
The first such systems were often focused in specific, narrow domains,
such as abdominal pain diagnosis." Such systems were quite impor
tant, but not necessarily suitable for general curricular use. CDDSS
which cover entire specialities, such as internal medicine, are now
readily available. The inference engines used by the CDDSS have also
been improved, especially as the available processing power of the
hardware has increased. As Gordon Moore, the cofounder of Intel
Corporation, noted, hardware processing power doubles approxi
matelyevery 18 months ("Moore's Law"). These improvements have
allowed the use of increasingly complex mathematical models for
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processing knowledge bases. System developers have also taken ad
vantage of this processing power to build in powerful teaching tools,
not just for browsing, but also to analyze and compare potential work
up strategies. Taken together, these improvements have allowed today's
CDDSS to work faster and better.

PROBLEM-BASED LEARNING AND INCREASED COMPUTER LITERACY

As medical schools adopt problem-based learning curricula,
many are considering how to incorporate medical informatics tech
nologies.' Cognitive research indicates that students will improve their
performance when they are able to practice on cases in particular
domains and receive performance feedback.'>" These findings are
one reason why problem-based learning curricula attempt to provide
students with standardized problem experiences in appropriate train
ing domains. Problem-based learning can be quite costly because the
faculty resources for small group teaching sessions and standardized
patients (individuals trained to portray specific patient cases) are quite
expensive. Many programs therefore emphasize student self-learning
and group teaching. CDDSS can offer student-centered, problem
based learning in a cost-effective manner. The systems can provide
case analysis and generate simulated cases in targeted training
domains.

THE NATURE OF MEDICAL CDDSS
Teachers must know how CDDSS work. The information will

partly determine how they employ the system's teaching functions,
and will also influence the range of evaluation options. CDDSS can
make diagnostic, therapeutic, and prognostic assessments. As de
scribed in chapter 2, these systems typically include two basic archi
tectural components: a knowledge base and an inference engine. The
knowledge base is the collection of expert medical knowledge used
by the system, consisting of literature, statistics, disease-finding rela
tionships, and other forms of compiled knowledge. The inference
engine is the set of computer algorithms used to process patient find
ings in relation to the knowledge base.

KNOWLEDGE BASES

Understanding a bit about CDDSS knowledge bases is a key to
understanding their content and using them for teaching. The author
has worked as a knowledge engineer for the Iliad and QMR systems.
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In the knowledge engineering process, the development team
first defines the content of a new knowledge base" and selects expert
consultants. Frequent knowledge engineering meetings are scheduled
for each expert. Iliad covers about 15 broad domains, and we have
found that two full-time knowledge engineering conference rooms
are required. Knowledge base components are often called profiles
(QMR) or frames (Iliad). Work on a specific frame (e.g., Perinephric
Abscess) begins with a literature review to determine the relevant dis
ease findings and their frequencies (e.g., sensitivity and specificity) .
Other knowledge sources typically include the clinical information
system" or national databases (e.g., the National Center for Health
Statistics data). The experts' domain knowledge is used extensively.
Using these resources the team identifies the diagnostic features of
the disease. For instance diagnostic features of perinephric abscess
would include fever, chills, flank tenderness, elevated white blood cell
count. The features for each disease are entered in a database record
called a frame or a profile. Diagnostic features are coded and entered
in a separate system vocabulary file called a data dictionary.

The core of each profile or frame is a list of diagnostic findings
for a given disease. Iliad is a probabilistic Bayesian system and there
fore each finding's specificity and sensitivity must be defined. Iliad
knowledge engineers group the conditionally dependent findings into
subsidiary frames called clusters." These clusters are imbedded in the
main profile and referenced by their sensitivity and specificity for the
profile. QMR uses a heuristic algorithm that requires that each find
ing include information on what is called its "evoking strength" and
"frequency." Evoking strength measures how strongly the presence of
the finding should trigger or evoke consideration of the disease, a bit
like positive predictive value. The expert uses the medical literature
to assign a value of 0 to 5 for the evoking strength of each finding,
with 0 used for nonspecific findings and 5 used for pathognomonic
findings. Finding frequency isanalogous to sensitivity, and is described
using a 1-5 scale.":" The resulting Iliad frame looks like a set ofnested
disease descriptions referenced (mostly) by probabilities. The QMR
disease profile is a flat list of findings referenced by evoking strength
and frequency. Additional information is added to this basic struc
ture. For example, Iliad includes treatment profiles and QMR con
tains linkages describing how one disease may cause or predispose to
another.
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Knowledge base validation is a critical step and involves both
analyzing actual cases and performing mathematical analyses offrame
reliability.19.2o.22 Experts must adjust the finding probabilities, scores,
or relationships to correct faulty performance. Knowledge engineer
ing is expensive. About 150,000 person-hours have been expended
on the development of Iliad's knowledge base; and at least 50 person
years (over 100,000 person hours) on QMR's knowledge base(Personal
communication, Barry Blumenfeld MD, First DataBank). This ac
counts for about 115 to 165 person-hours per disease profile or frame.
Managing this large effort requires knowledge engineering tools such
as QMR's KAT (Knowledge Acquisition ToolFo.21 and Iliad's KESS
(Knowledge Engineering Support System)."

INFERENCE ENGINES

Inference engines used in medical CDDSS include Bayesian,rule
based, heuristic, neural networks, and Bayesian belief networks (see
chapters 2 and 7 for more details on these types of inference engines).
The type of inference engine and the corresponding knowledge base
design can influence teaching use. For example, Bayesian systems pre
dict the posterior probability of diagnoses based on the prior disease
probabilities and the sensitivity and specificity of confirmed patient
findings." Such systems assess the information content of potential
confirmatory findings during a work-up and use this information to
assessthe student's work-up." Rule-based systems process sets of Boo1
ean "if-then" rules . Forward and backward chaining of rules may be
used to conclude a diagnosis and provide diagnostic explanations for
teaching." Heuristic systems such as QMR include quasi-statistical
measures. QMR's disease profiles list the potential disease findings
and the evoking strength of each finding for the given disease and the
expected frequency of each finding in the disease. These measures
can be used to evaluate alternative work-up strategies and to teach
students the key points in a case which evoke the differential diagno
sis. A key teaching function in each of these systems is provided by
simply browsing the knowledge base (e.g., decision rules or disease
profiles) . Neural networks are perhaps less amenable to browsing or
providing diagnostic explanations than some of the other systems,
although Bayesian belief networks (which are often created as refor
mulations of traditional Bayesian representations) provide many of
the same browsing and explanation capabilities of traditional
systems."
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HOW CDDSS CAN ENHANCE CLINICAL
PROBLEM SOLVING

Commercially available CDDSS typically offer consultation,
simulation, and browsing modes. The consultation mode is used to
diagnose or treat an actual patient. The simulation mode provides a
vicarious patient encounter. The browsing mode uses the knowledge
base as an electronic textbook of medicine. Teachers should use these
modes in reference to knowledge about how students develop medi
cal expertise.

How STUDENTS DEVEWP MEDICAL EXPERTISE

Elstein and colleagues significantly advanced research in medi
cal problem solving. They found that early hypothesis generation and
hypothesis-centered deductive reasoning were key elements of the di
agnostic process for both diagnostic experts and novices. )3 -14 The
findings of Elstein et al. suggested that medical experts performed
better than novices because they possessed more domain-specific
knowledge. Expert physicians used this knowledge to be highly selec
tive in acquiring subsequent data . In fact, although they achieved su
perior results, the experts were typically less"thorough" than novices.
Elstein et al. interpreted these results to mean that thoroughness of
data collection was not correlated with accuracy of data interpreta
tion. These important findings were in sharp contrast to the views of
earlier researchers, who held that general abilities or learned strate
gies were the hallmarks of expertise." These older views are remark
ably persistent; today's professors often admonish students to "do a
complete work-up" before making a diagnosis . Elstein et al. found
little evidence that students heed such strategies, or that they are ef
fective. They instead documented the overwhelming importance of
domain-specific knowledge and data interpretation. Since then, other
researchers have confirmed and extended these basic findings.":"

Kassirer and Kopelman have taken a clinically-based approach
to understanding medical problem solving. They analyzed a series of
40 cases which were later published in Hospital Practicer: Each case
transcript consisted of a case narrative and an accompanying narrative
of an expert discussant "thinking aloud" about the case. The analysis
assessed the nature of the case, the number and type of any diagnos
tic errors, and the outcomes of the errors. The resulting taxonomy of
errors included: (1) faulty triggering of hypotheses (failure to evoke
or generate the hypothesis); (2) development of an incorrect context
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or problem space to represent the problem (e.g. framing the case as a
collagen vascular disease instead of a neoplasm); (3) faulty gathering,
interpretation, or processing of information; (4) inadequate verifica
tion of the diagnosis (failing to prove the main diagnosis with ad
equate certainty and/or failing to rule out the competitors); and (5) a
catch-all category called "no fault." Their approach possessed a face
validity for clinicians and also corroborated the results of the research
on diagnostic problem solving. Kassirer and Kopelman illustrated the
sometimes serious consequences of diagnostic errors (e.g., delayed
chemotherapy for cancer, unnecessary nephrectomy). Voytovich and
colleagues also commented on the importance of the first error cat
egory, faulty hypothesis triggering." Voytovich and colleagues found
that an aspect of consultants' efficacy may be their ability to "take a
fresh look" at the patient and trigger appropriate hypotheses which
have been overlooked.

IMPLICATIONS FOR STUDENT EDUCATION VIA CDDSS
These research results indicate that we faculty do not necessarily

serve students well by teaching them to always "do complete work
ups" or to analyze the various "congenital, acquired, infectious, athero
matous...." causes of a condition. We should instead provide domain
specific case experiences with performance feedback. This experience
is expensive to provide. Students slow down attending physicians who
are now under more pressure to work efficiently, hospital and clinic
space is costly to build, and standardized patients (actors) are expen 
sive to implement. In consultation mode, a CDDSS can be used to
identify important diagnostic findings and to propose subsequent
work-up steps. The systems can provide prompt feedback that fac
ulty may sometimes be too busy to provide. CDDSS can also assist
students in evoking appropriate diagnostic hypotheses, thus correct
ing another key source of diagnostic errors." The systems can inter
actively assist and correct students as they perform the key diagnostic
steps offormulating appropriate hypothetico-deductive inquiries and
interpreting patient data.

The research results also imply that students should receivetra in
ing on a representative range of patient cases that span their intended
training domains. Student experiences with real cases are often un
controlled, and the tertiary care case mix at most training centers may
be atypical compared to the cases students' will see when they enter
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clinical practice settings after completion of training." For example,
we examined our students' internal medicine clerkship logs at the
University of Utah. Our students typically experienced less than 15%
of the diseases found on their junior clerkship goals and objectives,
and only five percent saw a case of community-acquired pneumonia.
If student experiences are not representative, they may later fail to
evoke appropriate diagnostic hypotheses, mis-estimate probabilities,
pursue expensive, but unlikely, diagnostic propositions, and select
expensive diagnostic tests instead ofmore cost-effectiveexaminations.
CDDSS can provide realistic case simulations to fill in gaps in student
case experiences and thereby correct these errors.

EXAMPLES OF CDDSS IN MEDICAL EDUCATION
CDDSS have been incorporated into medical education pro

grams in several ways: (1) in a case simulation mode to provide addi
tional case-based diagnostic experiences for students; (2) as electronic
textbooks which provide compiled disease information; and (3) in
their consultation modes to assist students in their routine clerkship
activities and as part of specific problem-based exercises. CDDSS and
other informatics applications have also been part of elective or re
quired educational experiences in medical informatics. The next few
pages describe some specific examples of broad-based and more nar
rowly focused CDDSS. When there has been research on the effects of
these systems on student learning, the results of these studies are dis
cussed . The first three systems described, QMR, Iliad and DXplain,
are comprehensive systems covering the domain of internal medi
cine, and the others are targeted to specific diseases.

QUICK MEDICAL REFERENCE (QMR)
The CDDSS known as Quick Medical Reference (QMR) covers

the domain of internal medicine and was developed as an outgrowth
of the CADUCEUS/Internist-I project by Miller, Masarie, and Myers
at the University of Pittsburgh School of Medicine.v-" The system
was acquired by Camdat, a company now owned by First DataBank
Inc., a division of the Hearst Corporation (http ://
www.firstdatabank.com). (Dr. Miller continues his research on what
we have referred to in chapter 1 as R-QMR, the research version of
QMR). QMR runs on IBM-PC compatible microcomputers under
Microsoft Windows and requires an Intel 80486 or better machine
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with at least 4 megabytes of free disk space and eight megabytes of
random access memory. A Macintosh version is also available. The
system covers 680 disorders in internal medicine and the data dictio
nary contains 5,000 medical findings.

QMR was originally designed to operate in three modes: as an
electronic textbook, as a "spreadsheet" for testing simple diagnostic
concepts, and in the form of an expert consultant. A case simulation
mode was added later," Consultation mode users may enter patient
findings in an open-ended manner or in an alternative confirmatory
mode that focuses on a diagnosis. In these modes, users can examine
QMR's suggested best work-up strategy, browse disease profiles (lists
of diagnostic findings associated with a disease), review diagnostic
codes, and browse the knowledge base. Users may also invoke a "fil
ter" function which creates "rule-in" or "rule-out" criteria for any se
lected disease.

QMR's simulated cases are created by a sort of case analysis pro
cess running in reverse. This process generates the simulated case us
ing the knowledge base's finding frequency information for the se
lected disease. In simulation mode, users can always use the textbook
mode to examine lists of disease findings, to view finding frequencies
and evoking strengths, and to obtain literature references which were
selected by the knowledge engineers.

Several researchers have evaluated QMR's role in education.
Miller and Schaffner reported in 1982 that the CADUCEUS/Inter
nist-I and QMR systems had been used in student education for ten
years at the University of Pittsburgh in a course titled "The Logic of
Problem-Solving in Clinical Diagnosis'." The course was jointly taught
by two "clinicians" and two "logicians" who alternated their didactic
lectures and problem-solving exercises.They covered formal diagnos
tic reasoning models, the medical problem-solving theories of cogni
tive psychologists, and the work of decision analysts. Students also
learned about the logical structures and algorithms used by expert
systems. CADUCEUS was used in a consultation mode during the
problem-solving exercises. In these sessions the instructors compared
and contrasted the approach taken by clinician-discussants and the
computer program. In an evaluation of this course, students rated it
highly (a mean rating of 6.5 on an 8 point scale).

Seven years later Miller and Masarie updated readers on the use
of QMR for medical education." They discussed their use of QMR to
meet curricular objectives for informatics education. For example,
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they had created a senior student rotation in medical informatics and
knowledge engineering. Students on the rotation participated in the
literature search, recruited a faculty expert, and organized and par
ticipated in the actual knowledge engineering sessions. They also de
scribed the development of QMR's patient simulator mode, which
was specificallydesigned for teaching .Another faculty objective which
Miller described was to provide students with a QMR textbook mode
to access relevant medical information. This modality included vari
ous ways to display and stratify disease profiles, review other diseases
that are associated with a given disease, and review literature refer
ences retrieved through a link to MEDLINE via the NLM's Grateful
Med program. Finally, the authors described how the diagnostic
spreadsheet and expert consultant modes were created from the origi
nal CADUCEUS/Internist-I model. First DataBank is continuing to
develop different modes of QMR delivery, including an Internet ver
sion ofQMR.

IUAD

Iliad is a CDDSS originally developed at the University of Utah
by Dr. Homer R. Warner and colleagues (including this author), and
codeveloped by Applied Medical Informatics (http://www.ami
med.com/), a company which is now part of Mosby-Year Book Inc.'s
Consumer Health Division. Iliad version 4.5 was released in March,
1997, and runs on Macintosh and Windows microcomputers with at
least 16 MB of random access memory and 15 MB of free disk space.
The Iliad 4.5 knowledge base covers 930 diseases in the fields of inter
nal medicine, pediatrics, dermatology, psychiatry, obstetrics and gy
necology,peripheral vascular diseasesand sleep disorders. The system's
data dictionary contains 1500syndromes and treatment protocols and
11,900 findings which describe the diagnostic elements used in the
system. Digital images are now linked with the knowledge base. Iliad's
functions include diagnostic consultation, case simulation, and a
browsing mode. Treatment information is available for each disease
covered by the system. Iliad was originally derived from part of the
HELP system's knowledge base and inference engine (see chapter 4
regarding HELP). The knowledge base has been evaluated by math
ematical analyses using a variety of test cases, as well as by compari
son with gold standard expert diagnoses. 19•24,4o
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Medical Student Teaching
In our teaching, we have chosen to use Iliad's simulation mode

as a primary intervention. We have not systematically evaluated Iliad's
consultation or browsing modes except for assessingstudent-perceived
efficacy. In these studies, Iliad's nonsimulation functions were per
ceived favorably compared to other standard methods of teaching,
such as books, journals, lectures and medical rounds.v" Iliad simu
lated cases may be created in one of two ways. First, the user may
choose to simulate de novo a selected (or randomly chosen) disease
from the knowledge base. This type ofsimulation is similar to QMR's
because it is created from the probabilistic information in the knowl
edge base. The alternative method is for faculty to enter aCtual cases
from patient charts in consultation mode and then turn them into
simulations ." A Student Interface Case Files (SICF) Manager pro
gram allows faculty to create time-dependent sequences of simula
tions, keyedto individual student identifiers, that can be used for train
ing or testing students."

Students who open a simulated learning case first see the simu
lated chief complaint and any associated complaints which the fac
ulty have selected. The system selects one of two initial modes for the
work-up. If any diagnostic probability on Iliad's differential is greater
than a probability threshold of 0.05 (this may be adjusted), the stu
dent must select at least one diagnostic hypothesis before proceeding
with the work-up. Otherwise the student may acquire additional di
agnostic information without reference to any particular diagnostic
hypothesis. This "free questions" mode is not scored or evaluated by
Iliad. When the threshold is later exceeded, the student must enter
one or more diagnostic hypotheses and reference each subsequent
diagnostic inquiry to a hypothesis. This process teaches students that
they must form early diagnostic hypotheses and then use these hy
potheses to direct their work-ups. Students frame history, physical
exam, and lab queries. Iliad responds with positive or negative an
swers (or numerical values, in the case of certain labs). Students may
view Iliad's differential diagnosis at any time or choose to display it
continuously as the work-up proceeds. Students may also browse the
contents of the knowledge base to review diagnostic features and dis
eases. Iliad can stratify the work-up by displaying the findings that
are explained or unexplained by diseases on the differential. The sys
tem also shows the information content that alternative findings can
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provide. Finally, Iliad's "Cheat Menu" allows the student to obtain
"free questions" one at a time, or even view the name of the correct
diagnosis.

During a simulated casework-up Iliad provides several numeri
cal scores that can be used to evaluate student performance. The Hy
pothesis Score assesses the matching of the student's best hypothesis
to Iliad's best hypothesis at each stage in the work-up. This score is a
function of the posterior probability Iliad assigns to the student's se
lected best diagnosis, divided by the posterior probability Iliad as
signs its own best hypothesis. This score ranges from 1.0 (the student
has selected Iliad's best hypothesis) to 0 (the student has selected a
totally unsupported hypothesis). The Findings Score measures the
information content of each work-up step. Iliad's information con
tent for any finding obtained during a work-up is calculated as the
likelihood ratio (sensitivity divided by false positive rate) divided by a
function of cost (alternative formulations have been evaluated, see
Guo et a1.40) . The Findings Score is the ratio of the information con
tent of the student's chosen finding divided by that of the best finding
that Iliad would select. This score ranges from 1 (the student has se
lected the best findings Iliad could propose) to 0 (the student has
selected findings which are totally irrelevant for the disease being
pursued). Iliad can provide mean Hypothesis and Findings Scores for
the work-up and also display the total costs of student-selected diag
nostic procedures and tests.These scores approximate the type offeed
back that a faculty member might provide. However, the Iliad model
is simplified as compared to faculty feedback because the system does
not consider diagnostic urgency or the risks of procedures and tests.

A final teaching feature that is incorporated for use during simu
lated cases run in learning mode is the "graduation march': which
reinforces an adequate diagnostic performance. When the student has
(1) selected the correct diagnosis as the top hypothesis and (2) docu
mented enough evidence so that Iliad's probability for that diagnosis
reaches the "treatment threshold" (normally set at a posterior prob
ability of 0.95), the Mormon Tabernacle Organ is heard playing the
"graduation march" (Dr. Robert Cundick's father was formerly the
chief organist for the Tabernacle Choir). As the march plays, a con
gratulatory screen appears.
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Iliad also provides a simulation-testing mode which we have
employed together with the learning mode in order to evaluate Iliad's
educational effects.The evaluations required carefully controlled ex
perimental designs for using the learning and testing cases. The SICF
Manager was used to create these designs as it allowed us to create a
unique sequence of Iliad training simulations for each student. The
main difference in using simulations in the testing mode compared
to the learning mode is that in the testing mode all the teaching tools
and scoring feedback are withheld. The student receives the patient's
chief complaint and pursues the work-up in a normal fashion except
for the lack of feedback. When students attain a so-called treatment
threshold (a posterior probability of0.95), they are instructed to close
the cases. After the cases are sealed, the system generates summary
scores and provides immediate feedback. Students can save unfin
ished cases and resume them later.

Analysis of the results of learning and testing mode simulations
was automated by a program called CaseStats. The tool can process
single cases or batches of cases (e.g., all of the cases in the "Iliad
trained" condition in one batch). CaseStats creates summary tables
of several performance measures including the number of correct
diagnoses, average Hypothesis and Findings Scores, the total Cost of
the work-up, and the number of findings obtained. CaseStats pro
vides certain statistical analyses automatically and provides tables
which can be loaded into a database management system or used with
another statistical package.

Evaluation of Use of Iliad with Medical Students
This author and other investigators have evaluated Iliad's train

ing efficacy.24.41-45 One detailed study involved 100junior medical stu 
dents assigned to their internal medicine clerkships at three Salt Lake
City teaching hospitals." Allstudents received training in Iliad's simu 
lation mode and subsequent user support. Students received Simula
tion Training Set cases from either a relatively high prevalence set of
diseases (Common level of this variable) or relatively low prevalence
(Uncommon) set of training cases. For example, congestive heart fail
ure was one of the Common cases and analgesic nephropathy was a
relatively low prevalence disease, and was included in the Uncom
mon set. These diseases were selected because they were identified as
high priorities for student training on the Clerkship Director's goals
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and objectives. All students were subsequently tested on both Com
mon and Uncommon cases. This created the Simulation Test Set in
dependent variable . Students completed four training cases and four
test cases (one per week) during four weeks of their six week rotation.
Each case required about 30-45 minutes, and students were instructed
to complete them without assistance. The SICF Manager was used to
create a counterbalanced design for the student assignments.

The results showed that students who were Trained in Uncom
mon disease cases committed significantly fewer Final Diagnostic
Errors (mean =10.9%) than students who were trained in Common
diseases (mean =21.7%). A planned comparison of the students' re
sults on the Final Diagnostic Errors variable also indicated that stu 
dents made more errors on the Uncommon cases where they were
not trained (mean =21.7%) than the average of the other three con
ditions (mean =7.7%). The results for the Posterior Probability de
pendent variable were also significant . A planned comparison of the
mean student performance on this variable for the Uncommon cases
in which they were trained (73.6%) was significantly higher than the
other three conditions. The results on the Hypothesis Score variable
were not significant. Pearson correlations showed that the correla 
tions between the dependent variables were significantly correlated
within replications (there were two six week rotations) but less corre
lated between replications.

The results showed improved student performance on tests of
the relatively Uncommon cases if they had previous training in them,
but not the Common cases.Students may have alreadybeen wellversed
on the Common case subject matter or Iliad training might have been
ineffective for those cases. The Common cases may have simply been
too easy (a ceiling effect). Iliad training and testing consumed only a
small fraction of teaching during the six week rotations, and a more
intensive program might have shown stronger effects.The study was
also limited because there was no Iliad-untrained group, and because
the students' real case experiences were not controlled.

Nurse Practitioner Training
The University of Utah Nursing Informatics faculty evaluated

Iliad in their Nurse Practitioner Program. Nurse practitioners must
develop enhanced diagnostic medical skills and Iliad was viewed as a
cost-effective way to provide case experience. The nursing faculty
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trained 16 nurse practitioner students using a design similar to the
one used for the medical students. They used a different set of simu
lated cases that better matched what these students would later see on
their clinical rotations. The cases were derived from two content do
mains : Abdominal Pain cases (e.g., viral gastroenteritis) and Chest
Pain cases (e.g., community-acquired pneumonia). The dependent
variables were Diagnostic Errors, Cost, Posterior Probability, and Av
erage Hypothesis Score. This study controlled for the students' real
case experiences by means of a Case Specific Experience Inventory
(CSEI).46 The CSEI independent variable was used as a covariate to
explain and statistically control within-condition variability in
performance.

The results showed a significant effect for the TestDomain main
effect. An examination of the means showed that the students had
more previous experience with chest pain cases (CSEI score mean =
11.67) than abdominal pain cases (mean =6.76). These results indi
cated that students might perform better on the simulated chest pain
cases.The Final Diagnostic Errors dependent variable was not statis
tically significant, although the means were in the hypothesized di
rection (Diagnostic Errors were 6% in the Trained condition and 23%
in the Untrained condition). A biserial correlation between the CSEI
and Diagnostic Error variables showed that prior case experience was
marginally significant for the chest pain cases [r =A, P < 0.10] but not
statisticallysignificant for the abdominal pain cases [r =-.15,P > 0.10].
The Posterior Probability dependent variable wasalso not significantly
different between the chest pain cases (mean =0.74) and the abdomi
nal pain cases (mean = 0.80). Prior case experience did not predict
which students would perform better. Interestingly, the analysis of
the Cost independent variable was significant and showed that stu
dents who trained and tested on abdominal pain cases spent sub
stantially more on their work-ups (mean =$230) than students in
the other three conditions (mean =$75 to $132 depending on the
condition).

The nurse practitioner study demonstrated that prior case ex
perience had some predictive value for student performance on Di
agnostic Errors, but not on Posterior Probability. While some of the
main effects were in the hypothesized directions, they were not sig
nificant. This may have occurred because of the small number ofsub
jects (a type II error) or large error variance. The latter might have
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occurred because the nurse practitioner students had more highly
variable prior experiences than the more uniformly trained medical
students (some were experienced ICU nurses and others were recent
undergraduates) .

Physician Assistant Training
The Utah Physician Assistant Program and several other PApro

grams have used Iliad in their curricula. PA students also have vari 
able prior experience (e.g., former Armed Services medic, nurses, ski
patrolman, emergency medical technician). The Utah PA Program
has implemented Iliad training as part of a comprehensive medical
informatics curriculum for their students. Students complete simu
lated cases and use Iliad's consultation mode on real cases that they
encounter in small group discussions and clinics. The students have
not been formally evaluated to assess Iliad's training effects.Students
have completed questionnaires to assess their satisfaction with the
Informatics curriculum and Iliad.

DXPLAIN

DXplain is a CDDSS that covers general internal medicine. The
system was developed by Dr. G.Octo Barnett and colleaguesat Harvard
Medical School's Laboratory of Computer Science":" (http://
lcsguide.mgh.harvard.edu/lcshome/dxplain.htm). DXplain's knowl
edge base contains 5,000 diagnostic findings and coversapproximately
2,000 disease entities. The system's inference engine uses a modified
form of Bayes'theorem to process diagnostic findings . DXplain users
may enter findings and,diagnose cases, focus on a particular com
plaint and explain the diseases that may cause it, review literature on
the diseases in the knowledge base, and perform other useful func
tions. An interesting and unique feature of the system is that stand
alone programs (e.g., an electronic medical record system) can access
DXplain through Web sockets to process diagnostic queries. DXplain
was originally created in a version that ran at Massachusetts General
Hospital and a nationally availableversion was availableover the AMAI
NET, an online network no longer in existence. DXplain is available
in a stand-alone form for use under Microsoft DOS or Windows and
is the only CDDSS now available in a Web-based format. Schools or
individuals may license DXplain through the Laboratory ofComputer
Science.
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DXplain consultations require the user to enter principal find
ings such as the patient's age, sex, and chief complaint. Using the Web
version, these entries are submitted via forms. The Web response time
is a bit slower than a stand-alone system such as Iliad or QMR, but it
is quite acceptable. After entering initial complaints the user adds any
other relevant complaints. Like the other systems we have discussed,
DXplain maps their queries to a standard vocabulary and the user
chooses the closest match. After entering the major complaints the
user may request DXplain to generate potential diagnoses. The users
can also ask DXplain to show the findings which tend to confirm a
particular diagnosis or the findings which could be obtained to work
up a diagnosis. The system also provides a means for browsing the
knowledge base in a textbook mode.

The author has used DXplain as part of a Medical Informatics
course taught in Finland at the University of Helsinki Department of
General Practice and has proposed using the system in the University
of Utah's new problem-based curriculum (which is now being cre
ated) . Dr. Barnett and colleagues at Harvard have employed DXplain
as one component of a comprehensive, problem-based curriculum
reform.v"

PATHMASTER
PATHMASTERwas developed at the Yale University School of

Medicine in order to teach histopathologic differential diagnosis."
The system's current domain is liver diseases, although it is designed
to be extensible to other domains. PATHMASTER was designed to
teach students a"criteria-based" approach and "disease-directed analy
sis." In the criteria-based approach students are taught a systematic
method to gather diagnostic features by anatomical systems and sub
systems and to examine the relevant attributes of each anatomic sub
component ofa pathological specimen. Students who examine a liver
slide might discover bile duct fibrosis to be an important sign of por
tal triad disease. The system would then prompt a search for related
portal triad findings such as bile pigment and cellular infiltrates. Af
ter the portal triad examination was complete, the system would
prompt students to examine other sub-components of the liver slide
such as the condition of the cellular parenchyma and blood vessels.
The developers call this procedure "systematic analysis". In "disease
directed analysis;' students selectively acquire features to confirm or
to rule-out each plausible diagnosis evoked by the initial analysis.
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The PATHMASTERsystem uses the generalized and disease-di
rected strategies described above in its own internal processing. The
system employs Bayesian analysis to determine the posterior prob
ability of contending diseases. Each PATHMASTER disease profile
contains the disease's a priori probability, a list of findings occurring
in the disease, and the sensitivities and specificities for each finding .
The system supplements the systematic analysis and disease-directed
analysis approaches by means of a simple analysis of the information
content of as yet unobtained findings, along with additional weight
ing for the system or sub-system being analyzed. For example, a find
ing of female vs. male sex might (by itself) have a higher information
content for the diagnosis of primary biliary cirrhosis than a certain
portal triad feature. However, if other portal triad abnormalities have
been found, an additional weight is given towards "systematically"
obtaining the other features. This feature is said to reduce the ten
dency of the system to "jump around" excessively among different
diseases during a case analysis.

The PATHMASTER system is designed to promote students'
knowledge of specific disease-finding links by means of its "system
atic analysis" mode. PATHMASTER switches (at a mathematically
determined point) from systematic analysis to a disease-directed strat
egy, much as a real expert does. Students may learn the a priori dis
ease frequencies of liver disease, perhaps correcting unrealistic ex
pectations concerning base rates.Users can also select a key pathologic
or clinical feature (e.g., presence of anti-mitochondrial antibodies)
and view a probabilistic differential diagnosis of that key feature. This
capability can teach domain-specific links between key pathophysi
ologic features and the diseases in the knowledge base. The develop
ers of PATHMASTER have discussed the need to evaluate this and
similar systems in teaching settings.

UNIVERSITY OF RENNES COMPUTER-AsSISTED INSTRUCTION PROGRAM

Fontaine and colleaguesat Rennes have developed a"Computer
Assisted Instruction (CAl)" program.52 The system uses the SUPER
knowledge engineering environment and runs on "several knowledge
bases;" although the exact domains are not specified. This CDDSS
was designed to teach students by means of case simulations. CAl
contains an author module for cases and can create cases using the
information in the knowledge base. A pedagogical and a student
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module are subsequently required to run the case simulations. The
pedagogical module runs each case by presenting starting informa
tion, and then controlling the subsequent presentation of new infor
mation to the student. The student module is used by the pedagogical
module at various points during a case to analyze the student's an
swers. As the case progresses, the pedagogical module monitors the
student's progress towards specific case goals, such as documentation
of findings and diagnoses. Finally, the module evaluates the student's
performance.

The pedagogical module uses variants of forward and backward
chaining strategies of rules in the knowledge base in order to evaluate
student behaviors. For example, a student may document a finding as
part of the initial work-up task (which the authors call "search for
access rules"). Given the finding, the system then uses forward chain
ing strategies to consider the rules which have the previously docu
mented finding as a premise. This behavior allows students to receive
a valid critique for the work-up of any given end-point, even if they
are pursuing a diagnosis which will eventually prove wrong. Another
feature provides help if the student makes repeated wrong moves.

Dependent performance measures created by CAl include the
amount of information communicated, the number of refuted and
accepted premises (rules), and the number of steps in the simulation.
The authors state that these various dependent variables can be ag
gregated into a final score for the entire case. Educational evaluations
of the CAl system at Rennes have not yet been published.

PLANALYZER

The PlanAlyzer was designed by Beck and colleagues at
Dartmouth to teach hematologic diseases.53 It runs on the Macintosh
Hypercard platform with a videodisk and television monitor. Students
begin a PlanAlyzer case by selecting a case, reviewing an initial pa
tient history, and obtaining additional patient history. At this point
the system shows a peripheral smear and provides feedback on the
student's interpretation.After viewing the smear (and having corrected
faulty interpretations) the student generates a differential diagnosis
and a diagnostic plan by choosing from among two dozen hemato
logic tests.The CDDSS evaluates the student's work-up plan and helps
to "prune" unproductive branches by generating normal results for
any tests which don't lead to the correct diagnosis. The system also
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compares the student's strategy with a "gold standard" algorithm for
diagnoses present in the knowledge base. At the conclusion of the
case, the PlanAlyzer provides a summary of the gold standard work
up and highlights differences between the gold standard and the
student's proposed work-up. This summary includes an individual
ized critique assembled using stock phrases relating to each part of
the student work-up.

The PlanAlyzer project was originally intended for use in
Dartmouth's innovative sophomore year course, called Scientific Ba
sis of Medicine. From 1988to 1991the Dartmouth sophomore classes
utilized the system during this course. The PlanAlyzer research team
performed two evaluations of the system.54 The first assessment was a
one year (1988) formative evaluation. During this period the proto
type text (control) and computer (experimental) caseswhich covered
interpretation of blood smears and electrocardiograms were piloted.
The computer and text cases were matched to include the same con
tent, so that training effects could be attributed solely to the com
puter presentation.The second, summative, evaluation occurred from
1989 to 1990 and was a randomized, controlled, crossover evaluation
of the hematologic and cardiology training. Each student trained on
the two subject areas, using the computer for one area and text-based
instruction for the other. The dependent variables were comparative
differences in proficiency and efficiency,as measured on pretests and
post-tests, computer data and questionnaire results. Other results in
cluded an economic analysis of the PIanAlyzer vs. traditional teach
ing for the Scientific Basis of Medicine course.

The results showed that the post-test performances of the ex
perimental and control groups, when adjusted for pretest performance
in the subject areas, were quite similar. During one year, results were
marginally significant in the direction of improved performance for
students when they received their anemia training by computer. Stu
dents gavefavorable reviews to the PIanAlyzer training on evaluation
questionnaires. The research team estimated that 96 hours of faculty
contact were eliminated by adoption of the PlanAlyzer, and the sav
ings in faculty time could have paid for the Macintosh workstations.
Student time also was conserved: 43% less student time was required
to complete the material using PlanAlyzer cases as compared to text
cases. The Dartmouth faculty were sufficiently satisfied with
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PlanAlyzer to make it an ongoing component of the Dartmouth cur
riculum in 1992. At that time the PIanAlyzer was distributed to 20
other medical schools (including one in Munich) for trial use.

The PlanAlyzer is significant because it was an early example (in
the mid-1980s) of a graphical user interface applied to a teaching
CDDSS. The PlanAlyzer's developers used the graphical interface in
order to overcome clinician and student resistance to tedious operat
ing systems and obscure command syntax. The system was created
expressly for student teaching and was not adapted from a general
purpose diagnostic system, whereas many other diagnostic systems
were primarily intended for decision support. The PlanAlyzer was
also unique because it taught a visually-oriented domain, hemato
logic pathology, which was well suited to the chosen tools. Finally,the
PlanAlyzer evaluation studies (unlike those conducted on Iliad) in
cluded a completely noncomputer trained group as a control.

NEONATE
NEONATE is a CDDSS which assists nonradiologists in inter

preting neonatal chest x-rays,55 The system was designed by Peter Haug
and colleagues for use in the neonatal intensive care unit in Salt Lake's
Primary Children's Hospital. NEONATE's knowledge base contains
35 diseases, of which 17 diseases use radiological knowledge frames .

Haug selected ten expert radiologists to create a gold standard
list of the x-ray findings and diagnostic statuses of the frames for the
13 chest x-ray films. Each finding was an elemental diagnostic obser
vation on the x-ray (e.g., lower lobe infiltrate). Each diagnostic status
was a probability category for the 17 diseases in the knowledge base
(e.g., "confirmed;' "highly suspected;' "pneumonia"). Eighteen pedi
atric residents at three PGY levels formed the test group. Each resi
dent read the 13 films and each generated a list of findings and diag
nostic statuses in the same manner as the expert radiologists. The
resident findings were entered manually and NEONATE generated
its diagnostic statuses. The agreement was very high between the ex
perts and the computer and the disagreement ofexperts among them
selveswas similar to that between experts and the computer.

Haug then evaluated whether NEONATEcould improve the resi
dents' x-ray interpretations and subsequent diagnostic judgments.
Deviation scores were used to assess the number of diagnosis status
disagreements between each practitioner (e.g., each resident, each ra-
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diologist) and NEONATE on the set of 13 x-rays. For example, if a
resident judged pneumonia to be "confirmed" and NEONATE judged
pneumonia to be "unlikely" on case #5, then a disagreement was noted
and the deviation score was increased by one for that comparison
(two slightly different scores were used, but this was the essential fea
ture of each). The results indicated that NEONATE (using the resi
dents' findings) showed a significantly better agreement with the ra
diologists' gold standard (mean = 6.637 deviations) than did the
average deviation score ofthe unaided residents (mean =7.299). When
the level of resident training was examined the improvements were
significant for the PGYI and PGY2 residents but not the PGY3 (most
senior) trainees.

In summary, the results showed that the CDDSS could poten
tially improve the accuracy ofjunior residents when interpreting neo
natal chest x-rays . Haug and colleagues did not evaluate whether resi
dents would actually heed NEONATE'srecommendations in a practice
setting. Also, they did not evaluate whether the residents who gained
experience with NEONATE would later improve their performance
on chest x-ray diagnosis when they were unaided.

AI/LEARN
Al/Learn is an interactive videodisk system which utilizes the

knowledge base of the Al/Rheum CDDSS to teach rheumatology.r'-"
Two teaching strategies are used. The first strategy is to teach visual
concepts using exemplar/nonexemplar pairs and immediate feedback.
A student might be shown two microscopic images of muscle and
asked to pick the one that better demonstrates the finding of myosi
tis. The other strategy uses brief case simulations and delayed feed
back. Using this method, the system presents disease profiles which
are classical for diagnostic concepts (e.g., myositis) and other profiles
which are diagnostic competitors that share some similar features.
The student's diagnostic performance on these profiles is reviewed
and critiqued, and students may review help modules which provide
explanations. The modules contain IF-THEN rules and other teach
ing slides which are included on the videodisk. While based on the
existing AI/Rheum program, additional knowledge engineering was
required to prepare the teaching materials. The program was mas 
tered on a videodisk and designed to be controlled by an IBM-PC
compatible microcomputer.
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LIVER: INFORMATION, EDUCATION AND DIAGNOSIS (LIED)

LIED (Liver:Information, Education and Diagnosis) is a CDDSS
for hepatology which was developed at the University of Turin. 57 The
system is written in the PROLOG language for IBM-PC compatible
computers. LIED provides a diagnostic system, simulated cases, and
methods for evaluating the problem solving strategy of users. These
LIED functions are similar to those found in Iliad and QMR. LIED
contains two parallel knowledge bases for diseases and findings, an
inference engine, a case library, and functions which provide the user
interface. The classes of diagnostic findings in LIED are classified as
"triggers", "necessary findings" and "supplementary findings". The
frames are arbitrated by different classesof rules which are called"trig
gering rules': "early activation rules" and "validation rules".LIED trig
gers early diagnostic hypotheses and then pursues successive findings
which confirm or reject component diagnoses in its differential,
thereby simulating the approach of human experts.

LIED provides several educational tools for diagnostic consul
tations. A tutorial describes LIED'sdiagnostic algorithm. Another tool
is a "system description" module which can analyze LIED's strategy
for any specific problem in the case library. This module can describe
the evidence supporting the specified condition, the triggering find
ings for the condition, and the necessary findings which have been
instantiated. The module can also display the confirmed rules which
support the diagnosis. This module helps users understand how a
diagnosis under consideration was evoked and supported. LIED can
also select the most useful tests to work-up a differential diagnosis
and project the diagnostic impact of proposed tests.

In simulator mode LIED emulates realistic clinical encounters.
It introduces each case by means of an initial history and physical
examination. The user must respond by providing a list of evoked
hypotheses, which LIEDevaluates. At this point the user queries LIED
for findings to confirm or rule-out the active hypotheses and then
revises the hypotheses. The system's response indicates which active
hypotheses which are supported and which hypotheses have been
confirmed (satisfied a minimum set of rules in the knowledge base).
This process of query, hypothesis revision, and hypothesis evaluation
is repeated iteratively. Finally, the user must provide a plan for con
firming the work-up (e.g., a liver biopsy).
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The LIED system has been applied in the educational curricu
lum at Turin, and the authors are reported to be developing a critiqu
ing mode for the system. This mode would allow students to solve
cases and evaluate their work independently.

MYCIN
MYCIN was a pioneering and important CDDSS for infectious

disease diagnosis and treatment that was developed by Shortliffe and
associates at Stanford University.58 The system has been extended to
include related CDDSS such as ONCOCIN, NEOMYCIN and PUFF.59
Some of these systems have been evaluated in education, most nota
bly NEOMYCIN and GUIDON.25

DISCUSSION

EFFECTIVENESS OF CDDSS
Many people expect that CDDSS will not be widely accepted in

education until clinicians are satisfied that the systems are easy to use
and produce accurate results." Unfortunately, few informatics appli
cations have been adequately evaluated in clinical settings." Several
groups have recently attempted to correct this deficit. Elstein, Murphy
and colleagues assessed the accuracy of Iliad by examining how the
diagnostic decisions of students, residents, and attending physicians
were affected by use of the system.":" They found that the system
functioned midway in accuracy between the residents and the attend
ing physicians. Berner and her colleagues assessed the relative perfor
mance offour CDDSS (DXplain, Iliad, Meditel and QMR) and found
that the systems performed almost equivalently." Their study found
that the proportion of correct diagnoses made by the systems ranged
from 0.52 to 0.71 and that each CDDSS suggested about two new
relevant diagnoses per case. However, less than half of her experts'
diagnoses were contained on the programs' differentials . These re
sults could be condemned as faint praise, but they demonstrate that
commercially available, easily disseminated, inexpensive computer
programs can begin to approximate the performance of highly trained
experts and can equal or surpass resident physicians. Such systems
can be invaluable aids for those of us who must sometimes practice
(or teach!) "out of our main domains." For these reasons this author
uses Iliad and sometimes DXplain to prepare for rounds when he
attends on the internal medicine wards.
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IMPLEMENTING CDSS IN TEACHING SETIINGS

The University of Utah group to which the author belongs has
had extensive experience in implementing the Iliad CDDSS in our
medical, nursing, and allied health curricula. We have gained some
experience which seems to be reflected by other authors who have
done research in this area. The author would like to share five pre
cepts for implementing CDSS in teaching settings .

Use of Informatics Tools to Solve Medical Problems
The first precept is that students should not be taught medical

informatics per se, but rather how to solve medical problems using
informatics tools. This is a straightforward approach with tremen
dously high face validity for students who may otherwise be suspi
cious of"teaching computers for computers sake". Many students will
become more interested in informatics details down the road. In fact,
this is exactly how many physicians gradually have been lured into
the field ofmedical informatics. Having said that, teachers who adopt
CDDSS should take special care to create student exercises which are
both relevant and valid. Students will not take well to (or learn from)
unnecessarily artificial training measures which lack face validity or
introduce unnecessary impediments based on the computer or evalu
ation technique.39•60,63 One must create training experienceswhich have
prima facie validity and which also lead to measurable gains in stu
dents' knowledge. To achieve these goals the CDDSS must be inte
grated into the curriculum and used to teach clinically relevant mate
rial which is specified in the curriculum.49-so,6o Implementors should
not think that a CDDSS, or any informatics application, will com
pletely replace books or faculty contact in the curriculum. Comput
ers are not an educational panacea. Dr. Homer R. Warner, the leader
of our research group, has always strongly emphasized what he calls
"the human touch': The human touch includes training the faculty to
use the CDDSS together with the students as they jointly explore di
agnostic explanations and therapeutic alternatives. It also features
comprehensive student training, support, and performance feedback.
The faculty's advice and assistance is key to creating a useful CDDSS
assisted curriculum which can take advantage of opportunities for
student enrichment and better meet student needs. Consequently, each
school and faculty must tailor their CDDSS and informatics imple
mentation to fit unique local conditions and resources.
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Faculty Role Models
A second precept is that CDDSS implementors must also in

crease the informatics knowledge of the faculty and residents. Stu
dents have many powerful role models among these clinicians, and
imitate them shamelessly. If the students' most important role mod
els don't use the CDDSS, if they don't check their own e-mail, if they
have someone else log onto the clinical information system for them,
and have a librarian perform all MEDLINE searches, the students will
(correctly) conclude that these skills are not important and will not
be evaluated (except perhaps by those crazy informaticians in the
basement). In evaluation terms, the face validity of the informatics
assignments will be low and this will impair the adoption of the sys
tem. The faculty must be effectively educated in their own use of
CDDSS and informatics technologies, starting with a core group of
course directors, small group leaders, and local opinion leaders.When
students observe their faculty and residents using a variety of
informatics tools, they will naturally seek to use these same tools to
locate, validate, manage, and apply medical knowledge to practice.

Protected Curricular Time for Informatics Requirements
A third recommendation is that the CDDSS should be required

in the curriculum and that adequate time be allocated to computer
activities. If this is not done, students will either feel left out or that
they are being unfairly used as computer "guinea pigs". A critical con
cept is that students do not have time for optional work on the com
puter. Liketheir professors, they focus their efforts on activities which
arc required, evaluated, and rewarded. Therefore, adequate curricu
lar time must be planned to allow students to complete their com
puter work. At Utah our Clerkship Director frees up the junior stu
dl'llh lor Iliad training and simulated cases. The underclassmen are
similarly freed up Ior their MEDLINE, Internet, Iliad, electronic mail
and uthcr training and computer exercises. To assist them in com
pleting their subsequent computer assignments, they are assigned
blocks of time ill the form of "open labs" (with faculty preceptors) in
the computer classrooms. Students cannot be expected to complete
computer assignments that are simply piled on top ofan existing cur
riculum. For this reason informatics innovations must be built into
the curriculum through the local equivalent of a Dean's Curriculum
Committee. Many schools are now undergoing curricular reforms to
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incorporate problem-based experiences. These reform-minded times
are good opportunities for informaticians and evaluators to "design
in" informatics experiences.

Training and Support
A fourth precept is that students assigned to use a CDDSS must

receive adequate initial hands-on training and continuing support.
The systems cannot be regarded as self teaching . A CDDSS is typi
cally at least as difficult to use as fully featured word processors, and
this assessment neglects the content aspects of the comprehensive,
detailed medical knowledge base which accompanies a CDDSS, but
not a word processor. The author believes the training should ideally
take the form of hands-on demonstrations and subsequent practice
sessions with feedback. Students must not be placed in the position
of having to fulfill required assignments, only to find themselves sty
mied by lack of adequate preparation to use the assigned tools. The
student training should also include some instruction in the basic
concepts of decision theory (e.g., Bayes' theorem, decision trees) rel
evant to the assigned CDDSS, so that students do not regard the sys
tem as a mysterious black box. Students are often taught these con
cepts without any immediate opportunity to apply them, and as a
result they are almost universally forgotten. The CDDSS training and
subsequent application is a good opportunity to make the concepts
more clinically relevant. For example, our Iliad students had a two
and one-half hour initial training session, subsequent weekly prac
tice and feedback sessions (Iliad "office hours"), and 24-hour beeper
support by an informatics fellow. We provided such comprehensive
training and support in order to minimize error variance in our evalu
ation results. In a nonevaluation setting, or when students and fac
ulty are uniformly "up to speed" on a CDDSS, it is likely that less
support would be necessary.

Evaluation
Our fifth precept relates to evaluation. Most CDDSSsystems are

designed to servesome educational role. However,fewhave been com
prehensively evaluated to determine their educational efficacy. This
finding is undoubtedly due to the difficulty and expense of evalua
tion and to the relative glamour of systems engineering compared to
the slogging work of evaluation. All adopters should at least perform
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a simple evaluation to determine the acceptability of a CDDSS sys
tem they have just implemented. A simple evaluation might consist
of an implementation description and an assessment of student sat
isfaction, student perceived learning, and faculty perceived learning.
A more comprehensive set of evaluations should be considered if re
sources such as external funding are available. Many important ques
tions are raised when such an evaluation is designed. The dependent
variable must be crisply defined and testing conditions must be con
trolled, yet valid in an educational setting. We have chosen to exploit
the domain specificity of human learning to train all students using
the computer, but to train them in different domains. This approach
also minimizes student reactivity, as discussed above. Nevertheless a
multi-center study might well include some groups that are not trained
on the computer, or a school with several curricular pathways might
lend itself to a different design. Dependent variables are also key de
sign elements. While the Iliad system was designed to generate and
analyze dependent variables, other systems may not do this. One
should question the validity of the variables provided by any system
or investigator. Ideally, dependent variables should be carefully vali
dated for face, construct, and content validity. Evaluation is not easy;
after all, the National Board of Medical Examiners spends millions of
dollars creating and validating their examinations. If a comprehen
sive validation is too difficult or expensive, one should at least try to
measure variables that have strong face validity (e.g., diagnostic er
rors, cost of work-up).

SUMMARY
The computerized diagnostic decision support systems now

available are mature enough for targeted adoption in practice and in
the curriculum. The systems will continue to be improved and in the
future they will be increasingly integrated with clinical documenta
tion systems. Medical curricula are currently being reformulated, and
these changes create opportunities to adopt a CDDSS and to evaluate
its impact on the medical curriculum.
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==================== CHAPTER 6====================

Decision Support
for Patients

Holly Briigge Jimison and Paul Phillip Sher

This chapter is designed to introduce the concept of computer-based
diagnostic and other decision support systems for patients. It is

difficult to separate these systems from the more general area of con
sumer health informatics. Consumer health informatics represents a
diverse field devoted to the development, implementation, and re
search on telecommunication and computer applications designed
to be used by consumers to access information on a wide variety of
health care topics. This technology, both hardware and software, is
part ofa growing trend toward empowering consumers to take a more
active role in their own health care and to provide the necessary in
formation to enhance their decision making. Today, more than ever,
consumers are using information technology as either a substitute
for traditional physician-based medical information or as a supple
ment to the information provided by health care professionals in the
course of clinical encounters.

ROLE OF CONSUMER HEALTH INFORMATICS
IN PATIENT CARE

Research studies have shown that access to health information
can enable patients to be more active participants in the treatment
process, leading to better medical outcomes.1-4 Health education is an
important aspect of doctor-patient communication. Patients report
that they want to be informed about their medical condition.>" and
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the process of sharing information enhances the doctor-patient rela
tionship. More recently, there has been movement to provide health
information via computers. Computer-based information systems for
patients have been developed to assist with informed consent,' im
proving coping skills"? and decision-making skills." Involvement in
one's medical care also involves the concepts ofpatient empowerment
and self-efficacy.

EMPOWERMENT AND SELF-EFFICACY

Empowerment and self-efficacy are closely linked concepts. In
general, empowerment can be thought of as the process that enables
people to "own" their own lives and have control over their destiny. It
is closely related to health outcomes in that powerlessness has been
shown to be a broad-based risk factor for disease. Studies demon
strate that patients who feel "in control" in a medical situation have
better outcomes than those who feel "powerless ."IO-12

Similarly, self-efficacyis a patient's level of confidence that he or
she can perform a specific task or health behavior in the future. Sev
eral clinical studies have shown self-efficacy to be the variable most
predictive of improvements in patients' functional status."?" For ex
ample, in a study of functional status after bypass surgery, self-effi
cacy explained more variability in functional status outcomes than
did measures of disease severity, functional capacity, comorbidity, or
preoperative functioning." Additionally, in a study on patients with
rheumatoid arthritis, the degree of perceived self-efficacywas corre
lated with reduced pain and joint inflammation and improved psy
chosocial functioning. IS In cancer patients, a strong positive correla
tion was found between self-efficacy and quality of life and mood."
Perceived self-efficacy was shown to playa significant role in smok
ing cessation relapse rate, pain management, control of eating and
weight, success of recovery from myocardial infarction, and adher
ence to preventive health programs."

Given the strong influence of empowerment and self-efficacy
on health outcomes, it is important to incorporate a focus on these
concepts when designing systems for patient use. The feeling of em
powerment can be enhanced, for instance, by support groups linked
via their computers, which allow patients to feel"connected" to some
one else with a similar medical problem. This has been demonstrated
by the CHESS (Comprehensive Health Enhancement and Support
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System) in women with breast cancer and patients with AIDS.8.9.24 An
important measure of success of health information systems is how
well they promote empowerment and self-efficacy for patients.

PATIENT PREFERENCES

As medical care increasingly focuses on chronic disease, it is es
pecially important that patient preferences regarding the long-term
effects of their medical care be taken into account. For patients to be
adequately informed for making decisions regarding their medical
care, it is important that they obtain information about the quality of
life associated with the possible medical outcomes of these decisions.
Yet, the reliable assessment of a patient's preferences and risk atti
tudes for clinical outcomes is probably the weakest link in clinical
decision making. Recent efforts to explore the use of computers in
communication about health outcomes and in assessingpatients' pref
erences for various health outcomes have started to address these is
sues.25-27Information on patient preferences is important for tailor
ing information to patients and for providing decision support." Tai
lored information has been found to be more effective in providing
consumer information" and is preferred by patients." In addition to
differences in preferences for health outcomes, patients differ in the
degree to which they choose to be involved in decision-making. Re
search confirms that age (younger), sex (females greater than males)
and education level (better educated) are strong predictors of the de
sire to be involved in medical decisions. There is also a higher desire
to be involved in medical decisions that appear to require less medi 
cal expertise, such as a knee injury as opposed to a cancerous growth."

THE COMPUTER AS A HEALTH INFORMATION MEDIUM
There has been an increase in research devoted to testing the

effectiveness of various formats and types of media for conveying
health information to consumers.P?' These studies tend to show that
video and slides are educationally more effective than books and au
diotapes. Computer approaches have the additional advantages of
interactivity,providing feedback in the learning process, and the abil
ity to tailor information to the individual patient. However, in many
cases, more research is required to demonstrate the effectiveness of
computer approaches. In addition, designers of systems for patients
have not always been sufficiently sensitive to human-computer
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Table 6.1. Design guidelines for a consumer health information system

Intuitive Interface
• Graphical metaphors easily understood by the general populace
• Designed for use by naive, untrained users
• On-line help available at every stage
• Immediate word definitions available in every application

Complete Coverage / Coordination
• Single location for information on diseases and health concerns
• Coordinated with routine medical care

Hierarchical Presentation
• Simple summary information presented first
• More detail and complexity available as desired
• Guided movement through databases
• User requestsanticipated, pre-search to improve speed

Presentation Tailored to the Individual
• Material presented appropriate for the assessed reading level
• Material presented appropriate for education and medical expertise
• Mater ial presented in a culturally sensitive manner
• Material presented in the appropriate language
• Material tailored to history and assessed patient-specific health risks
• Patient preferences incorporated

Facilitate Quality Decision Making
• Health outcomes information included
• Patient preferences on health outcomes inco rporated
• Summary of tailored decision support information

Option for Printout
• Ability for the patient to have material to take home / share with family

included

interface issues. The design of a system for general health education
for patients requires specifications that meet a variety of needs. Table
6.1 outlines the design guidelines for a consumer health information
system.

TECHNOLOGY FOR PATIENT DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEMS

Advances in computer technology and communications have
provided consumers with access to enormous amounts of informa
tion. From its earliest beginnings in the 1970s, personal computers
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have become a ubiquitous part of the workplace and of many homes.
It is estimated that there are about 25 million home computers and
the number is steadily growing. The power of today's systems has ex
panded access to information dramatically. From 1996 to 1998, the
most popular-priced personal computer ($1000-$2000), will change
from a processor with three million circuits to one with six million
circuits. Presently,processor speeds range from 120-200MHz. By1998,
processor speeds will range from 300-450 MHz. Technological devel
opments impact the way information is stored and displayed. The
trend today is to merge text, images, audio, video, graphics, and ani
mation into an integrated multimedia program. In the future, the
personal computer may be supplanted by such technologies as cable
modems and WebTV which will turn televisions into new informa
tion tools. Some of the technologies that enhance the dissemination
of health information are briefly discussed in the following sections.

Videodisc
Videodisc systems are widely used for interactive teaching pro

grams. These devices can store video, as well as still frames, and offer
rapid searching, freeze-frame and slow motion. Systems are available
as stand-alones that do not require a separate computer, as well as
more advanced models that link directly with microcomputer con
trol. This technology has been used successfully for education and
training. The Foundation for Shared Decision Making has developed
several interactive videodiscs to assist patients in participating in their
treatment decisions. One of their first systems was designed to in
form men with enlarged prostates about issues associated with choos
ing surgical treatment or "watchful waiting.":" They have also devel
oped similar systems for breast cancer, ischemic heart disease, low
back pain, and hypertension. These systems use patient-specific in
formation (age, sex, symptoms, medical history, test results) to calcu
late patient-specific probabilities for treatment outcomes. The video
discs contain interviews with patients who have undergone various
treatment options to provide system users with a better understand
ing of potential health outcomes.
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Compact Disc (CD-ROM)
First introduced as audio discs (CDs), CD-ROM technology led

the multimedia revolution. Presently, CD-ROM (Compact Disc
Read Only Memory), CD-I (Compact Disc-Interactive), and
PhotoCD are used in a wide variety of multimedia health programs
and also serve as the storage media for databases and textbook refer
ences. CD-ROMs have a capacity of 600 megabytes (300,000 text
pages). Philips and Sony have jointly developed a high-density CD
ROM calledDVD (DigitalVideo Disc) with a capacityof3.7 Gigabytes,
more than five times the capacity of today's discs. In the future, this
capacity could increase to 7.4 Gigabyteswith two readable layers. Most
of the home references and library databases use this storage media.
In the future, one DVD disc could represent a personal library of in
formation that could be accessed at home or over a single disk server.

Compact Disc Interactive (CD-I)
CD-I is a technology developed by Philips and Sony that com

bines audio, video, and text in a single player that can be used on a
standard television. It has been used successfully for home entertain
ment, as well as for home education, information and training. Ex
amples of consumer health products that utilize CD-I include
InfoTouch Health Kiosk (Novare International), Breast Self-Exami
nation and Carpal Tunnel Syndrome (MED.I.A. Inc.). InfoTouch
Health Kiosk consists of 20 video and slide shows which are designed
to provide basic health information, treatment for simple medical
problems and when to consult a physician. The kiosks are installed in
Kroger Drug Stores in Texas. Breast Self-Examination uses multime
dia visuals to present the latest American Cancer Society guidelines
for breast self-examination. Carpal Tunnel Syndrome uses animation
and text to provide patients with an overview of Carpal Tunnel Syn
drome including anatomy, signs and symptoms, diagnostic tests, and
treatment. In addition to home use, CD-I is very useful in the
physician's office and waiting room.

Internet and World-Wide Web (WWW)
In 1969, The Department of Defense's Advanced Research

Projects Agencycreated the Internet's predecessor, DARPANET, which
linked mainframe computers at four geographically distant sites. It
became ARPANETin 1972and consisted of40 computers networked
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to facilitate communication among researchers. The National Science
Foundation assumed control of the network infrastructure in 1987
and expanded access.Today, this rudimentary network has grown to
become the vast interconnections of the Internet with an estimated
30 million computer users. The exact number of sites and users is not
known and the statistics on use vary considerably, but have shown a
steady increase (see URL-http://nw.com for the latest statistics).

The recent dramatic expansion of the Internet has been through
the World-Wide Web (WWW or Web), first developed by CERN (Eu
ropean Centre for Particle Physics). The WWW supports multimedia
through a graphical interface that allows sophisticated text format
ting, graphics and embedded hypertext links to other locations on
the Web. The Web contains vast amounts of consumer health and
medical information. Much of this information is posted by govern
ment agencies, medical foundations, universities, medical schools,
individual physicians, health insurance companies, and health care
providers, special interest support groups and many health and medi
cal-related companies (pharmaceutical industry, medical supplies,
etc.). There is also health information, or links to sites with health
information, on individuals' personal Web pages. At present, the
WWW is a democracy of free information exchange without regard
for accuracy or objectivity. "Viewer beware" is the caveat for anyone
looking for medical information on the Internet.36 Some attempts have
been made to rate and to evaluate sites. The American Medical
Informatics Association (AMIA) Internet Working Group developed
Medical Matrix, which includes links to a variety of health informatics
sites. The working group developed criteria to describe and evaluate
information resources and is attempting to formalize the review pro
cess (personal communication, Gary Malet, DO). John Renner, M.D.
(Consumer Health Information Research Institute, Independence,
MO) maintains a Web site that examines the quality ofInternet health
information. The site and his weekly column under Internet Health
Watch are on the Reuters Health Information Servicessite (URL-http:/
Iwww.reutershealth.com). The Appendix to this book contains a list
of several useful and interesting Web sites for consumer health infor
mation. In addition to Web sites such as these, the major commercial
online vendors (America Online, Compuserve, Prodigy) provide ac
cess to health information services including the traditional reference
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materials, databases, as well as support groups and forum discussions
of health-related topics. These services also provide forums, chat
groups and access to health-related newsgroups.

Community health networks and online self-help networks are
becoming more available to consumers, who are being transformed
from passive receivers of health care to active participants. AARP
Online (American Association of Retired Persons) provides informa
tion and forums, for persons aged 50 and older, on a wide range of
issues, as well as information on AARP. Coolware World Wide Server
Health Information (Coolware, Inc.) helps people take advantage of
the information available on the Internet. One category of health care
information provided is in areas such as prevention and alternative
medicine. CANCERNET is a quick and easy way to obtain cancer in
formation from the National Cancer Institute (NCI) using electronic
mail." CANCERNET offers patient information statements from the
NCI's Physician Data Query (PDQ) database, fact sheets on various
cancer topics from the NCI's Office of Cancer Communications, and
citations and abstracts on selected topics from the CANCERLIT da
tabase. Selected information is also available in Spanish.

There are many other Internet services: electronic mail, mailing
lists, File Transfer Protocol (FTP), Listservers, USENET newsgroups,
Telnet and IRC (Internet Relay Chat). Some of these services have
wide application in consumer health informatics. Electronic mail and
mailing lists allow patients to communicate with each other, as well
aswith some health care providers. Mailing lists allow groups of people
to receive e-mail messages. Listservers are systems dedicated to a par
ticular topic with specialized software to maintain subscription lists
and handle e-mail traffic. There are numerous health-related
Listservers, such as ALZHEIMER (Alzheimer's Disease) , ALT-MED
RES (alternative medicine research), CANCER-L (public list for can
cer-related issues), CAREPL-L (database of archived care plans), and
FIROM-L (Fibromyalgia). USENET newsgroups provide a more in
formal approach to communications. There are many medical and
health-related newsgroups among the over 4800 newsgroups on the
Usenet (User's Network) . The activity varies, but all messages to the
newsgroup are available to anyone who accesses the newsgroup. Ex
amples of such medical newsgroups include misc .health.diabetes,
alt.support.diabetes.kids, alt.support.depression, alt.support.diet, and
alt.support.menopause. Many of these groups provide support to
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patients suffering from particular diseases. Patients find that com
municating with other patients is very helpful, and this communica
tion can actually improve health outcomes," Before the development
of the newsgroups, bulletin boards (BBSs) were the main mechanism
for group communication on specialized topics. There are 60,000
bulletin boards covering diverse subjects including health care, spe
cial interest and support groups. IRC is a multi-user chat computer
protocol that allows the computer connection of users and provides a
means for interactive disease-oriented support-group communica
tion. Listservers, newsgroups and BBSs all provide a mechanism for
users to communicate with each other about any and all aspects of
health care. Most of these resources are unmoderated; therefore all
information needs to be verified. In chronic diseases, the newsgroups
provide an important social function by allowing patients to share
experiences about their disease, treatment and prognosis. In fact, the
entire function of some newsgroups is to provide such support.

Cable Modem
As the Internet grows in complexity and includes more multi

media elements, access time becomes an important consideration. A
cable modem is a modem that is connected to the network interface
card of a computer using a cable television network line. Cable mo
dem technology is 100 times faster than a 14.4 standard modem, 50
times faster than the newer 28.8 modems and 12 times faster than an
ISDN line. Cable modems will allow Internet users to download text,
video, audio and animation at sufficiently high speed to make them
usable. Cable companies may install CD-ROM servers and charge for
access to many of the programs that are mentioned in this chapter.
Implementation has been slow and pricing is very geographically de
pendent. Modem and installation will cost approximately $100 and
monthly charges will run around $50. More information on cable
modem technology can be found on the Internet. A cable modem
resource site is at httpv/rpcp.mit.edu/e-gingold/cable/.

Phone services are available to provide prerecorded health in
formation on a wide variety of health -related subjects for those not
equipped with a computer. This service is usually purchased by hos
pitals or libraries as a service to their customers.
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WebTV
The Web TV technology developed by Sony and Philips consists

of a TV set-top box (or built-in) which connects to the TV and a
telephone line. The box will cost approximately $350 with a monthly
charge for unlimited Internet access of about $20. This charge also
includes e-mail service. Either the remote control or a separate key
board will allow the user to navigate the Internet. There is tremen
dous potential for this technology to provide health information to
millions of households without personal computers.

CONVERGING TECHNOLOGIES IN THE FUTURE

The present trend in both computer and telecommunication
hardware and software is to merge all communications technologies
together. The home television of the future will likelycontain a com
puter, FAX, telephone communication, video conferencing capabili
ties and high speed cable modem connections. Consumers will have
the capability to communicate interactively not only to acquire health
information, but also to consult with health care professionals
(telemedicine). The convergence of these digital technologies "will be
key to a superior coordination and collaboration among providers,
agencies, caregivers and families to integrate medical, health, mental
health, social and economic support services."38

DIAGNOSTIC AND OTHER DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEMS
FOR PATIENTS

The number of commercial computer products to support pa
tients' health information needs is expanding so rapidly that it is dif
ficult to maintain an updated inventory. The Informed Patient Deci
sions Group at Oregon Health Sciences University created a directory
of these products." At the time of publication, there were well over
six hundred software products covering the spectrum of consumer
health information needs including such diverse areas as patient edu
cation, health promotion and prevention, nutrition and fitness, self
triage, maintaining health records, decision-making and health refer
ence libraries."

The primary focus for the remainder of this chapter will be on
systems that provide diagnostic and other types of decision support
for patients. The general health references that provide decision sup
port will briefly be reviewed. There are few commercial systems that
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can truly be called diagnostic systems, i.e., those systems that aid a
patient in making a diagnosis based on the input of medically-related
information, usually symptoms. Those systems that do perform this
function will be discussed in greater detail.

A number of products are available as general home health care
references. These are designed as a single source of general health in
formation similar to the home health references found with encyclo
pedias or as textbooks. The software is CD-RaM-based and available
for either Macintosh?' or Windows" based systems. The programs
have some type of search engine (for subject search), as well as the
ability to print information. These products can be divided into those
that are typically used by consumers at home with personal comput
ers and the larger, more costly databases that are usually seen in health
reference libraries.

HOME REFERENCES

In general, these products are health reference encyclopedias that,
in most cases, were produced initially as textbooks and subsequently
converted to electronic media. One such program for home use is the
Mayo Clinic Family Healthbook" (IVI Publishing). Although mainly
text, it also includes 75 videos, 600 photos and illustrations, and au
dio narration with information on over 1,000 medical conditions and
3,000 drugs. The program includes a Web browser and automatic link
to their Mayo Clinic site (http://www.mayo.ivi .com). Medical
Houseflall'" and Pediatric Houset.all'" (Applied Medical Informatics,
now published by Mosby Consumer Health) are family medical soft
ware packages that encompass symptom analysis, a pharmacy guide,
a family medical records maintenance module, and a 5,000 page medi
cal encyclopedia. The Family Doctor" (Creative Multimedia) con
tains a library of health information resources, as well as first aid in
formation. The AMA Family Medical Guide?" (American Medical
Association and Dorling Kindersley Ltd.) is designed to provide com
prehensive health information and includes sections on first aid, drugs
and common medical conditions. It contains 900 photos and illus
trations and 60 videos and animations. Similarly,Dr. Schueler's Home
Medical Advisor Pro?" (Dr. Schueler's Health Informatics, Inc., now
published by The Learning Company) is a three CD-ROM set that
integrates video, sound, and images into a comprehensive health ref
erence with over 2,000 photographic images and sounds and an
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extensive library of full motion video clips (two hours). The program
teaches about health, analyzes drug interactions, produces medico 
legal documents and assists in keeping detailed personal medical
records .

Four of these products (Medical HouseCall'?', Pediatric
Houset.all.?' Dr. Schueler's Home Medical Advisor Pro" and the
AMA Family Medical Guide'?') have the capability to perform diag
nostic decision support and will be discussed in greater detail later in
this chapter.

LIBRARY REFERENCE DATABASES

Health resource libraries often subscribe to larger databases that
are too costly for the average consumer. These databases collect infor
mation from journals, newspapers, and other media into a single
source. The Health ReferenceCenter" (Information Access Company)
is a database with three years of medical information from periodi
cals, pamphlets, and reference books. Over 150titles are indexed, with
full text coverage of 100 titles, full text of over 500 medical informa
tion pamphlets, and indexing and full text of five leading medical ref
erence books. The abstracts of technical articles are written in lay lan
guage. Recent versions also include patient education handouts from
Clinical Reference Systems.This database can be accessed via the Web
or CD-ROM. Similarly, MDX Health Digest™ (CD Plus) is another
large health reference database that indexes consumer newspapers and
magazines, as well as standard medical journals. The database includes
bibliographic citations from over 200 publications, journals, newspa
pers, and newsletters from 1988 to the present. Detailed abstracts are
written by health care professionals in easily understood language.
Finally,HealtlrSource'" (EBSCO Publishing) is a health reference da
tabase that provides access to indexing and abstracts for nearly 200
publications concerning diet and nutrition, exercise,medical self-care,
drugs and alcohol, consumer issues, aging, family safety and health.
HealthSource journals have been selected by analysis of health-re
lated titles with the highest subscriber volume from both academic
and large public libraries. The program offers key word searches, full
text of articles, including charts and graphs, for 57 journals, and 500
health-related pamphlets.
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SYMPTOMS, DISEASES, DIAGNOSES, DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES, TREATMENTS

This category contains a diverse collection of software products
that enumerate disease signs and symptoms, as well as explanations
for diagnostic tests and treatment options.An example of such a pro
gram is Complete Guide to Symptoms and Illness" (Great Bear Tech
nology) , a resource with information on causes,diagnoses, treatments,
complications, and outcomes of hundreds of medical problems. The
software includes detailed multimedia-based material on more than
800 symptoms, over 500 illnesses,and 177surgical procedures, as well
as suggestions on how individuals can live longer and stay healthier.
Specialized programs have been produced to cover high interest top
ics,such as Breast Cancer Lighthouse (Gold Standard Media), a breast
cancer resource that includes 30 minutes of audio quotes from 14
breast cancer survivors.

DRUG INFORMATION

There are several drug reference programs designed to help con
sumers with information on prescription and nonprescription medi 
cations, including drug interactions and side effects. One such pro
gram is Mayo Clinic Family Pharmacist" (IVI Publishing). The pro
gram enables users to obtain nontechnical information on over 8,000
brand, generic and over-the-counter drugs. The program also pro
vides online access for answers to questions, such as why a drug is
prescribed; dosage and usage information; adverse reactions; warn
ings; precautions; and possible interactions with other drugs, foods,
and beverages. The major home health reference software programs
listed above contain drug modules that perform similar functions.

PATIENT ADVICE AND HANDOUTS

Patients and physicians often agree that the doctor is the most
appropriate source of medical information,":" but there can be mis
understandings when only oral information is provided." Several
options exist for supplementing physicians' advice. Written informa
tion that physicians give to patients has traditionally been provided
in the form of one-page handouts or brochures on specific topics of
interest. Kahn reviewed programs for computer generated patient
handouts." An example of this type of program is Health Advisor?'
(Clinical ReferenceSystems,Ltd.), that generates patient advice hand
outs on over four hundred medical and surgical topics. Exit-Writer
(Parker-Hill Associates) contains a database of 300 choices from such
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categories as medications and treatments, diagnosis and miscellaneous
items. CareNotes (Micromedex) contains a similar database, includ
ing a detailed drug information module called DrugNotes. Selected
patient handouts are also available on the World-Wide Web (sec
Appendix).

EMERGENCY FIRST AID
Programs are available to teach first aid and to give horne cmcr

gency medical advice. Although emergency medical information is
available in the general home health references listed previously, some
programs are designed specifically for this information. For exam pic,
First Aid Tutorial" (Marketing Services Corporation ofAmerica) prc
sents basic first aid treatment for common medical emergencies in
cluding bleeding, shock, fractures, burns and poisoning.

SELF-HELP AND PREVENTION

Dr. Schueler's Self Health" is designed as a personal health man
ager with modules that help users learn about disease risk, perform
health evaluations, maintain medical records, estimate health care costs
and manage health expenses. The program contains 70 minutes of
video clips, as well as the capability to create 3D graphs to monitor
progress toward health goals. An interesting feature of this program
is a cost analysis section that provides information on costs for proce
dures by geographic area. Other specialized programs are available to
help selected preventive health areas. One example is LifeSign™ (PICS,
Inc.), a smoking cessation program implemented by a credit card
sized computer. During the first seven days ofthe program, users sim
ply press a button each time they smoke. LifeSign™ then uses this
information to tailor a gradual withdrawal program based on each
smoker's habit. During the withdrawal phase (10-28 days, depending
on habit), LifeSignTM prompts users on when to smoke and gradually
increases the intervals between cigarettes. Because smokers cut down
slowly, severe cravings and withdrawal symptoms are avoided. The
complete program includes computer, program guide, motivational
video and access to a toll-free help line .

Self-care has an important element of decision-making for pa
tients, in that whenever a symptom or set of symptoms occur, lhe

patient needs to decide whether or not to seek professional medical
care or manage the problem at home. Several computer systems haw
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targeted this need. For example, the HealthyLife Self Care Video &
Guide™(American Institute for Preventive Medicine) advisespatients
on self-triage using a flow-chart format, linking to materials on self
care procedures. Similarly,the AMA Family Medical Guide uses flow
charts and branching algorithms to instruct patients on when to see a
doctor and when to administer self-care (further described in the sec
tion on Diagnostic Decision Support). Finally, the Healthwise
Knowledgebase contains both a Symptom Manager, with advice on
self care and when to see a doctor, as well as a Disease Manager, with
information on treatment options for shared decision making.

PREPARATION FOR OFFICE VISITS/HISTORY TAKING/HEALTH RECORDS

Preparing in advance for medical appointments can play an
important role in effective physician -patient communication and
shared decision making. Some of the general health reference pro
grams have modules to help maintain medical records. Computer
programs can help patients by organizing information, educating
consumers, and keeping a record of important issues that need to be
addressed during the encounter. Medical Records?' (Dr. Schueler's
Health Informatics, Inc., now published by The Learning Company)
allows a user to maintain comprehensive medical records, analyzes
over 2,400 drugs for reactions, and prints medico-legal documents.
Medical Matters?' (Parsons Technology) helps to monitor medical
visits and the costs and insurance activities associated with those vis
its. It also includes an online copy of the Random House Health and
Medicine Dictionary, a guide to over 5,000 drugs, a listing of over 500
health and medical agencies across the country, and three Medicare
references.

DIAGNOSTIC DECISION SUPPORT
In this section of the chapter, we will review computer-based

systems that specifically target diagnostic decision support for
patients.

MEDICAL HOUSECALL™ AND PEDIATRIC HOUSECALLTM

The system design for Medical Housef.all?' and Pediatric
Houseflall" was derived from a diagnostic and treatment expert sys
tem for physicians, known as Iliad" (see chapter 5 for more informa
tion on Iliad). The knowledge base and inference engine were
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Fig. 6.1. Housef'all'". The program prompts for age and sex and provides a series
of body part icons for symptom localization. Reproduced from the CD-ROM, Pe
diatr ic HouseCall, originally published by Applied Medical Informatics, with per
mission from Mosby-Year Book, © 1997.

restructured to accommodate consumer queries and answers. 4S' 46The

symptom analysis module requires the input of the patient's age and
gender. The pediatric software allows entry of age in either years or
months. A menu of body parts icons allows the user to enter symp
toms (Fig. 6.1). The user also answers a series ofYES/NO questions
(Fig. 6.2) . When this first series of questions is finished, the user can
either go back to the symptom categories or click the "Ask Follow-up
Questions"button for further questions related to the initial responses.
The questions that appear lead to a ranked order oflikelihood of dis
eases based on the symptoms. The probabilities are Bayesian statisti
cal calculations using the Iliad?' program with modifications de
scribed below. The user has several options at this point-the pro
gram can: (l) show questions the doctor might ask; (2) show less likely
causes, which expands the original list to include rare diseases; or
(3) print a report. At any time, the user can click on the diseases listed
for further information including an explanation of the symptoms,
which lists those patient symptoms that are explained by the particu
lar disease and those symptoms that need another explanation.
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Fig. 6.2. Housef'all?'. A list of signs and symptoms is presented for each body
location with option to answer YES or NO. Reproducedfrom the CD-ROM, Pedi
atric HouseCall, originally published by Applied Medical Informatics, with per
missionfrom Mosby-Year Book, ©1997.

The software is careful to point out that the list is not a list of
"diagnoses,"since a diagnosis list would require physical examination
and possible tests. The adaptation of the Iliad?' diagnostic module
(knowledge base and inference engine) required some modifications.
Physical exam findings and lab tests were eliminated from the knowl
edge base. The vocabulary was translated into "consumer language:'
The diagnostic probabilities were adjusted not to exceed 70%, the es
timated contribution of historical information to making a diagno
sis." Finally, the list combines diseases for cases in which laboratory
or physical findings were needed to make the diagnosis.

Another decision support module of the programs is the drug
interaction section. The program can advise the user about potential
drug interactions of many prescription and over-the-counter drugs,
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as well as interaction between a medication and caffeine or alcohol.
The interactions are described by severity, onset of symptoms, type
of symptoms and the appropriate action to be taken by the user.

DR. SCHUELER'S HOME MEDICAL ADVISOR PRO™

There are two decision support components in Home Medical
Advisor Pro?", a symptom analysis program for single symptoms and
a Symptom Complex Analysis program for multiple symptoms. The
single symptom analysis program allows the user to get information
about the particular symptom, including possible causes. Users are
asked a series of questions to provide further characterization of the
symptom. These questions were developed through detailed proto
cols and flow chart algorithms by physician consultants (Stephen J.
Schueler, MD, personal communication). The questions are asked in
a series of video clips with a physician asking some of the questions
that require a yes/no response. Other questions appear with graphics
designed to aid in understanding the symptom and question.Answer
ing this series ofyes/no questions leads to a possible cause and associ
ated information window about the disease or cause of the symptom.

The second decision support component of Home Medical Ad
visor Pro" is called Symptom Complex Analysis.The Symptom Com
plex Analysis program starts with a window listing broad categories
ofsymptoms (general; psychological;neurological; skin and nails; eyes;
ear, nose and throat; head and neck; chest and breasts; etc.) . Each of
these categories includes specific symptoms. The user can select as
many symptoms as needed (Fig. 6.3). When complete, an analysis
button is clicked and a list of possible diagnoses appears in a separate
window. The program uses rule-based algorithms to identify diseases
that match the symptoms and then restructures the list based on their
likelihood. (Stephen J. Schueler, MD, personal communication). The
analysis lists possible diseases, categorized in two ways.First, the num
ber of symptoms that match with a particular disease are listed start
ing with diseases with the most matches.Second, the likelihood prob
abilities appear in parentheses following the diagnosis and are ex
pressed as very common, common, rare, and very rare. The
"diagnoses:' like those presented by Medical Housef.all'" and Pediat
ric Housef'all'", are based only on a patient's observed data and not
diagnostic tests.
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toms . Each symptom is added to the list. Reproduced from the CD-ROM, Home
Medical Advisor Pro, version 5.0, with permission from Dr. Schueler's Health
Informatics, Inc. ©1993-1996, all rights reserved .

Home Medical Advisor Pro" contains a drug interactions mod
ule called InteRact. Medication history can either be obtained from
the medical records module of this program or the user can enter
drugs from a list that includes medications, nicotine, caffeine, alco
hol, or foods (Fig. 6.4). When the user asks for an analysis, a list of
possible interactions appears in a window below the drug list. The
program database contains 500,000 interactions. The company has a
Web site for downloading updates, but no demonstration software
(URLhttp://www.drschueler.com). Home MedicalAdvisor published
by The Learning Company (http:store.learningco.comlversion.html).
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AMA FAMILY MEDICAL GUIDE

The AMA Family Medical Guide is the CD-ROM-based version
of the American MedicalAssociation FamilyMedicalGuide published
by Random House, Inc. The program consists of seven modules:
(1) diseases, disorders and other problems; (2) atlas of the body;
(3) symptoms and self-diagnosis; (4) your healthy body; (5) injuries
and emergencies; (6) diagnostic imaging techniques ; and (7) caring
for the sick. The program's diagnostic decision support for men,
woman and children consists of 99 symptom flow charts that are
organized alphabetically or can be accessed by either pain-site dia
grams or body system diagnos is (Fig. 6.5). The diagnostic symptoms
charts are flow diagrams in which each question is read to the user by
the computer. A "yes" or "no" answer to the question directs the user
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Fig. 6.5. AMAFamily Medical Guide?'. Symptoms can be chosen from a pain-site
chart. Reproduced from Family Medical Guide, CD-ROM, © 1995 American
Medical Association, with permission.

through the flow diagram to the next question (Fig. 6.6). If an emer
gency condition is reached in the flow chart, a red bold message read
ing "EMERGENCY Get medical help now" appears along with a tele
phone icon. The message also explains why it may be an emergency
with references to the encyclopedia for more information. The com
pany that produces this multimedia software has a Web site at http://
www.dk.com.

PATIENT ACCESS TO DIAGNOSTIC DECISION
SUPPORT SYSTEMS

As the demand for more health information and decision sup
port grows, the need for wider availability of these systems becomes
even more important. Today, these systems can be found in a variety
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to consult a physician . Only the branches that follow the YES/NO answers are
highlighted. Reproduced from Family Medical Guide, CD-ROM, © 1995 Ameri
can Medical Association, w ith permission.

of settings and in a variety of forms. The most common locations to
access these systems are physician waiting rooms, hospitals and health
resource libraries, public libraries, worksites, schools, community cen
ters, and, of course, on personal computers in the home. Different
systems may require quite different physical locations. For instance,
many patients are uncomfortable exploring sensitive health informa
tion in a public space.

There are many factors that influence the health information
seeking behavior of patients. As documented by Harris, these factors
include demographic divisions such as age,gender, disability, race and
ethnicity, and socioeconomic status." Research indicates that these
demographic variables can predict differences in the amount and type
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of information about their health that patients want. While some pa
tients do not seek much information, even when the patient desires
information, serious barriers still exist to the use of these systems.

A lack of reading ability is a functional barrier affecting use of
the systems. Approximately one out of fiveAmericans is functionally
illiterate , reading at or below the fifth grade level.Most studies on the
comprehension ofhealth education handouts typically show that only
half of the patients are able to comprehend written health materi
als.49-51Studies confirmed that patients' reading levelswere well below
what was needed to understand standard health brochures." In de
veloping health information for patients, one cannot assume that a
patient who has completed a certain grade level in school can read at
the corresponding level. Numerous studies on literacy and readabil
ity confirm the widespread problem of low literacy skills.53-55 Health
materials should be written at least three grade levels lower than the
average educational level of the target population." Text characteris
tics also play an important role in comprehension and retention of
material. Organization and clarity need to be considered in creating
education materials." Computers with multimedia techniques can
serve to correct some of these problems by conveying information
through video, audio and graphics that would normally be written
text. These systems can also be adapted for multiple foreign languages.

In addition to language and literacy issues, an area that is often
overlooked are the cultural issues associated with health information
seeking behavior and the willingness to use computers to accesshealth
information. Most developers have not invested the time to develop
systems that are culturally and linguistically relevant to diverse popu
lations.

Finally, the question of who will pay for the access and use of
technologies for consumer health information is still an unresolved
issue. Educational and socioeconomic factors still determine access
to computers and information technologies. Younger, more affluent,
and well educated patients are more likely to have access to home
computers, diagnostic software, and the Internet. Older, less affluent,
and lesswell educated patients usually have accessonly to local public
libraries and television . The poor and socioeconomically disadvan
taged already have worse health outcomes and worse accessto medical
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care. Special effort is required to ensure ease of access and ease of use
of health information systems, so as to not further disadvantage the
very people who have the greatest need for these resources.

THE FUTURE OF DIAGNOSTIC DECISION SUPPORT
SYSTEMS FOR PATIENTS

Advances in communications and information processing tech
nology will certainly change the way in which medicine is practiced,
and will also change the way in which patients receive information
and interact with the medical care system. The future holds great
promise for consumers becoming empowered participants and as
suming a more active role in their medical care decisions through
increased and more effective access to health care information. The
developers of commercial systems have pushed the field of consumer
health informatics forward with many innovative systems. However,
to achieve significant improvements in quality of care and health out
comes, researchers and system developers need to focus on bringing
the knowledge gained from previous work in health education into
the design ofnew systems. The goals of research on these systems is to
develop sound principles to inform the design of new systems for
patient use and to measure the benefits derived from the use of those
systems. This is a new and rapidly developing field, with significant
innovations in the commercial sector. However, research in several
areas is needed to move the field forward in providing real benefits to
patients' health outcomes and in showing the effectivenessof the sys
tems to purchasers of health care. The criteria for evaluating com
puter-based diagnostic systems for patients are similar to the criteria
for physician systems, namely accuracy and effectiveness." However,
the rapid deployment of these systems in an ever changing medical
care environment makes critical evaluation of consumer health in
formation systems extremely difficult. Web sites change daily, and
access to one system usually means increased access to many others.
It is important to understand the potential effectiveness of invest
ments in this area. Careful needs assessment before system develop
ment, usability testing during development, controlled clinical trials,
and studies of use and outcomes in natural settings are all critical to
our understanding of how best to provide health information and
decision assistance to patients.
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In the final analysis, achieving universal access to health care for
all may be accomplished by linking patients to the health care system
via the new information technology. Networked health information
has great potential for all participants and receivers of health care.
Since the vast majority of health-related decisions are made outside
of the medical setting," consumer health information resources that
include decision support systems for patients can play an important
role and may prove to be a cost-effective way to enhance access to
health care for the disadvantaged and underserved in our population.
It is important to remember, however, that consumers in need ofspe
cifichealth information still depend on health care professionals (doc
tors, nurses) and their own health care provider. These systems and
information resources are important tools to enhance understand
ing, communication, and, ultimately, health outcomes.
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================= CHAPTER 7=================

Design and
Implementation Issues

Jerome H. Carter

The early 1970s were a time ofgreat optimism for researchers in the
field of medical artificial intelligence. The initial successes of sys

tems such as MYCIN,1CASNET2 and the Leeds abdominal pain sys
tern' made it reasonable to assume that it was only a matter of time
until computers became a standard part of physicians' diagnostic ar
mamentarium. As the other chapters in this book have shown, there
have been a number of successful applications developed, many of
which show promise for making a significant impact on patient care.
However, after two decades of development ofthese programs no clini
cal diagnostic decision support system (CDDSS) is widely used by
physicians. This chapter will examine some of the system design and
implementation concerns that must be addressed if these systems are
to realize their potential.

What accounts for this lack of use? The 30-year experience de
scribed by Engle' provides valuable insight into the problems encoun
tered in the creation and deployment of diagnostic systems . He pro
vides a list of factors divided into critical and noncritical, which he
feels account for the difficulties in building a useful system and the
rejection ofdiagnostic systems by clinicians. According to Engle, "Fac
tors that playa role but are not critical include inadequate computers,
and peripheral devices, difficulty some people have working with com
puters, systems not user- friendly, physicians' high regard for their own
capabilities, and fear of computer competition, as well as the limited
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nature of the programs. In our estimation, the critical impediment to
the development of decision programs useful in medicine lies in the
impossibility of developing an adequate database and an effectiveset
of decision rules." The findings of Berner et al." help us understand
some of the frustration noted by Engle. In their test of four general
diagnostic systems, it was found that "...the proportion of correct di
agnoses ranged from 0.52-0.71 and the mean proportion of relevant
diagnoses ranged from 0.19-0.37..." This is hardly the type of perfor
mance which encourages use by a busy clinician. While this level of
performance may be problematic for the broad-based systems like
QMR,6 Iliad? and DXplain," programs with more limited domains
such as Pathfinder?and the Leeds abdominal pain system' have been
noted to perform very well. However, Shortliffe'? properly notes that
systems dedicated to a single problem tend to discourage wide usage
because of their limited scope.

Another major design issue is the lack of integration into stan
dard information systems;":" thus tedious and time-consuming data
entry is required. In contrast to the acceptance of diagnostic expert
systems in the field of medicine, other disciplines have readily adopted
them. DENDRAL,13 which suggests the structure oforganic molecules
and R114 a system created by Digital Equipment Corporation which
assists in the set up of computer systems have enjoyed broad support.
The capability of DENDRAL, Rl and limited domain medical sys
tems such as Pathfinder, demonstrates that decision support systems
are feasible for routine usage in limited domains. Thus the question
remains, what must be done in order to achieve success in broader
problem areas?An excellent introduction to the matter is provided by
Russell and Norvig" who point out that the field of medicine, unlike
organic chemistry, lacks a general theoretical model. Also, medical
diagnosis is fraught with uncertainty. Luger and Stubblefield" take
the analysis further and identify five"deficiencies" of expert systems
technology in general, which pose particular problems in judgment
related fields such as medicine. They are summarized below:

1. Lack of "deep"(causal) knowledge of the domain (i.e., systems
do not understand physiology);

2. Lack of robustness and flexibility. Systems, when faced with a
problem not contained in their knowledge bases cannot: solve
the problem, recognize their inability to solve the problem, nor
develop a strategy for doing so;
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3. Inability to provide deep explanations;
4. Difficulties in verification;
5. Systems do not learn from experience.
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The inability to reason with specialized data types (e.g., tempo
ral, spatial), is another obvious shortcoming of many CDDSS.Asdis
cussed elsewhere in this book and in other literature, most systems
have serious weaknesses in these areas. The issues mentioned thus far
that need to be addressed in order for CDDSS to become more widely
used may be divided into three broad categories: (1) technical design
issues (reasoning methods, knowledge representation and acquisition);
(2) human-computer interaction; and (3) systems integration. Each
of these topics will be discussed in this chapter.

TECHNICAL DESIGN ISSUES

ADDING STRUCTURE TO MEDICAL KNOWLEDGE

In order to perform their desired tasks, CDDSS require access to
knowledge about their domains. Facts, unadorned, relate little infor
mation about the world. Meaning requires an understanding of rela
tionships. Seeing the number 17,000 as an isolated value carries no
message. However, once it is related to a modifier, "white blood cell
count;' it has clinical meaning. The goal ofknowledge representation
is to provide intelligent systems with information about a specific
domain in a form that can be processed efficiently. The representa
tional scheme along with domain facts together constitute a knowl
edge base. Over the last 20 years, researchers have created a number
of representational schemes ranging from simple collections of logic
predicates to elaborate network structures. The expressive power of
the representational scheme chosen for an intelligent system has di
rect bearing on the types of problems the system may be expected to
solve, as well as how it goes about solving them. For example, a sys
tem for detecting and warning about potential drug interactions needs
a way of representing drug classes, alternate names for medications,
and the difference between drugs that are topical and those that are
introduced into the body. If we were to decide later that predicting
the ultimate effect of a drug on a clinical state is the desired output,
temporal and physiologic information must be somehow represented
in our knowledge base. Logic-based reasoning would work well for
the first system; the second would require a causal mechanism.
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KNOWLEDGE REPRESENTATION FORMATS

Most knowledge representation schemes fall into one of four
categories: logic, procedural, graph/network, or structured. Although
not considered a classic architecture for knowledge bases, database
management systems will undoubtedly playa significant role in this
arena as more clinical information systems use this format for data
storage. The following discussion reviews some of the concepts dis
cussed in chapter 2 and illustrates additional knowledge representa
tion schemes.

Logic-Based Knowledge Representation
Propositional logic was the first representational format widely

used for artificial intelligence research.Aspreviously discussed in chap
ter 2, propositions are statements about the world that are either true
or false. These statements may be connected together to form sen
tences. Each statement may then be represented by a letter such as
"P': To illustrate, consider the two propositions "the MCV is decreased
in iron deficiency anemia" and "the MCV is increased in pernicious
anemia". The first statement is represented as "P" and the second as
"Q': Propositional logic provides rules for manipulating statements:
"P and Q:' "P or Q:' "P and not (Q):' are legal sentences.

The statements which we have asserted concerning the relation
ship between the MCV and anemia are useful; however, they must be
used as whole statements, i.e.,we cannot take pernicious anemia from
Q and use it to form new assertions. First-order logic (first-order predi
cate calculus) does offer this option. Predicate calculus provides a
means of representing logic statements in a way that permits compo
nents of the assertion to be used as variables. We are no longer stuck
with just "P and Q". Using predicate calculus, the anemia proposi
tions may be rewritten as:

MCV (increased, pernicious anemia)
MCV (decreased, iron deficiency).

Now MCV appears as a "predicate" which provides information
concerning the relationship of the "objects" it acts on (increased and
pernicious anemia in the first example). In this form questions can be
asked of the type MCV (x, iron deficiency), which may read as "what
is the value of the MCV in iron deficiency anemia"? This new flexibil
ity, the ability to add predicates to a knowledge base and then to use
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those predicates to answer questions, provided a significant boost to
the use of logic as a basis for expert system design. The programming
language PROLOG (PROgramming in LOGic), which has been used
to create a number of expert systems, was designed specifically to al
low researchers to experiment with issues in the use of first-order
predicate calculus as a knowledge representation format.

Procedural Knowledge Representations
Logic-based representations are declarative in nature, in that they

consist of true or false statements and all questions are resolved
through standard logic inferencing mechanisms. In a logic based sys
tem the diagnosis of anemia associated with "increased" MCV would
be made by looking through all the "MCV" logic predicates and find
ing those that have "increased" as an object. All matching predicates
would then be returned (in this case there is only one such predicate,
pernicious anemia). Procedural formats, on the other hand, provide
more explicit information about how the knowledge base is to be used
to answer a question, it is not simply a "look up" of known facts. A
procedural recasting of the anemia facts would yield:

IF MCV is increased
THEN conclude pernicious anemia

IF MCV is decreased
THEN conclude iron deficiency anemia

Notice that procedural systems offer a "process" of sorts to aid
in making the diagnosis (i.e., they tell how to use the facts to draw a
conclusion). These process statements are provided in the form of
rules. Rule-based systems are prototypical procedural representations
and have been the dominant format for medical expert systems since
the days of MYCIN.l

Networks
Networks are specialized structures consisting of nodes (repre

senting facts, events, objects, processes, etc.) and arcs which link the
nodes. Asdescribed in chapter 2, Bayesianbelief networks have proven
to be very capable representation schemes for probabilistic reasoning
systems, overcoming earlier objections to simple Bayesian expert sys
tems. The flexibility ofthe network paradigm has greatly increased its
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popularity over the past fifteen years. For instance, nodes in a net
work might consist of frames as advocated by Minsky, or other struc
tures. Even more significant is the capacity of networks to capture
causal, temporal and other hard-to-model knowledge quite readily.

Decision trees" and artificial neural networks" are other types
of network representation schemes which have recently come into
favor with CDDSS designers. They will be discussed in more detail
later.

DATA REPRESENTATION

Structural representations emphasize the "packaging" ofknow1
edge into well defined pieces with higher levels of organization. The
first widely adopted structural format was the "frame" metaphor cre
ated by Minsky." Frames are complex data structures which contain
information about the concept being described along with procedural
information detailing how the frame may change over time. For ex
ample, the concept "grocery shopping" may be represented as:

Concept: Grocery Shopping
Location: Supermarket
Actions: Item selection (procedure)
Paying (procedure)

Database management systems (DBMS)offer another structured
format for knowledge representation. There are two types of data
bases which are found frequently in clinical settings-relational and
object oriented. Relational databases are based on a record structure
in which each record has a number of fields.A primary field is desig
nated and all remaining fields in the record are related directly to this
primary field. A disease record might have the following fields:

Disease Name, Organ System, Diagnostic Test, Gender Affected.
Disease (Disease Name, Organ System, Diagnostic Test, Gender

Affected)

Records are then collected together into tables. Each row in the
table represents a unique record and each column a feature of the
record as illustrated below in Table 7.1.

Additional columns could be used to improve the richness of
the disease description. Each column in a relational record holds iI

specific type ofdata (e.g., number, text, boolean). However,a column
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Table 7.1. Example ofa disease record table
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Disease Name

Pneumonia
Hypothyroidism

Organ System

Respiratory
Endocrine

Dx Tests

X-Ray
TSH

Gender

Both
Both

cannot hold more complex data structures, for example, another
record, or a list of numbers. Object-oriented database management
systems (OODBMS) permit greater expressiveness by permitting the
storage of data types which cannot be handled by relational, table
based systems."

An anemia object might be defined as follows:

System: hematological
Anemia Type: microcytic, hypochromic
Disease: iron deficiency anemia
Tests: list (serum iron, TIBC, ferritin)
Rx: ferrous sulfate, ferrous gluconate
Picture: (binary) peripheral smear

This anemia object contains a "list" (a collection of facts or ob
jects) and a picture as fields in a record (this feature is rarely seen in
relational systems). More importantly, objects can "inherit" traits
thereby permitting new objects to be defined in terms of those which
currently exist. This allows for the creation of new data types, a fea
ture which is not found in purely relational systems. OODBMS have
already begun to be used by researchers designing decision support
systems and hold great promise for use in clinical information
systems."

Structured query language (SQL) may be used to "ask" ques
tions of a database; however, SQL does not support the creation of
inferences, i.e., the ability to draw inferences from the data. A major
drawback to using a database as a knowledge base is the lack of a
specific knowledge processing mechanism for these systems. However,
the ability to use higher level computer languages with database files
lessens the significance of this deficiency. Still, adding inferencing ca
pabilities is not a trivial task.
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SPECIAL DATA TYPES

Providing support for medical diagnostic decisions presents
unique problems to system designers because of the size of the prob
lem domain. Adding to the situation is the need to provide knowl
edge about dynamic states. This requires not only facts about the ob
jects themselves (diseases, tests, drugs, etc.) but also, information con
cerning how these things might change over time. Predicting metastasis
requires anatomical knowledge about circulation patterns and "next
to" and "behind" facts. Understanding the possible effect of a medica 
tion requires knowledge ofphysiology (elimination times, routes, dis
tribution, etc.). The need for causal, temporal and spatial knowledge
is a major challenge for system designers. There remains no widely
accepted format for representing the passage of time, three-dimen
sional anatomical relationships, nor physiological information. Pro
grams such as ABEL, CASNET and CHF advisor2.22.23 have made some
progress with causal knowledge representation; however,no "portable;'
generalized representation is extant.

The effective handling of temporal knowledge has been an im
portant AI research area from the beginning. Allen" was the first to
offer a formalism for handling temporal data. He presented a format
based on time points and intervals. However, the method proposed
by Allen is felt to be computationally intractable when used to ex
plain all possible relations between a set of actions and processes."
Appropriate handling of temporal information requires not only a
means of representing instants and intervals, but also a formal means
of representing the temporal concepts commonly used by humans.
The passage of time, ofwhich humans have an innate understanding,
is not so easily represented in digital format. Basic temporal concepts
such as distinguishing between future and past events, time depen
dency (i.e., did event X occur 3 minutes, 3 days or 3 years before event
Y), and concurrency (while X is occurring Y usually happens) are
essential if CDDSS are to reason about prognosis, outcomes, toxici
ties, etc. Medical artificial intelligence (AI) researchers have created a
variety of temporal representation and reasoning methods to deal these
issues.Shahar and Musen" offer a closed-interval, discrete model based
upon intervals and time points. Events are represented as intervals.
Intervals may have attached parameter value which can be numerical
(primitive) or qualitative (abstract). There are three types ofabstracted
intervals : state, gradient and rate. The RESUME system which em-
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bodies this model also includes a temporal inference mechanism and
truth maintenance system which ensures that any changes to primi
tive data is reflected throughout the system. TOPAZ, a system devel
oped by Kahn et aI.,26which analyzes the temporal sequences ofwhite
blood cell counts and chemotherapy drug dosing, also makes use of
intervals to represent temporal events in association with causal physi
ologic data. Kohane" provides a third example of encoding temporal
information. His experience with adding temporal information to a
knowledge base points out a final issue with using temporal data . He
states, "The addition of temporal information to medical knowledge
bases requires significant effort. In my experience of developing mod
estly sized knowledge bases...the task of adding temporal constraints
to every event equaled that of building the rest of the knowledge base:'

All of the temporal models discussed thus far are explicit repre
sentations, whereas most diagnostic systems encode temporal data
implicitly. Aliferis et al,28 address the issue of the need for explicit
temporal models and inferencing mechanisms. They note that sys
tems such as QMR, Iliad and MYCIN manage to function quite well
within their domains without having specific mechanisms for deal
ing with temporal data . They go on to argue that no formal theoreti
calor empirical argument has been made concerning the relative value
of using explicit vs. implicit temporal models. It is very possible that
explicit temporal modeling is more important for some types of de
cision support activities (prognosis, outcomes research) than for others
(diagnosis) based upon the character of the knowledge bases. Per
haps systems that rely upon frequently changing clinical data require
explicit mechanisms for handling time dependent data , whereas those
with more static knowledge bases and which rely on human input
can perform quite well with implicit characterizations. Either way,
much needs to be done in this area.

DEFAULT KNOWLEDGE

There are a number of important problems in knowledge repre
sentation and knowledge base design that are independent of format
inconsistency, degree of expressiveness, and incompleteness are ready
examples. The most interesting, and without doubt one of the most
difficult to solve, is that of default or commonsense knowledge. There
are facts about humans which clinicians,when discussing patient prob 
lems, consider too basic to even mention-females become pregnant,
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men get prostate cancer. Default reasoning may be viewed as a means
of dealing with incompleteness." Consider the statement, "The pa
tient in room 574 is 6 months pregnant." Automatically it can be de
termined (by a human) that this patient: (1) needs yearly Papanico
laou smears; (2) should not receive certain medications; and (3) will
have an abrupt decrease in weight in 3 months or so. If our knowl
edge base had contained the fact 'males do not become pregnant' and
did not have a 'females become pregnant' fact, a default reasoning
system might gracefully default to 'the patient in room 574 is female'
and proceed with its analysis. This approach to incompleteness is not
without problems. Ponder the effectofa drug dosing system that gives
a medication because no statement of patient allergy is found in its
knowledge base. How should default information be encoded and
used? Proposed solutions to this problem will be discussed later in
this chapter.

REASONING
Due to the fact that early systems were designed by researchers

interested in "artificial intelligence," much of the work on diagnostic
expert systems was aimed at getting these systems to mimic the deci
sion-making processes ofhuman experts. Interestingly, programs such
as MYCIN, Pathfinder and the Leeds system, while quite capable, do
not "reason" in the same manner as humans. They have no innate
understanding ofhuman anatomy or physiology,are unable to handle
temporal concepts, and have no ability to learn or deduce new facts.
Yet, within their narrow domain, it has been demonstrated that they
can perform comparably to human experts. However, once the do
main of expected expertise is broadened, performance significantly
worsens. The failure of techniques used in the design of limited do
main systems to "scale up" to more general systems is a major driving
force behind current research in medical artificial intelligence and by
extension, CDDSS.The ability to reason from "first principles" and to
understand the effects of time on disease processes, are considered
essential to building robust systems which have more human-like ca
pabilities. Over the last 20 years a significant amount of work has
been done in the area of causal modeling (i.e., addition of anatomical
and physiological data to knowledge bases).2,22.23Temporal reasoning
and representation have also received a good deal of attention.P:"
Aside from adding human-like abilities, issues such as the computa-
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tional burden oflarge numbers of calculations in networks, handling
conflicting rules in knowledge bases, gracefully handling uncertainty
and ignorance, and methodologies for acquiring new knowledge, are
sufficiently formidable so as to attract the attention of researchers.
We will begin the exploration of these issues with the problem of
reasoning.

RULE-BASED AND EARLY BAYESIAN SYSTEMS

In order to understand the research issues related to reasoning,
it is necessary to trace the development of inference mechanisms in
CDDSS.The most basic inference mechanism utilized in medical di
agnostic systems is propositional logic. In systems of this type knowl
edge is stored in the form of facts. An example of a knowledge base
consisting of only two facts might be: "CPK-MB is increased in myo
cardial infarction (MI)" and "chest pain is present in MI': All facts
concerning the findings associated with myocardial infarctions would,
coupled with a mechanism for testing their validity,allow one to draw
a conclusion about the presence of an MI in a patient. For example, if
we state as a premise that "patient x has chest pain and an increased
serum CPK-MB,"it would be reasonable to conclude that the patient
had an MI. This may be written in the form:

IF patient x has
chest pain and

CPK-MB is increased
THEN the problem is MI

Notice that our small knowledge base does not contain any facts
about other possible causes of chest pain; therefore, the system could
not conclude that the patient has esophageal reflux. According to
Russell and Norvig," logic systems have three properties which are
particularly useful. We will make use of only one of them for this
discussion-'locality'. If there is a statement of the form "if a then b"
and "a" is known to be true, then we can conclude that "b" is true
regardless ofwhatever else is known to be true. Locality is very useful
in logic systems where all facts are either completely true or com
pletely false (for this discussion being true is equivalent to "is only
caused by" and false "is never caused by"). However, in the field of
medicine, there are very few findings which can be so neatly catego
rized. Consider what happens when we add the fact "chest pain is
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present in esophageal reflux:' The presence of chest pain no longer
absolutely implies MI. Locality no longer holds. Rule-based systems
such as MYCIN inherit the properties of logic systems and the possi
bility of inconsistency in the knowledge base. The fundamental issue
becomes one of handling uncertainty gracefully. Finally, Russell and
Norvig offer three reasons why most systems based on propositional
logic are unworkable for medical diagnosis. These reasons are related
to the unavoidable presence of uncertainty; Russell and Norvig de
scribe them as laziness, theoretical ignorance, and practical ignorance.
Laziness, in this instance, describes the reluctance ofsystem designers
to do the work necessary to "list a complete set of antecedents or con
sequents needed to ensure an exceptionless rule and it is too hard to
use the enormous rules that result." Theoretical ignorance is simply
an acknowledgment that there is no theory of medicine to guide
modeling of the domain. Last, practical ignorance is a statement of
the fact that, for any particular patient, even if we knew all the appli
cable rules, we would rarely have access to all the required informa
tion (tests, genetic history, etc.).

MYCIN pioneered the use of 'certainty factors '-numerical es
timates of the confidence in a particular fact. They are based upon
the opinions of domain experts and are not derived from epidemio
logical data. Certainty factors can take on values from -1 (indicating
certainty that a condition is not true) to 1 that it is true. Zero indi
cates that little is known about a particular fact. This is an important
feature which differentiates them from true probability estimates
which must be between 0 and 1. For example, we could add certainty
factors to our MI knowledge base:

IF chest pain is present
THEN conclude MI .65

Certainty factors were an attempt to deal with uncertainty. How
ever, as will be illustrated, their use in a rule -based, logic derived sys
tem may lead to erroneous conclusions.

Consider the effect of adding the rule:

IF chest pain is present
THEN conclude esophageal reflux .40
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In a system where locality is expected, if rule 1 fires, then "con 
clude MI .65" will become the active hypothesis. Yet it is possible that
rule 2 may also be valid. In order to arrive at the correct diagnosis
some mechanism must be in place to adjudicate between the two rules
or the knowledge base designers must ensure that the two rules will
never conflict. In a domain such as medicine, where thousands of
rules may be needed, it is easy to see how conflicts might creep into
the knowledge base and undermine the accuracy of the system. An
excellent discussion of the failings of rule-based systems using cer
tainty factors may be found in Heckerman et aJ.9

Unlike MYCIN, the Leeds abdominal pain system was based on
simple Bayesian computation. However, early Bayesian systems had
their own problems. The most significant was the number of prob
ability estimates required to make the system workable . In addition,
each new piece of evidence required recalculation of all pertinent prob
ability estimates resulting in a burdensome number of computations.
A final requirement of early Bayesian systems was "conditional inde
pendence" (an assumption that all relationships between evidence and
hypothesis are independent). The inability to assure conditional in
dependence caused Bayesian reasoning systems to lose favor with ex
pert system developers. Thus, even though MYCIN and the Leedssys
tem proved to be capable of performing well within their problem
domains, their reasoning mechanisms were considered to be inad
equate for larger problems.

CAUSAL REASONING

Causal reasoning, simply defined, is the use of deep domain
knowledge (i.e., pathophysiology, anatomy, etc.) to assist in the deci
sion making process. The fact that clinicians, when faced with adiffi
cult problem, also resort to this form of reasoning served to enhance
its attractiveness as a model for inferencing in CDDSS. Patil" argues
very cogently on behalf of causal reasoning as a guiding principle in
CDDSS. He offers a few ofthe potential benefits-describing the evo
lution of diseases over time, reasoning about interactions among dis
eases, and the ability to understand specific mechanisms.

CASNEP was the first medical expert system based upon causal
precepts. Designed to assist in the diagnosis of glaucoma, CASNET's
knowledge is represented in the system as a network of pathophysi
ologic states. A particularly interesting feature of CASNET is the
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hierarchical organization of its knowledge base. At the lowest level
are patient signs, symptoms and tests. The middle layer consists of
pathophysiologic states such as corneal edema and elevated intraocular
pressure. The highest knowledge level is composed of disease catego
ries-open angle glaucoma, secondary glaucoma, etc. Connect ions
between the layers represent direct causal relationships, allowing dis
eases at the highest level to be viewed as aggregations of patient find
ings and pathophysiologic states. Reasoning is carried out by navigat
ing a path from findings to disease, testing pathway nodes by calcu
lating a likelihood value for each then following the highest likelihood
pathway.

The CHF Advisor" and ABEU3 represent alternate approaches
to causal reasoning. The CHF Advisor, which assists with the diagno
sis and management ofheart failure, is based upon a qualitative physi
ologic model of the cardiovascular system. A truth-maintenance sys
tem (TMS) enforces relationships between parameters.The TMS also
allows the program to test the effects of changes in a particular vari
able on the entire model. This permits one to experiment with the
effects of altering the value of various parameters.

ABEL has acid-base and electrolyte disorders as its domain.
ABEL's knowledge base, likeCASNET, models its domain at three levels
of detail. Its highest level represents clinical states (i.e., hypokalemia,
acidosis) while the lowest level is a physiologic representation of elec
trolyte stores and movement between various fluid compartments.
As noted by Patil," "The critical feature of ABEL is its ability to deter
mine and represent situations where a hypothesis is capable of ex
plaining part but not all of an observed finding:' Limited causal mod
eling has been used in systems such as Caduceus." Causal links are
implemented in the knowledge base in the form of "may be caused
by" relationships, serving to constrain the number of nodes evalu
ated during the diagnostic process. The causal links in Caduceus are
much more primitive than those in ABEL, CASNET and CHF Advi
sor in that they do not represent deep knowledge of the domain. The
use of a more superficial form of causal links has been exploited in a
newer type of diagnostic system, belief networks, which will be dis
cussed in a later section.

Causal reasoning, while effective, does have significant limita
tions as an inference mechanism. The lack of knowledge concerning
the actual mechanism for a number of diseases remains a major im-
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pediment to the creation of causal systems-Le., the pathophysiol
ogy of rheumatologic disorders is much less well defined than those
in cardiology. Thus, general domain systems such as QMR cannot be
completely built using this reasoning model. However, this does not
preclude the inclusion of causal knowledge in these systems. In fact a
good deal of causal knowledge is encoded implicitly in QMR's
knowledge base.

Another design issue for causal systems is level of detail. ABEL
has three levelsof detail represented in its knowledge base. How many
should be included to be considered complete? Is a complete repre
sentation possible or even desirable? Perhaps the ultimate design is
sue is that of "understanding." CASNET and ABEL are designed as
networks of causally linked nodes. And although they can use deep
knowledge of their domains, they do not understand what they are
manipulating (the "holy grail" of AI research from the beginning).

A final matter is that of temporal representation in causal net
works. One of the most basic aspects of any disease is the temporal
relationship among findings. If one knew that a mass has been present
on a chest radiograph for 15 years, it would automatically be consid
ered benign. What is the best way to represent the implausibility of
this being malignant in a knowledge base? All of these questions add
complexity to the design process.

PROBABILISTIC REASONING

Bayesian reasoning systems fell out of favor in the mid 1970's
dlIC to the need to develop and maintain huge probability tables (joint
probability distributions) in order to perform the required calcula
tions. Aside from the need to maintain probability distribution data,
a separate and equally daunting problem was that of assuring condi
tional independence of findings. In many cases,especially for any suf
ficiently large domain, this was difficult to achieve.A solution to both
prohlems was advanced by the findings of a number of researchers in
the form of belief networks.9,32,33

A belief network is a directed acyclic graph (the arrows point in
one direction and there are no circular paths) consisting of nodes
which contain conditional probability data. Nodes may be thought of
as "parent" and "child" with parent nodes connected to child nodes
by one -way arrows. Conditional probability tables at each node re
flect the effect of all the parent nodes on the child node . As might be
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expected, even this format is computationally intensive for all but small
networks. If you will recall, one of the problems of early Bayesian
systems was conditional independence. This criticism is addressed by
network designers via the use of causal relationships when creating
networks and by use of a catch-all probability estimate in the form of
a "noise parameter." If we say the probability of MI is .7 given finding
X and .2 given finding Y, then .3 represents the noise for X and .8
for Y. Conditional independence values are not exact, but the use of
noisiness permits usable systems to be built." Heckerman et al.
achieved an acceptable solution by building a limited number of con
ditional dependencies into their Pathfinder Network," Judea Pearl has
produced an excellent text on this subject for those who wish to de
velop a fuller understanding of this area."

DECISION-THEORETIC REASONING

A relatively recent innovation in medical expert systems design
is the use of decision theory in the reasoning process.v-" Decision
theory is based upon the concept of utility-the value to the decision
maker of a particular outcome. In the case of a patient with chest
pain where either esophageal reflux or MI might be the cause, a pure
probabilistic system would offer as its conclusion the diagnosis with
the highest probability (for the sake of argument assume that this is
reflux). In a decision-theoretic system, the cost to the patient of sug
gesting reflux when the correct diagnosis is MI would be calculated
before offering a final conclusion. Thus utility serves to "remind" the
system of the "cost" of an incorrect diagnosis or suggested action. A
significant problem with decision-theoretic systems is that of deter
mining how the utilities included in a system will be determined
never a simple undertaking. Nevertheless, this is a promising devel
opment in the design of decision support systems.

"POSSIBILISTIC" REASONING

The discussion of reasoning thus far has focused on the han
dling of uncertainty. Uncertainty is an expression of the inability to
know all the factors involved in a particular decision and their ulti
mate effect upon the outcome. Lofti Zadeh pointed out another deci
sion making dilemma-imprecision in the expression of a finding or
factor." :" The statement, 'cervical cancer is a disease of younger
women' is an example of fuzziness. At what age does a woman stop
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being young? Zadeh proposed that unlike traditional set theory in
which an element was in only one set, membership may be possible
to some extent in a number of sets. Thus a 35-year-old woman would
have partial membership in the old set (say0.3) as well as in the young
set (0.7). Fuzzy logic provides a formalism for computing the truth
fulness of fuzzy propositions. Maiers has written a good review of
fuzzy logic in medical expert systems.'?

ACCOUNTING FOR IGNORANCE

Dempster and Shafer" proposed a theory ofevidence as a means
of dealing with ignorance, as opposed to uncertainty. Their proposal
arose out of the difficulty of assigning prior probability values. In
most situations, these values are estimates and therefore subject to
error. The Dempster-Shafer theory proposes that probability estimates
be qualified by using a "belief function" which computes one's belief
in a particular proposition. Belieffunctions add to the computational
complexity of a system and due to their weaker theoretical grounding
(as compared to Bayesian and fuzzy systems) have received less sup
port among CDDSS designers.

COMMONSENSE REASONING

Commonsense reasoning, at its most basic level, is about mak
ing assumptions. This is an indispensable capability that we use con
stantly. Commonsense (default) reasoning allows objects to be
grouped into recognizable classeswhich can be mentally manipulated
based on common traits. For example, birds fly, cars use gasoline, and
planes land only at airports are statements about classes of objects
that are well defined. If one is then told that a car would not run, an
automatic question would be whether it is out of gas. Now consider
what happens when decisions have been made using the facts men
tioned previously, and it is discovered that electric cars and emus ex
ist. What should be done? Should all prior decisions be revised? How
should these new facts be added to the knowledge base? New facts
concerning objects currently represented in the knowledge base must
be reconciled with those already present. How should precedence be
determined? Also, how should conclusions added to the knowledge
base under the influence of old rules be updated or retracted? Default
logic as suggested by Reiter" and the nonmonotonic logic of
Mcfiermott" are offered as reasoning mechanisms to deal with these
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problems. However,no system is available which adequately addresses
all issues. In addition, no working CDDSS have been designed using
default reasoning mechanisms.

CASED-BASED REASONING

Cased-based systems offer an approach to learning and reason
ing that is very different from those discussed previously. A case, as
defined by Kolodner,? is "a contextualized piece of knowledge repre
senting an experience that teaches a lesson fundamental to achieving
the goals of the reasoner." Case-based knowledge bases have two dis
tinct parts: the case itself and an index that aids efficient context
based retrieval. Case-based systems acquire knowledge by solving
problems. Cases are stored knowledge that reflect past experience in
solving problems. Each case has three components-problem/situa
tion description, solution, and outcome. The problem-situation-de
scription describes the past situation or problem that was solved. It
also includes the goals of the reasoner as the problem was being solved,
and information about the problem environment. The solution com
ponent contains information regarding how the problem was solved.
The result of applying the solution, whether the attempt succeeded
or failed, and why, are stored in the outcome component. Access to
cases is controlled by an index. The key to solving problems in case
based systems is matching the current problem to past experience.
Compared to more traditional approaches, advocates of case-based
systems believe they have the following advantages: (1) they are bet
ter at solving problems with open-ended, poorly defined concepts;
(2) they arrive at solutions faster; (3) they are better at solving prob
lems where no good algorithm is available; and (4) cases may serve as
explanations.

Case-based reasoning is not without problems, however. In a
large knowledge base retrieval efficiency is an important determinant
ofperformance. Therefore, indexing is a key research area. Issues such
as whether to use high level or low level features when building in
dexes, how to design a general framework for index content, and the
design of case retrieval algorithms remain a source of vexation for
those designing case-based systems. Despite its problems, case-based
reasoning has been used successfully in CDDSS44,45and offers an in
teresting metaphor for building flexible knowledge-based systems.
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NEURAL NETWORKS

Neural networks rely upon pattern recognition to arrive at con
clusions. They are more interesting as a learning system than a rea
soning mechanism and will be discussed below.

KNOWLEDGE ACQUISITION

KNOWLEDGE ENGINEERING

Knowledge engineering is the process of building a knowledge
base. A knowledge engineer is a professional with an understanding
of issues in knowledge representation, tool selection, artificial intelli
gence (AI) languages and software design.Aknowledge engineer works
with a "domain expert" to obtain the necessary data to build a knowl
edge base (knowledge acquisition). This has been the traditional model
for building expert systems. Knowledge engineering can be a very te
dious process. For example, QMR's knowledge base has been under
development since the 1970s and is not yet complete. The time re
quired to build a knowledge base for any decent-sized domain is of
ten considerable and greatly inhibits the production and deployment
of knowledge based systems. Much of the difficulty in building ex
pert systems in any domain is due to the lack of a well-defined pro
cess for the activity. Even with the availability of specialized shells,
languages, and other tools, the knowledge extraction process is still
haphazard. Domain experts can be very poor at describing what they
do or how they approach a problem. The knowledge engineer often
has to learn the domain in order to identify major unifying concepts.
Next, the actual problem to be solved must be agreed upon, and fi
nally, knowledge representation formats and a reasoning mechanism
must be chosen. Errors made at any step can result in significant de
lays and frustrations. Once completed, maintenance becomes a seri
ous problem which can worsen by turnover on the development team.
The "knowledge acquisition bottleneck" has no real solution using
traditional methods. Also, standard knowledge engineering practices
do not take advantage of the gigabytes of data stored in information
systems currently in use. As a result of these obstacles and recent dis
coveries, machine learning has become a hot topic in knowledge based
systems design. Machine learning has been an area of intense research
since the early days of artificial intelligence and a tremendous body
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of work on this topic has been produced. For our discussion, we will
examine only those which have had an impact in the medical do
mam.

TyPES OF LEARNING

Machine learning takes place in two types of environments: su
pervised and unsupervised. In supervised systems, a "trainer" pro
vides examples to a system and provides information on how to de
termine the correct outputs. Unsupervised systems are also provided
with training examples but are expected to classifythe example with
out outside help. Only supervised learning systems will be discussed
here.

Decision Trees
Decision trees operate as classifiersby accepting input and con

verting it into a pattern of binary response nodes. Starting at the high
est level node, each node along a path is tested and a branch taken
depending upon the value of the response . Due to their structure,
decision trees are capable of representing only a single subject. A de
cision tree for diagnosing the cause of anemia might appear as pic
tured in Figure 7.1.

Decision trees are excellent tools for classification problems and
have received a good deal of attention lately via the field of data min
ing (looking for patterns in large databases). The work by Quinlan"
with the ID3 (Induction for Decision Trees) algorithm gave the field
a tremendous boost. ID3 builds a decision tree by first ranking all
features in a data set in terms ofhow well they separate out subsets of
the group. The most effective feature is then used to form the root of
the tree. In the anemia example, the "MCV" is the best feature for
initial classification. The beauty of algorithms such as ID3 is that they
can be used with very large data sets and have excellent performance.
For example, a database containing all test results from a hematology
lab could be used to train an ID3 based system to diagnose anemia. A
newer, more powerful form ofID3, C4.5 has even better classification
capability.

Even very powerful decision trees have significant limitations.
They are obviously not suited to building complex causal representa
tions . Also, they are limited to addressing one subject per tree and
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Fig. 7.1. Decision tree for diagnosi s of anemia

they do not make any use of domain knowledge. However, the in
creasing use of databases in medicine assures that they will be valu
able knowledge discovery tools.

Artificial Neural Networks
Artificial neural networks were briefly introduced in chapter 2.

They are included here because of the learning capabilities they pos
sess. Neural networks are based on concepts borrowed from neurobi
ology and in a very general way mimic the functioning of the brain.A
common neural network architecture used for many decision sup
port systems consists of multiple layers ofsimilar elements. Each unit
iscalled a neuron and is capable ofreceivinginput (stimulation).When
the total amount ofstimulation received exceedssome predetermined
threshold, the neuron "fires". A network consisting of layers of fully
connected neurons is pictured below in Figure 7.2.

Each connection between units carries a value, referred to as a
weight, which determines the amount of influence each neuron has
on the other. Neural networks learn by being presented with data sets
which contain the features of the problem to be solved. The trainer
presents data (training set) to the network along with an example of
the correct output. The most popular network training algorithm,
back-propagation, trains the network by comparing the desired out
put provided by the trainer with that which the network generates. If
there is a difference, the network determines the difference (a real
number) and propagates that value from the output layer back to the
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Input Layer

Fig. 7.2. Example of neural network

middle layer and then to the input level. Once all network outputs
agree with those provided by the trainer, those network weights be
come fixed and the network is considered trained. Neural networks
have been widely used for medical applications. 18.47-49 They are noted
for their ability to learn patterns in data which is noisy (i.e.,with miss
ing or irregular elements). Analysis of their behavior indicates they
function by doing a form ofnonlinear regression. They are also excel
lent in situations where the trainer is unsure of the actual relation
ships which exist in the training set.

There are, however, a number of valid criticisms of neural net
work technology. The most important for AI researchers is that neu
ral networks are, in essence, a "black box" Connection weights, which
store the knowledge in neural networks, are determined internally
during training and cannot be evaluated by humans. For example, in
a neural net designed to diagnose anemia, there would be no particu
lar "MCV" node. And no particular connection would code for the
relationship between low MCV and low iron. Thus, even when a net
performs perfectly it is not possible for the trainer to understand how
the network arrives at its conclusions by examining the nodes and
connections. The issue of network size is another problematic area.
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Deciding on the size of a network (number of neurons and number
oflayers) is still very much an art form with no reliable algorithms to
aid the process. A final criticism is that of training time. There is no
process for assuring that a network can be trained in a given period of
time, which can result in a good deal of frustration when attempting
to utilize this technology.

Genetic Algorithms
Genetic algorithms (GAs) represent a significant departure from

classic expert systems design. They do not make use of knowledge
bases or reasoning mechanisms in the traditional sense. GAs use the
principles ofnatural selection and genetics to generate "answers ': Ge
netic algorithms are used for optimization problems. For example,
given a multi-step treatment algorithm, what is the best combination
of interventions which maximizes health status and minimizes costs?
The solution is expressed in the form of a "chromosome" in which
each possible step in the pathway is coded as a "gene". Solutions are
generated by rearranging the genes (reproduction, crossover, muta
tion) on a chromosome and then testing the chromosome using a
"fitness" algorithm. Much as the lack of robust learning algorithms
limited the usefulness ofearly artificial neural networks, the difficulty
of creating an effective fitness algorithm limits the application of ge
netic algorithms. Goldberg" provides an excellent tutorial on this
subject.

HUMAN-COMPUTER INTERACTION

USER LEVEL ISSUES

It is now time to discuss the issues raised by Engle' and others
concerning the lack of widespread use of decision support technol
ogy in clinical medicine. Heathfield and Wyatt," provide an analysis
ofwhat they consider to be the psychological and organizational bar
riers that explain this situation. Their opinion is that most systems
have not been designed to address the problems that clinicians actu
ally face. They point out that several systems are designed to restrict
the number of active diagnostic hypotheses (which doctors do quite
well), while few are designed to help with differential diagnosis and
treatment advice. The latter type have been much better received than
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the former. Identifying a well-defined problem to solve should be,
but sometimes has not been, an important consideration for systems'
designers.

CDDSS also must take clinicians' work habits into account. Sys
tems must be available at the point of care and must be easy to use if
they are to be considered clinical tools.The criticism offered by Clayton
and Hripcsak" extends this analysis by noting that stand-alone sys
tems which require significant data entry will not be used on any regu
lar basis. Finally, the single-problem focus of many systems means
that they will be needed only on rare occasions at which time it may
not be worth the trouble to locate and use them. This could even be
true of general systems covering multiple domains which, as Miller
and Geissbuhler note in chapter 1, might only be justified in a small
percentage of patients.

Problem Knowledge Couplers (PKCs), as advanced by Weed,"
represent a rather unique approach to the use of diagnostic/thera
peutic decision support. PKCs are intended to be used at the point
of-care and on a regular basis, not just for cases which are perceived
to be diagnostically difficult. In fact, they are designed so that even
nonmedical personnel can enter the patient's data, although the phy
sician must still interpret the output. PKCs consist of an extensive
knowledge base ofdiagnoses, findings and management options. Each
individual coupler addresses a single presenting problem. The cou
plers permit controlled input of findings and guide the clinician in
the process ofdiagnosis and management. PKCknowledge bases con
tain weighted findings (set by the coupler builder) which determine
the display order of diagnostic and therapeutic suggestions.

PKCs are interesting from the standpoint of user interaction
because they are meant to be an integral part of each clinical encoun
ter. However, it is difficult to predict how widespread their use will
become, since they represent a significant intrusion into the clinical
practice environment and it is not clear that they will be useful for a
large number of patients. For example, consider having a coupler for
headache diagnosis and management. For most patients, an experi 
enced clinician can easily differentiate between types of headaches
based on clinical presentation. Using a coupler would be expected (as
with other broad-domain systems) to be helpful for only a small num
ber of cases. Thus the return for time invested, if used for every head 
ache patient, would be very low.
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Heathfield and Wyatt," have identified several other problems
systems' designers need to avoid. The first is a preoccupation with
computer artifacts. In other words, when beginning a project there
may be a tendency to focus more on what language to use, hardware
configurations, and development environments than on the problems
of potential users. Healthfield and Wyatt argue that this preoccupa
tion can hamper the quest for the best problem-solving process and
techniques for solving the particular problem.

Next they feel that system designers may fail to use appropriate
models for solving problems and may fail to communicate clearly the
design issues with potential users. This problem can be readily un
derstood by any nontechnical person who has acted as a consultant
for the development of a computer system, only to find that early on
in the process the developers have lost all conception of what the ul
timate product will be or how it will perform.

The final problem mentioned by Heathfield and Wyatt is that
designers sometimes focus on system development and ignore orga
nizational issues. Organizational attitudes and support playa critical
role in the development and implementation of any technology. The
multidisciplinary nature of CDDSS development makes this process
even more vulnerable to problems of changing personnel, funding,
administrative buy-in, and shifting organizational goals. Successful
deployment of CDDSS technology requires that all these matters be
addressed via a specific organizational policy for the creation and uti
lization of knowledge-based tools.

SYSTEMS INTEGRATION
Many CDDSS began as research projects and are designed as

stand-alone systems. Basic technical issues, such as data storage for
mats (a level below knowledge representation format) and commu
nication with outside systems, often receivelittle attention, which can
severely limit future deployment possibilities. As experience with the
Arden syntax has shown," even when knowledge reuse and integra
tion are taken into account during the design stage, there is still no
guarantee that these goals will be realized. At present there exists no
standard for data storage and retrieval in clinical information sys
tems. Vendors frequently consider this information proprietary and
the existence of a consulting/systems integration industry which
thrives on this "electronic Babel" tends to mitigate against its
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foreseeable demise . The inevitable deployment of electronic medical
records, and the need to study clinical processes for outcomes varia
tions assures that, unless such standards are developed and adhered
to, these matters will continue to be a source of considerable conster
nation for all those who need support for complex decision making
tasks.

CONCLUSION
The history of artificial intelligence in medicine is a mixed one

of impressive creativity coupled with limited successes, small gains,
and in the case ofEngle,' cynical resignation. The various approaches
taken in creating systems, while permitting narrow domain break
throughs, all have serious limitations when attacking broad domain
problems. Our incomplete understanding of the clinical reasoning
process and lack of an all encompassing "theory of medicine" shall
continue to be both sources ofconsternation and wonderfully intrigu
ing research problems. Should research in this area continue? Of
course. The work done on knowledge representation, reasoning
mechanisms, machine learning, and knowledge acquisition has wide
applicability and many potential benefits for society even if no robust
medical expert system is ever built.

Do physicians really want help with the diagnostic process? This
is a question of social and cognitive processes for which the answer
to-date appears to be a very cool "perhaps". In part, the lack of accep
tance may be due to physicians' limited exposure to CDDSS. The less
than-enthusiastic reception that these tools have received indicates
that they also may not be addressing the perceived needs of clinicians.
In addition, many current systems have serious ease-of-use problems.
The final note ofcaution is philosophical rather than technical. Should
all the problems associated with the design and implementation of
CDDSS ultimately be solved, to gain wide acceptance they must pro
vide decision support without violating two of the most fundamental
social and intellectual features of the practice of medicine. First, they
must not intrude on the sanctity of the patient-physician relation
ship. Secondly, they must do nothing to remove or alter the sheer
human joy experienced in arriving at the correct diagnosis.
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===================== CHAPTER 8==================

Clinical Trials of
Information Interventions

E. Andrew Balas and Suzanne Austin Boren

Chapter 3 discussed the results of studies that have been conducted
to determine the accuracy of clinical diagnostic decision support

systems (CDDSS). When a CDDSS passes the test of accuracy and is
ready for clinical implementation, the need for replicable and gener
alizable measurement of practical impact emerges. It is increasingly
acknowledged that measurement of system performance and impact
represents the research component of informatics projects and such
evaluations should guide the development of decision support tech
nologies.' This chapter discusses the methodology for systematic
evaluation of information interventions. It provides a framework for
designing appropriate tests of the clinical impact of CDDSS.

Several studies have demonstrated that computers are able to
influence the behavior of providers, management of patients, and
outcome of health care in many clinical areas."?Unfortunately many
of the claims for computerized medical information systems seem to
exceed the documented benefits. Many predictions about the com
puter revolution have not been realized and the evidence arising from
various clinical experiments is often controversial.v-There is an in
creasing demand to provide convincing evidence of the benefits of
clinical information services.?"
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THE PRACTICAL AND SCIENTIFIC NEED
FOR CLINICAL TESTING

Few medical questions have been more controversial than the
clinical usefulness of computer systems. Early on in the development
of clinical computing applications it was suggested that the ability of
computers to store information on patient history, physical findings,
and laboratory data would assist in decision making, thereby freeing
the physician to focus on other aspects of clinical care.9 However, en
thusiasm for the potential of the computer as an intellectual tool
eroded quickly. For example, some studies indicated that a computer
system for diagnosing abdominal pain generated more accurate in
formation and reduced perforation rate. 10-11 Other studies concluded
that the same system had no useful role in this diagnosis.P"

Early computer system evaluations often assumed that more
patient information meant better patient care. However, evaluation
of techniques such as electronic fetal heart rate monitoring illustrate
that this is not always the case. In the early 1970s, the common per
ception was that continuous heart rate monitoring can protect the
fetus from prolonged intrauterine oxygen deprivation.!"!?Subse
quently, severalcontrolled clinical trials failed to demonstrate any clini
cal benefit of this technology,":"

Insufficient demonstration of quality improvement has been
repeatedly criticized by evaluators of clinical computer applications.
In a review of reports on clinical computer systems, over 75% of 135
articles were anecdotal, and only half of the remainder met basic sci
entific criteria for the conduct of clinical trials. ' Piantadosi and Byar"
concluded that a basic shift is required in how scientists view research
concepts as opposed to research results; the former are generally not
considered proper objects for review or dissemination. Similar issues
have been raised also in other areas of health sciences. For example,
Tyson et al." conducted a systematic review and in only 10% of the
reports were the conclusions of the investigators supported by the
evidence they presented.

Some argue that medical information systems need not justify
themselves in terms of improved patient outcomes because these sys
tems are designed to influence primarily the providers of health care."
Therefore, only the change in the process of care has to be demon
strated (e.g., performance of clinicians) . This argument is acceptable
when the process ofcare affected has an obvious relationship to health
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care outcomes (e.g., certain cancer screening procedures) . However,
there are numerous aspects of health care for which the relationship
between process and outcome is unclear (e.g., completeness of medi
cal records).

Nevertheless, in order to compete for the resources of health
care providers, system developers have to demonstrate the relevance
of their computer programs to health care quality improvement and
cost control. Medical practice involves a tremendous amount of in
formation processing: collecting patient data, sharing information
with patients, decision making in diagnostics and therapeutics, docu
menting care, communicating with other health care professionals,
and educating patients. However, health care organizations invest on
average only 2.6% of their operating budget in information technol
ogy, a marked contrast with the average 8-9% invested by the bank
ing industry." During the past decades, computer systems have be
come active ingredients of health services, but the assessment of the
new information technology is still considered to be a controversial
issue. Practitioners interested in applying the new information tech
nologies need information on the results of the clinical evaluation of
computer systems.

The recurrent debate over health care reform and the intensive
search for cost-effective methods to improve patient care repeatedly
highlight the need for adequate technology assessment of clinical in
formation systems. Although early evaluation studies focused on the
accuracy of information generated by the computer system, newer
studies tend to focus on differences in the process or outcome of care
due to the computer system. Although health care is clearly an infor
mation-intensive service, the clinical value of computer applications
is often questioned due to the lack of demonstrated clinical benefits .
As health care organizations are actively searching for opportunities
to improve their information systems through purchase or develop
ment, the example set by systems on the market is very important for
practical and theoretical purposes as well.

RESEARCH METHODSTO DEMONSTRATE
PRACTICAL IMPACT

There is a growing demand for adequate technology assessment
in the field ofmedical informatics.7-8 Medical technology includes not
only drugs, devices and procedures used in medical care, but also the
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organizational and supportive systems that provide such care. Tech
nology assessment provides practitioners with information on alter
native techniques. The pioneering report ofCochrane noted that many
standard medical practices lack evidence of effectiveness." Concerns
of costs also stimulate efforts to assess the practical value of not only
new, but also established, technologies. Some argue that the assess
ment of health care technologies should be an iterative process and
there is a need to continuously reassessexisting technologies by com
bining evidence from all reliable sources.v"

Deming's theory of continuous quality improvement depends
on understanding and revising the production processes on the basis
of data about the processes themselves." Likewise, quality improve
ment efforts in health care depend on measurable quality objectives
and appropriate interventions and changes in the process. Particu
larly, randomized controlled trials (RCTs) have direct relevance to
health care quality improvement as they become increasingly impor
tant sources of information about the clinical value of various inter
ventions (e.g., physician and patient education," interventions to pro
mote cancer screening," computerized medical records" and home
care after hospital discharge").

The concept of demonstrating quality improvement by measure
ments is accepted in the field of medical informatics. Clinical com
puter system designers often use benchmark tests, surveys and his
toric control comparisons to indicate the quality improvement re
sulting from the use of the new system. However, benchmark tests
only measure the technical performance of the computer programs.
They do not provide useful data on the impact ofthe system on either
the process or outcomes of care. On the other hand, surveys of users'
opinions only provide indirect information about the difference the
system made in patient care.

Comparison with historical controls (before-after study) is a
popular method ofevaluating clinical computer applications. The fact
that computer systems are often connected to a patient database fur
ther encourages the use of historical controls as a baseline for evalua
tion." Although they may provide some useful information, analyses
of databases or historical control groups of patients cannot replace
planned clinical experimentation." The greatest concern in using his
torical controls is that there may be a confounding bias introduced by
the different time periods. Definitions of disease and diagnostic test-
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ing methods may change over time. In the database, data may be miss
ing either because they were lost or not recorded. Furthermore, de
veloping hypotheses after the collection of data often leads to un
planned multiple comparisons." Excessive numbers of statistical tests
can easily result in misleading statistical significance, but no practical
significance.

Randomized controlled clinical studies can provide the most
valid information about the efficacy of computerized information
systems in patient care." During the last ten years, the number of ran
domized controlled clinical trials testing computerized information
interventions increased an average of 50% annually."

A review of clinical trials of clinical decision support systems
provides strong evidence that some clinical decision support systems
can improve physician performance." However,the majority of studies
assessing patient outcomes did not demonstrate significant improve
ments. In addition, there have been very few controlled studies of
CDDSS, which have a diagnostic, as opposed to a therapy focus.

USERSATISFACTION WITH DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEMS
Measuring and managing users' attitudes toward various aspects

of information systems is an important part of making computer sys
tems successful. No clinical computer system can be successful with 
out gaining the support of practitioners. The primary challenge of
measurement is to find an appropriate control for comparison. Ide
ally, satisfaction should be measured before and after the introduc
tion of the new decision support system and there should be an im
provement in users' satisfaction. However, it is often challenging to
develop a generic user satisfaction instrument.

There are many complex beliefs, attitudes and behaviors influ
encing computer use among health care professionals. A critical suc
cess criterion for how useful information systems are is the way in
which computer users react to various aspects of the system. If overall
satisfaction levelsare high, the user will adapt his/her activities to take
advantage of the computer. The user may not cooperate and may be
come antagonistic toward the system if satisfaction is too low. Ques
tionnaires or surveys are tools that can be used to assess user atti
tudes. The particular significance of surveys is their ability to mea
sure the acceptance of the system and the satisfaction of the users.
However, a system must be used appropriately before its impact can
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be accurately measured. Inattention on the part of system developers
to the specific clinical needs of end users may result in system
underutilization or sabotage.w"

Teach and Shortliffe" found that physician attitudes regarding
computer-based clinical decision aids and a medical computing tuto
rial were generally favorable. Physician expectations about the effect
of computer-assisted consultation systems on medical practice were
also positive, although there were considerable differences among
physicians. In addition, the tutorial produced a substantial increase
in knowledge about computing concepts and a significant effect on
physician demands.

Decision support modules built into the Health Evaluation
through Logical Processes (HELP) system are described in detail in
chapter 4. HELP is a clinical information system developed at LDS
Hospital that includes a computer-based patient record, alerts, remind
ers and other decision support aids. Gardner and Lundsgaarde" mea
sured the attitudes of physicians and nurses who used the HELP sys
tem through a questionnaire with fixed-choice questions supple
mented with free-text comments. The respondents did not feel that
computerized decision support decreased their decision-making
power, nor did they feel that expert computer systems would com
promise patient privacy or lead to external monitoring.The results of
the survey indicated that experience with a system was the best way to
break down attitudinal barriers to the use of that system.

Although surveys and questionnaires can provide direct evidence
of user attitudes toward CDDSS, they are only an indirect measure of
the behavioral impact of these systems.

RANDOMIZED CONTROLLED CLINICAL TRIALS
OF DECISION SUPPORT SERVICES

Because medical practice requires the efficient management of
information, providing information to physicians is increasingly rec
ognized as a clinical intervention designed to influence the process
and/or outcome of patient care.30,38 The quality of care is expected to
be improved by the advanced methods of decision support. However,
the benefits have to be demonstrated by appropriately controlled clini
cal measurements. There are many types of randomized clinical trials
(e.g., parallel designs, factorial designs, cross-over trials), but the ba
sic principles are the same: prospective and contemporaneous moni-
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toring of the effect of a randomly allocated intervention. It is widely
accepted that clinical trials represent a design superior to before-and
after studies (vulnerable to changes over time that are unrelated to
the effect of the intervention) or matched control studies (a much
less reliable method of obtaining comparable groups of subjects) .
Today, not only drugs, surgical procedures, alternative care delivery
techniques but also computerized decision support servicesare evalu
ated in randomized controlled trials. For example, Pozen et al.39 tested
a predictive instrument to reduce admissions to the coronary care
unit. They found that the instrument had the potential to reduce coro
nary care unit admissions by 250,000 for acute ischemic heart dis
ease. Over the last ten years there has been a tremendous increase in
the number of RCTs addressing clinical information interventions,
including decision support systems (see Fig. 8.1).

As necessary as RCTs are, they also have limitations. RCTs can
test only specific hypotheses about selected aspects of computer sys
tems. For instance, no single RCT can answer the question as to
whether an integrated hospital system is good or bad. Selected infor
mation systems can be good for certain types of patients, indifferent
for others, and only potentially useful for a third group of patients.
Experimental evaluations of clinical computer applications (com
puter-assisted services) need to identify the specific conditions to be
treated, specific interventions to be tested and specific outcome vari
ables to be measured. If this is done , the results can be specific, inter
pretable, and useful for practical purposes.

A surprisingly high proportion of trials are performed in out
patient facilities, particularly in primary care, while relatively few tri
als evaluated hospital information systems.This finding is in contrast
to the large sums of money spent on information systems for inpa
tient care.

Although clinical trials are rapidly gaining acceptance in tech
nology assessment, the methodology of such trials does not seem to
be common knowledge. Several techniques commonly used in drug
trials are irrelevant in testing computerized information interventions
(e.g., blinding to the intervention, placebo), while other aspects are
more critical (e.g., detailed description of sites, technical specifica
tion of intervention). The evaluated effect can be either a change in
the process of care (e.g., increased or reduced use of certain drugs) or
in the outcome of care (e.g., lower rate of infections). A particular
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Fig. 8.1. Number of randomized controlled trial s addressing clinical information
interventions from 1961 to 1995.

weakness of many trials ofcomputer systems is the lack of evaluation
of patient outcome. It is certainly understandable that many infor
mation service trials evaluate the effect on care processes, since their
main intent is to influence the process through the provision of accu
rate and timely information. However, documenting decreased side
effects or other outcome measures, such as lower complication rates,
could probably convince more clinicians as to their usefulness.

The setting in which the trial is conducted is critical to the rep
resentativeness of the trial. For example, the guidelines of the Nordic
Council on Medicines recommend that the selection of a site for the
trial has to be dependent on the potential risks involved to ensure
satisfactory safety for the subjects." It is a reasonable expectation that
the site of a trial should represent the actual settings where the inter
vention will ordinarily be applied; otherwise, the generalization of
the results are questionable. Many RCTs tested the effect of various
interventions on the practice patterns of residents in large academic
centers . It is frequently assumed that the effects will be identical when
board certified physicians are subjected to the same intervention in a
nonacademic environment, a hypothesis which has never been
evaluated.
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In health services research, randomization often assigns patients
to groups through their health care providers. Major textbooks on
clinical trials describe a large variety of randomization techniques."
However, the common feature of these techniques is that the patient
is the unit of randomization. In health services research, it is often the
provider who is directly targeted by the intervention. Therefore, the
provider should be the unit of randomization and patients or en
counters are randomized only through their providers. Our studies
documented that one third of the trials on computer systems used an
appropriate randomization technique." The use of provider as a unit
of randomization works welland could be more widely used in health
services research. However, the number of providers has to be suffi
cient to ensure representativeness of not only the patient sample, but
also of the provider sample. It is difficult to accept trials which ran
domize through a small number of provider units (e.g., patients of
one hospital are in the study group while patients of another hospital
are in the control group). In most cases, trials which randomize
through less than six provider units should not be accepted as valid
sources of evidence.

COLUMBIA REGISTRY OF MEDICAL MANAGEMENT
TRIALS

Improving quality of care is not only a professional and ethical
concern of physicians, but also the most important challenge facing a
health care organization today." Advanced computer techniques
promise significant improvement in the quality of care through in
creased use of appropriate procedures and reduced use of unneces
sary and potentially harmful procedures. Cochrane? emphasized the
need to summarize evidence derived from randomized controlled tri
als as distinct from other kinds of evidence and to organize critical
summaries by specialty or subspecialty of all relevant randomized
controlled trials.

Various trial registries have been established in an attempt to
improve access to published reports . Many of these registries deal with
perinatal care, management for AIDS, or cancer treatment (e.g., the
Oxford Perinatal Database," the AIDS Clinical Trials Information
Service and the National Cancer Institute (NCI) Cancer Control In
tervention Studies"). Some review papers contain valuable bibliog
raphies of clinical trials." However clinical trials testing medical
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management interventions, a broad area critical to health care qual
ity improvement and cost control, have not been the focus of any
known registry.

The purpose of organizing the Columbia Registry of Medical
Management Trials is to support practitioners and researchers with
the best available controlled evidence on the practical value of clini
cal interventions changing the delivery of health services. The regis
try is used to facilitate accessthrough improved MEDLINE indexing,
to develop meta-analyses and reviews and to analyze the trial meth
odology in health services research. Examples of the interventions
within the scope of our registry include patient education, remind
ers/prompts, feedback, computer-aided diagnosis-making and com
puterized records. Currently, there are approximately 1600 reports
on randomized controlled clinical trials in the registry.

Specific eligibility criteria have been developed for inclusion/
exclusion of reports in the Columbia Registry of Medical Manage
ment Trials.The design of the screened report is the first aspect evalu
ated.The study must be a prospective, contemporaneously controlled
clinical trial with random assignment of intervention. Trials using
allocation systems similar to a random number table (e.g., alternat
ing encounters, alternating days ofthe week) are also eligible.Reports
that do not meet this basic criterion (e.g.,nonrandomized trial groups,
review articles) are not included in the registry. Second, there should
be an information management intervention in the study group with
no similar intervention in the control group. Often, the control group
simply receives the current standard of care, as compared with the
experimental intervention used in the trial. The third criterion is that
the effect of the intervention on the process and/or outcome of pa
tient care must be measured. Planned or ongoing trials are not in
cluded in the registry because they do not meet this criterion.

The Columbia Registry of Medical Management Trials already
serves as a valuable resource for information system developers and
practitioners by systematically collecting and rearranging the knowl
edge from these trials into a format that can be used by practitioners
and others making health care decisions. This knowledge engineer
ing is accomplished in several steps. First, the trials are located by
using a systematic approach, which is likely to outperform conven
tional searches. Each search consists of a study design concept and an
intervention or effect concept. The study design concept is the same
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for each search and includes the following terms: random (truncated
textword), group (truncated textword), random allocation (textword
and MeSH), randomized controlled trial (publication type) and clini
cal trial (publication type) . The second concept, intervention or ef
fect, changes depending on specific interventions or effects. Subse
quently, critical information is abstracted from the registered trials
and the practical messages ofsuch studies are made available to those
who need them. The same executive summary can be used to imple
ment organizational changes, further health care quality improvement,
conduct meta-analyses, or write literature reviews.

Locating and registering eligible trials is an ongoing process, so
the collection continues to grow. Several studies documented that re
gardless of the complexity of the search process, some eligible reports
will remain unretrieved. Therefore, clinical trial registries grow not
only through the inclusion of new publications, but also through the
discovery of eligible studies published earlier. The developers of the
Oxford Perinatal Database also noted that there is no "gold standard"
available to judge the completeness of a registry." With its growth,
the Columbia Registry ofMedical Management Trials aims to become
an unparalleled source of high-quality clinical evidence in the areas
of medical informatics and health services research .

The synthesis of trial results helps the identification of most ef
fective information services. Table 8.1 shows the percentages of posi
tive trials for different types of information interventions that are in
cluded in the registry.

The number of randomized controlled trials as the ultimate evi
dence on the practical difference made by a specific intervention is
rapidly expanding. Meta-analysis is the use of statistical techniques
to integrate results of separate, but similar, clinical trials. Instead of
providing a qualitative assessment of a few studies, meta-analysis
promises a systematic and quantitative synthesis of all available stud
ies. Systematic collection procedures are designed to avoid the well
known deficiencies of the conventional "pick-and-choose" approach."

Research synthesis of evidence from several randomized con
trolled clinical trials alwaysraises the question ofclinical efficacy.Vote
counting is an established method of expressing the success rate of a
particular intervention." When the number ofsuccessful trials isvery
high in a particular category, then the intervention is likely to make a
difference. The particular advantage of vote-counting is that
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Table 8.1 . Information intervention categories

Information Intervention Category

Patient focus group
Computer-assisted interactive patient

education, instruction and therapy
Patient prompt/reminder
Patient-computer interactive

information gathering

Provider focus group
Provider prompt/reminder
Computer-assisted treatment planner
Provider feedback
Computerized medical record and

information access
Prediction
Computer-assisted diagnosis

Total *

* Some reports test several interventions

E.A. Balas and S.A. Boren

No. of
Reports

(% positive>

19 (74)

15 (80)
2 (100)

19 (l00)
19 (79)
19 (68)
19 (74)

6 (83)
4 (50)

98 (85)

information on the success or failure of the intervention is available
from virtually all trial reports. Obviously, vote-counting does not con
sider the magnitude of effect. Primary research reports not providing
enough information to calculate effect size estimates usually contain
information about the direction of the effect.On the other hand, meta
analyses using the popular odds-ratio methods can specify the mag
nitude of the effect and are likely to discover additional categories of
effective interventions.

Diversity, a frequent concern in research synthesis, can be an
advantage as well as a disadvantage. Trials pooled together are always
somewhat different in their sites, samples, interventions, and effect
variables. A diversity of sites and samples (within the stated pooling
criteria) can help document an intervention's success under a variety
of circumstances. Diverse interventions can also help to reflect the
natural variability of use in different health care organizations. For
example, it would be unreasonable to demand separate testing ofphy-
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sician reminders for every single clinical procedure. Successfullyap
plying a particular information intervention in a variety of settings
and disease conditions increases the generalizability of results and
the intervention's practical value.

As discussed in chapter 2, computerized decision support re
quires representation of clinical knowledge in Boolean production
rules or other tightly organized structures (e.g., expression in prob 
abilities, knowledge frames). To represent the data from clinical trials
into a form that can be used in CDDSS requires knowledge engineer
ing and the structuring of such evidence is becoming an important
trend in knowledge engineering. As the amount of published scien
tific evidence grows, finding the right report is no longer sufficient.
The report has to be supplemented with the abstraction of the spe
cificinformation to meet the needs of clinicians,researchers and policy
makers. Conventional abstracts by the investigators provide useful
synopses, but often lack detail and standardization. An analysis of 150
trial reports led to the development and validation of a quality scor
ing system which can be used as an itemized checklist to portray the
methodological quality of health services research trials."

EFFECTIVE INFORMATION INTERVENTIONS

Randomized controlled trials confirm that four generic infor
mation interventions that are active components of computer sys
tems can make a significant difference in patient care (patient educa
tion, treatment planner, physician and patient reminders)." To man
agecare and improve quality,computer systemsof primary care should
incorporate these effective information services.

Interactive patient education can help patients improve their
health through health promotion, educational information on the
management of medical conditions and computerized instruction.
Seventy-four percent of the patient education studies were success
ful. Chapter 6 includes descriptions of some of these patient educa
tion studies.

A large number of studies employed the use of computer algo
rithms to assist in drug dosing decision making (e.g., aminoglycoside,"
insulin," digoxin," phenytoin,52 sodium nitroprusside," lidocaine,54

propranol" and amitriptyline") . For example, the first known trial
ofa decision support system compared the effectof computed digoxin
dosage to that of unaided physician judgment.' The results indicated
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that the computer slightly outperformed the physician and that the
correlation between predicted and measured serum digoxin concen
trations was closer in the computer-assisted patient group. Overall,
79% of the computer assisted treatment planner studies were
successful.

Reminders represent one of the primary techniques of deliver
ing messagesgenerated by clinical decision support systems. Reminder
messages recommend specific action at the time of decision-making.
Computers can scan each patient's record to identify tests and other
procedures that are due. The main function of the computer system
is the identification of eligible patients and triggering the usc of a
particular clinical procedure.

Several controlled experiments have demonstrated that physi
cians respond to computer generated reminders by performing the
recommended interventions (e.g.,influenza immunization, mammog
raphy) . For example, patients of physicians who received reminders
on the encounter forms were significantly more likelyto have a mam
mogram ordered for them." Procedures frequently targeted by the
provider prompt/reminder trials included cancer screeningw" (stool
occult blood, sigmoidoscopy, rectal examination, mammography,
breast examination, Papanicolaou test, pelvic examination) and vac
cinations (influenza, 58 pneumococcal,59 tetanus'" and infant immu
nizations"). All of the physician reminder studies and 80% of the
patient reminder studies were successful.

The syntheses of trial results from the registry have already led
to several practical and significant observations. For example, our
meta-analysis of randomized controlled trials testing physician re
minders concluded that this is a highly effective information inter
vention but the results vary depending on the targeted clinical proce
dure (e.g., cancer screening versus tetanus immunization)." These
and other studies have demonstrated that computers can help to make
patient care more consistent by reminding physicians to order or per
form recommended procedures. Many systems show significant and
beneficial impact in selected clinical areas, particularly health
maintenance.

Obtaining good data is the basis for decision making about the
value of diagnostic decision support systems. As more CDDSS reach
the implementation stage, RCTs of their effectiveness as an informa
tion intervention will be possible. Registries of RCTs, such as the Co-
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lumbia Registry, will be able to provide the data needed to answer
questions about the value of particular CDDSS, the value of CDDSS
in particular settings, and the value ofCDDSS for particular purposes.
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======= CHAPTER 9=============

Ethical and Legal Issues
inDecision Support

Kenneth W. Goodman

Discrete maladies or illnesses tend to produce particular signs and
symptoms. This natural correlation makes possible the process of

diagnosis and prognosis. In fact, so strong is our belief in the regu
larity of signs and symptoms that the process has long been regarded
as straightforward, if not easy: " ... there is nothing remarkable,"
Hippocrates suggested some 2,400 years ago, "in being right in the
great majority of cases in the same district, provided the physician
knows the signs and can draw the correct conclusions from them': 1

Of course, accurate diagnosis and prognosis can be quite diffi
cult, even given the regularity of signs and symptoms. For one thing,
"knowing the signs" requires a great deal of empirical knowledge and
experience. For another, there is rarely a unique and isomorphic rela
tionship between symptom and disease. Significantly, Hippocrates
smuggles into his account a presumption of the very thing being de
scribed. To say that being right is unremarkable when one can draw
the "correct conclusions" is to say that it is easy to be right when you
know how to be right. Or, making an accurate diagnosis or prognosis
is easy if one knows how to make an accurate diagnosis or prognosis!

The need to make accurate diagnoses is not based merely on the
personal satisfaction that comes from being right, as gratifying as that
is. It is based on the good effects that follow more frequently from
accurate diagnoses than from inaccurate diagnoses. It is also based on
the bad effects that error entails.
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In the context of trust and vulnerability that shape patient-phy
sician and patient-nurse encounters, there emerges an ethical impera
tive: to adhere to, or surpass, educational and professional standards,
to monitor changes in one's domain, to know when one is out of one's
depth. Decision support systems have the potential to assist physi
cians, but their use also entails a number of ethical concerns. In fact,
this is evidence for the maturity of the science: new health technolo
gies almost always raise ethical issues, and it should come as no sur
prise that clinical decision support would provide a number of chal
lenges for those who use, or would use, computers to assist, guide or
test clinical decisions. Any comprehensive treatment ofcomputational
diagnosis should include a review of ethical issues. In what follows,
we identify a number ofethical issues and positions that emerge when
intelligent machines are used to perform or support diagnostic func
tions, and we survey key legal and regulatory issues.

ETHICAL ISSUES

BACKGROUND AND CURRENT REsEARCH

It has been clear for more than a decade that health computing
raises interesting and important ethical issues. In a crucial early con
tribution, a physician, a philosopher and a lawyer identified a series
of ethical concerns, not the least ofwhich are several surrounding the
questions of who should use a "medical computer program" and un
der what circumstances.' Another early contribution emphasized the
challenges raised by threats to physician autonomy.'

What has emerged since has been called the "Standard View" of
computational diagnosis.' Randolph A. Miller, M.D., a key figure both
in the scientific evolution of computational decision support and in
scholarship on correlate ethical issues, has argued that "Limitations
in man-machine interfaces, and more importantly, in automated sys
tems' ability to represent the broad variety of concepts relevant to
clinical medicine, will prevent 'human-assisted computer diagnosis'
from being feasible for decades, if it is at all possible,"! Another way of
putting this is to say that computers cannot either in principle or at
least for the foreseeable future supplant human decision makers. This
observation entails ethical obligations, namely that computers ought
not be relied on to do what humans do best, and that a "computer
diagnosis" cannot as a matter of course or policy be allowed to trump
a human decision or diagnosis.
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Happily, the Standard View has been advanced not by those hos
tile to the development and use of clinical diagnostic decision sup
port systems (CDDSS), but by leading proponents. The Standard View
bespeaks a conservative and cautious approach to applications of a
new technology, and as such captures important moral intuitions
about technological change, risks and standards.

Interest in the three-way intersection of ethics, medicine and
computing has increased significantly since initial efforts to explore
these issues.On the one hand, professional societies such as the Ameri
can Association for the Advancement of Science, the American Col
lege of Physicians and the American Medical Informatics Association
have encouraged educational programs and other professional activi
ties. On the other hand, the literature exploring this intersection has
progressed significantly, and now includes the first book devoted to
the topic."

Three core areas of ethical concern have emerged in discussions
of computer systems that are used to remind, consult or advise clini
cians: (1) care standards; (2) appropriate use and users; and (3) pro
fessional relationships."

CARE STANDARDS

Weknow a great deal about responsibility in medicine and nurs
ing. For instance, we know that practitioners should generally not
deceive their patients. We know that patients can be especially vul
nerable, and that such vulnerability should be respected. And we know
that physicians and nurses have a responsibility to do their best, irre
spective of economic (dis)incentives, and that they should not attempt
treatments that are beyond their training or expertise.

Learning how to meet these and other responsibilities in the
context of a broad variety of social problems is arguably the leading
task in bioethics. We must ask first whether computing tools help or
hinder attempts to meet responsibilities, and second whether the tools
impose new or special responsibilities. The overarching question may
be put thus: does the new technology improve patient care? If the
answer is affirmative we may suppose we have met an important re
sponsibility. If the answer is negative, it seems clear we should not use
the new technology. The problem is, we often do not know how to
answer the question. That is, we are sometimes unsure whether care
will be improved by the use of new technologies. If we want to meet
the responsibility to avoid harm, for instance, we are impotent until
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we can determine the effects of the technology (see chapters 3 and 8
on evaluation of decision support systems). The upshot here is that
error avoidance is an ethical imperative, both to maximize positive,
short-term consequences and to ensure that, in the long run,
informatics is not associated with error or carelessness or the kind of
cavalier stance sometimes associated with high-tech boosterism.

The concept of error avoidance is wed to that of a standard of
care. Standards evolve in the health professions because they plot the
kinds ofactions that are most successful in achieving certain ends. To
fail to adhere to a standard is thus to increase the risk of error, at least
in a mature science. Because errors or their consequences are gener
ally regarded as harms or evils, the obligation to hew to standards is
an ethical one.

But standards are empirical constructs, and so are open to revi
sion. New evidence forces changes in standards. (This demonstrates
why clinicians have an ethical obligation to monitor the scientific
maturation of their disciplines by reading journals, attending confer
ences, etc.) To be sure, the precise content of any standard might be
open to dispute. The "reasonable person" standard requires the pos
tulation of a vague entity; this is particularly problematic when rea
sonable people disagree, as is often the case in medicine and nursing.
A "community standard" similarly fails to identify a bright line be
tween error and success in all circumstances in which it might be in
voked. Note also that it is not alwaysbad to forgo adherence to a prac
tice standard-the standard will generally be invoked in ethical and
legal contexts only when there is a bad outcome, or a flagrant disre
gard for the risk of a bad outcome. Sometimes there are good reasons
to violate a standard. This demonstrates how some clinical progress is
possible: if everyone in all cases stuck to a rigid standard there would
be no internal evidence to support modifications of the standard. In
other cases, standards are modified as a result of clinical trial find
ings, observational studies and serendipitous discoveries.

In the case of computer-assisted diagnoses, the challenge is per
haps best put in the form of a question: Does use of a decision sup
port system increase the risk of error? Note in this regard the follow
ing three points. First, while accurate diagnosis is often linked to op
timal treatment, this is not alwaysthe case: some patients are treated
appropriately despite an inaccurate diagnosis, and some are treated
incorrectly despite an accurate diagnosis. Second, one might still be
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able to provide an optimal treatment with a vague or imprecise diag
nosis,? Third, computers can render diagnoses (or perform diagno
sis-like functions) outside of clinical contexts, as for instance in tests
for blood-borne pathogens," cytology screens? and the like.

To ask if a computer diagnosis increases (or decreases) the risk
of diagnostic or other error is in part to ask whether it will improve
patient care. If the answer is that, on balance, the tool increases (the
risk of) diagnostic error, then we should say it would be unethical to
use it. Significantly, though, what is sought here is an empirical find
ing or a reasoned judgment-where such a finding is often lacking or
even methodologically hard to come by; or where such a judgment is
based on inadequate epistemic support, at least according to stan
dards otherwise demanded to justify clinical decisions.

This means that we are pressed to answer an ethical question (Is
it acceptable to use a decision support system?) in a context of scien
tific uncertainty (How accurate is the system?). Many challenges in
contemporary bioethics share this feature, namely, that moral uncer
tainty parallels scientific or clinical ignorance.

What we generally want in such cases is a way to stimulate the
appropriate use of new technologies without increasing patient risk.
One approach to doing this is given the nearly oxymoronic term "pro
gressive caution." The idea is this : "Medical informatics is, happily,
here to stay, but users and society have extensive responsibilities to
ensure that we use our tools appropriately. This might cause us to
move more deliberately or slowly than some would like. Ethically
speaking, that is just too bad,"!" Such a stance attempts the ethical
optimization ofdecision-support use and development by encourag
ing expansion of the field, but with appropriate levels ofscrutiny, over
sight and, indeed, caution.

The moral imperative of error avoidance is, in other words, not
anti-progressive. Rather, it is part of a large and public network of
checks and balances that seek to optimize good outcomes by regulat
ing conflicts between boosters and nay-sayers . The idea of progres
sive caution is just an attempt to capture the core values of that
regulation.

It has been clear since the first efforts to address ethical issues in
medical informatics that as computers help the sciences of medicine
and nursing to progress, they will also contribute to changes in the
standard of patient care. When that happens, however, it increases
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the likelihood that computer use will come to be required of clini
cians.?Put differently: In a comparatively short time, there has been a
major shift in the availability and use of informatics tools. To the de
gree that informatics can improve the practice of the health profes
sions, there is a requirement that its tools be used.

This point is often the most disturbing for practitioners. It is
troublesome that one might have an obligation to use a tool that has
been presented as controversial and in need of further validation. But
there is no contradiction here. In fact, it appears that the rise of medi 
cal informatics parallels the emergence of other exciting and contro
versial tools, ranging from organ transplantation techniques and ad
vanced life support to laparoscopic surgical procedures and genetic
testing and therapy. It is often the case in history that progress in
volves this tension. What is wanted is evidence that people of good
will can both advance science and safeguard against abuses. Research
studies that examine not just the accuracy of the systems, but how
they are used, are crucial to collecting that evidence.

ApPROPRIATE USE AND USERS

One way to abuse a tool is to use it for purposes for which it is
not intended. Another is to use a tool without adequate training. A
third way is to use a tool incorrectly (carelessly, sloppily, etc.) inde
pendently of other shortcomings.

There are a number of reasons why one should not use tools in
unintended contexts. First, a tool designed for one purpose has a
greater likelihood of not working, or not working well, for other pur
poses. To be sure, one might successfully perform an appendectomy
with a kitchen knife, or dice vegetables with a scalpel, but it is bizarre
to suggest that one should try either, except in an emergency. A medi
cal computer system may be used inappropriately if, for instance, it
was designed for educational purposes but relied on for clinical deci
sion support; or developed for modest decision support (identifying
a number of differential diagnoses) but used in such a way as to cause
a practitioner to abandon a diagnosis arrived at by sound clinical
methods.

In ethically optimizing the use of CDDSS, it is perhaps reassur
ing to know that we have many models and precedents. From ad
vanced life support and organ transplantation to developments in
pharmacotherapy and genetics, society regularly has had to cope with
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technological change in the health sciences.Managing change requires
that new tools are used appropriately and by adequately qualified prac
titioners. Education is at the core of such management.

Identifying qualifications and providing training must be key
components of any movement to expand the use of decision support
software. Ethical concerns arise when we are unsure of the appropri
ate or adequate qualifications and levels of training."

The fear is that (1) a health care novice or (2) a health care pro
fessional ignorant of a system's design or capacity will use a decision
support system in patient care. The reason the former is worthy of
concern is that, as above, the practice of medicine and nursing re
main human activities. A nonphysician or non-nurse cannot practice
medicine or nursing, no matter how much computational support is
available. This is also a concern in the context of consumer health
informatics, or the widespread availability of online health advice to
the untrained (seechapter 6). What this means is that the novice might
not know when the system is in error or producing flawed output,
when it is operating on insufficient information, when it is being used
in a domain for which it was not designed, etc.

There are several reasons we must also focus ethical attention
on the use of decision support software by computationally naive
health professionals. Such professionals might not use such software
to good effect (either by over- or under-estimating its abilities), might
not be using it properly, or, like the novice, might not know when the
system is being used in inappropriate contexts.

Such fears can be addressed by requirements that users of CDDSS
have appropriate qualifications and be adequately trained in the use
of the systems. Unfortunately, it is not yet clear what those qualifica
tions should be, or how extensive a training program would be ad
equate. It is clear, however, that the use of diagnostic software cannot
in the long run advance ethically without a better sense of where to
establish guideposts for qualifications and training. This will be an
increasingly important area of research in coming years.

A further ethical concern about appropriate use and users
emerges from the potential to use decision support systems in con
texts of practice evaluation, quality assessment, reimbursement for
professional services and the like. One can imagine an insurance
company or managed care organization using decision support to
evaluate, or even challenge, clinical decisions. What makes such use
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problematic is precisely the same ensemble of concerns that led us to
disdain applications in other contexts: the primacy of human cogni
tive expertise, uncertainty about adequate qualifications, and doubt
about the consequences for improved patient care. This is not to say
that a machine cannot give a correct answer in a particular case but,
rather, that there are inadequate grounds to prefer machine decisions
as a matter of general policy.

PROFESSIONAL RELATIONSHIPS

Many patients believe, mistakenly, that their physicians are om
niscient. Many physicians believe, mistakenly, that their patients are
ignoramuses. Recognition of these mistakes has led in recent years to
the development of the idea of"shared decision making," namely that
patients and providers are most productively seen as partners. I I If
this is so, and there is much to recommend it in many (though not
all) instances, then we need to assessthe effect of a third partner-the
computer.

There are two overriding areas of ethical concern here. The first
is that the computer will create conceptual or interpersonal distance
between provider and patient. Communicating about uncertainty,
especially when the stakes are high, has long been a challenge for cli
nicians. That a computer might be used to (help) render a diagnosis
causes us to run the risk of what we will call the "computational fal
lacy." This is the view that what comes out of a computer is somehow
more valid, accurate, or reliable than human output. Providers and
patients who take such a view introduce a potentially erosive, if not
destructive, element into shared decision making contexts. Anything
that increases the likelihood that a patient decision or choice will be
perceived as misguided or stupid adds to the problem that shared
decision making was supposed to solve.

Now, it might be supposed that the physician or nurse can elimi
nate at least some of this tension by not disclosing to a patient that
diagnostic support software was used in his or her case. But this in
troduces our second area of ethical concern, namely, the question
whether patients should be given this information. The answer to this
question must be determined against a background shaped by (1) pa
tient sophistication and understanding of medical and statistical in
formation and (2) clinician sophistication and understanding of
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communication approaches and strategies. In any case, it is inappro
priate to use computer data or inferences to trump hesitant patients,
or bully them into agreeing with a health professional. 12

This point has been made most clearly in the discussion of prog
nostic scoring systems, or software used in critical care medicine in
part to predict patient mortality. On the one hand, patients with poor
prognoses might still benefit from extensive interventions, and these
benefits might be important enough for the patient and/or family to
seek them; on the other hand, patients with good survival odds might
judge the prolongation oflife to be oflittle value when weighed against
the difficulty or burden of the extensive interventions."

A related issue is likely to arise with increased frequency as pa
tients gain access to decision support software and use it to make de
mands on physicians, or at least to challenge or second-guess them.
The difficulties raised by these demands and challenges will multiply
as diagnostic systems improve. As discussed in chapter 6, there is a
sense in which one might regard such access as an important tool in
the process of shared decision making: it will not do to expect pa
tients to become involved in their own care and simultaneously con
strain their sources of information. Contrarily, a patient might con
stitute a paradigm case of an inappropriate diagnostic system user,
especially in those cases in which the system causes someone to forgo
appropriate medical care.

We might compare patient use of diagnostic machines to pa
tient use of medical texts and journals. In years past, there was an
inclination to regard such access as risky and hence inappropriate.
While a little knowledge can be dangerous, a position that does not
go beyond such a view seems to miss an opportunity to educate pa
tients about their illnesses and the relation between medical litera
ture on the one hand and medical knowledge and practice on the
other. Much the same point can be made about patient use of diag
nostic tools: a physician should respond to such use by making clear
that computers are not surrogates for health professionals, and that
the practice of medicine entails far more than statistical induction
from signs, symptoms and lab values. To be sure, it would be well if
the physician's actual practice embodied this insight.

As long as the healing professions are practiced in a matrix of
scientific uncertainty and patient values,we err if we appoint compu
tational decision support as a surrogate for compassionate commu
nication, shared decisions, and quality care by competent humans.
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LEGAL AND REGULATORY ISSUES
Computers and software raise conceptually fascinating and im

portant practical questions about responsibility and liability. Further,
the question whether a decision support system is a medical device
needing governmental regulation is a source of tension and debate.
In both domains, scientists, clinicians, philosophers, lawyers and gov
ernment and policy officials must grapple with a variety of knotty
problems.

The intersection of medicine, computational decision support
and law has been addressed mostly in speculative terms. The use of
decision support systems is not widespread enough to have stimu
lated legislation or illuminating precedent. Moreover, medicine and
computing share little in the way of a common legal history. The fol
lowing observation is as apt today as it was more than a decade ago:

"The introduction of computerized decision-making will
require the merger of computer science and medical care;
two areas with fundamentally different legal traditions. The
legal differences between the computer field and medicine
are striking. Medicine is tightly regulated at all levels. Most
health care providers are licensed, and a rigid hierarchical
system is the norm. Yet, computer systems and companies
are created in a totally unregulated competitive environ
ment in which "software piracy" is common, standardiza
tion is in its infancy, licensing is a method of transferring
trade secret software, and companies begin in garages,"!'

LIABILITY AND DECISION SUPPORT

The overriding legal issue related to computational decision sup
port is liability for use, misuse-or even lack of use-of a computer
to make or assist in rendering diagnoses.":" In the United States, tort
law holds providers of goods and services accountable for injuries
sustained by users . Because of legal and regulatory variation, there
are similarities and differences in other countries.":" Such account
ability is addressed by either the negligence standard or the strict li
ability standard.

The negligence standard applies to services, and strict liability
applies to goods or products, although negligence can sometimes also
apply to goods, as in cases of negligent product design. There is no
consensus about whether decision support systems are services or
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products, in part because these systems have properties that resemble
both services and productS.2.14-1S.22-23For instance, a physician's diag
nosis is clearly a service and any liability for erroneous diagnoses is
judged by the negligence standard. If a human diagnosis is consid
ered a service, then, it is argued, a computer diagnosis (or the task of
writing the computer code that rendered the diagnosis) should have
the same status. Contrarily, commercial CDDSS are manufactured,
mass-marketed, and sold like entities uncontroversially regarded to
be products.

An additional complication is that these systems are sold to hos
pitals, physicians, patients and others, and, indeed, are now available
on the World Wide Web. If a patient is injured by a defective system, it
remains to be determined who used the system (the physician? the
patient?) and whether it was misused. Also, it can be exquisitely diffi
cult to identify the defect in a computer program," as well as to an
swer the important question as to whether a physician could have
intervened and prevented the application of mistaken advice.'

Neither is there a clear standard of care for use of decision sup
port softwareby clinicians.Physiciansor nurses might someday be found
negligent either for accepting a mistaken computer diagnosis or, hav
ing erred in diagnosis themselves, for failing to have used a decision
support system that might have proved corrective. In either case, the
determination of negligence will have to be weighed against prevailing
community or reasonable-person standards. Aswith other areas of prac
tice, errors will increase liability accordingly as the practitioner is seen
to have fallen behind, or moved too far ahead of, such standards.

There is a clear need for additional conceptual analysis to assist
the law in sorting out these puzzles. Local trial courts and juries will
often be out of their depth if called on to adjudicate liability claims
that challenge fundamental conceptions of responsibility, account
ability and blame. Similar difficulties arise in other areas, such as in
the intellectual property arena, when there is a need to determine
whether computer software is an invention or a work of art. In one
interesting approach to these questions, Professor John Snapper at
tempts an account of responsibility that will not impede the future
and presumably salutary-development ofmechanical decision sup
port. On this account, the attribution of responsibility and duty to
computers for certain actions will maximize the good that will result
from increased use of improved decision support systems." The idea
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is that use of conceptually inadequate legal tools to punish system
designers, owners and users might have a chilling effect on the evolu
tion ofdecision support technology. Spreading responsibility around,
and including computers as agents to which responsibility may be
assigned, is said to offer the potential of stimulating system design
and the benefits this would entail.

This much is clear: physicians and nurses who revile and dis
dain computers will be ignorant of machines that can in principle
improve their practice, and hence patient care. Zealots who take com
puters to constitute adequate or even superior human surrogates will
have lost touch with the human foundations of their profession. At
either extreme the risk is high of falling outside emerging standards.
This is a mistake-in ethics and at law.

REGULATION OF DECISION-SUPPORT SOFTWARE

While the history of governmental regulation ofhealth care prod
ucts is traceable to the Pure Food and Drug Acts of 1906, the regula
tion of medical devices was not formalized until the Federal Food,
Drug, and Cosmetic Act of 1938. There, a medical device was defined
as "instruments, apparatus, and contrivances, including their com
ponents, parts and accessories, intended: (1) for use in diagnosis, cure,
mitigation, treatment, or prevention of diseases in man or other ani
mals; or (2) to affect the structure or any function of the body of man
or other animals ."25-26 In 1976, motivated by the increased complexity
of devices and by reports of some devices' shortcomings and failures,
Congress approved comprehensive Medical Device Amendments to
the 1938 regulations; the amendments were to "ensure that new de
vices were safe and effective before they were marketed."27-28 In 1990,
a new regulation replaced that emphasis on premarket approvals with
an emphasis on postmarket surveillance." Proposals to regulate diag
nostic software have been evaluated against the 1976 and 1990 laws
and a broad array of draft policies and statements.

The U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) unequivocally
regards medical software as a device. The FDAidentifies four types of
devices:

1. Educational and Bibliographic Software
Federal authorities regard the following as exempt, or not fall

ing under existing regulation:
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• Software intended only for use in performing traditional "library"
functions, such as storage, retrieval and dissemination of medi
cal information (i.e., functions that are traditionally carried out
using medical textbooks and journals).

• Software intended only for use as general accounting or com
munications functions.

• Software solely intended for educational purposes rather than
to diagnose or treat patients."

2. Software Components
Some software is incorporated into medical devices and is ac-

tively regulated. Examples include the software in:
• infusion pumps
• pacemakers
• ventilators
• magnetic resonance imaging devices
• diagnostic x-ray systems
• clinical laboratory instruments
• blood grouping instruments."

3. Software Accessories
Software accessories are attached to or used with other devices,

and as such are also actively regulated. These include software for:
• radiation treatment planning
• conversion of pacemaker telemetry data
• conversion, transmission or storage of medical images
• off-line analysis of EEG data
• digital analysis and graphical presentation of EEG data
• calculation of rate response for a cardiac pacemaker
• perfusion calculations for cardiopulmonary bypass
• calculation of bone fracture risk from bone densitometry data
• statistical analysis of pulse oximetry data
• calculation of refractive power of intraocular lenses"

4. Stand-Alone Software
The most controversial class, stand-alone software, includes

CDDSS and other decision support systems. Whether such systems
should be regulated isa matter of continuing debate. Examples include:
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• blood bank software systems which control donor deferrals and
release of blood products

• software designed to assist a health care practitioner in arriving
at a diagnosis of a particular patient

• software which analyzes for potential therapeutic interventions
for a particular patient

• software which records medical information for later recall,
analysis, or action by a health care practitioner (e.g., hospital
information systems, prescription ordering and drug interac
tion information systems, emergency room triage software, and
various calculators which automate calculations of drug doses)"

In 1989, an FDA draft policy proposed regulatory exemption
for "Previously unclassified information management products
.. . such as expert or knowledge based systems, artificial intelligence
and other types ofdecision support systems intended to involve com
petent human intervention before any impact on human health oc
curs,'?' The question then became whether CDDSS were intended to
involve competent human intervention. The FDA is currently recon
sidering this regulatory exemption. In chapter 1, Miller and
Geissbuhler examine some of the issues connected with FDA
regulation.

While the FDA regards software as a device, there are a number
of reasons why it might be best if medical decision support software
were not subjected to thorough federal regulation. The most com
mon arguments against regulation include the following:

• Software is most accurately regarded as a mental construct or
abstract entity, i.e., the sort ofthing not customarily fallingwithin
the FDA's regulatory purview.

• Practitioners-not software-have traditionally been subjected
to licensing requirements.

• Software evolves rapidly and locally, and any sort of national
software monitoring is likely to be ineffective or impossible.

• Software is imperfect, and so improvement and refinement
not perfection-must be the standard to be striven for and met.
Yet at law,strict liability standards (usually applied to devices or
goods but not services) require perfection.
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Several of these points could be in line with an influential stance
held by a former commissioner of the agency, namely that the FDA
should "apply the least regulation allowed to remain consistent with
the requirements of public health and safety?"

The debate over medical software regulation represents one of
the most important controversies of the Computer Age. The balanc
ing of risks and benefits, as well as public safety and technological
progress, means that scientists, clinicians and policy makers have one
of civilization's most interesting-and challenging-tasks.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Clinicians, philosophers, lawyers and policy makers have

grappled for more than a decade with social, ethical and legal issues
raised by the growth of health informatics, perhaps especially by
progress in development of tools for computational diagnosis. What
has emerged is a recognition that future scientific growth must be
guided by corresponding attention to ethical issues. These issues ad
dress the role of error avoidance and standards; of appropriate use
and users; and of professional relationships. Scientific programs and
publications may be regarded as duty-bound to foster environments
in which further attention to ethical, legal and social issues is encour
aged. Indeed, to the extent that morality guides the law,vigorous pro
grams to identify and debate ethical issues will be of no small service
to society as legislatures, courts and government regulators and policy
makers attempt to apply the insights of ethics to practical problems
in health informatics.

More research on ethical issues in computational diagnosis is
essential for this process. We have, for instance, only begun to address
issues that arise when diagnostic tools are made availableon the World
Wide Web; we are in no way clear about the level of ethics education
that is appropriate for students in health informatics; and there is
much work to be done at the intersections of ethics and system evalu
ation and ethics and standards of care.

Elsewhere in the history of science and technology, such chal
lenges are often taken to constitute evidence of the growth and matu
ration of an applied science. This is no less true for computational
diagnosis and, indeed, for all of health informatics.
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=====================AFTERWORD =====================

This book has examined a range of clinical diagnostic decision sup
port systems (CDDSS) that are currently available for clinicians,

for students, and for patients and has shown the potential that these
systems have to influence both patient health outcomes and the cost
of medical care. It is likely that new CDDSS will become available,
some of the CDDSS described in this book will improve and adapt to
new modes ofdelivery and others may become obsolete.We have also
discussed some of the obstacles to future development that must be
overcome if these systems are to realize their potential, as well as the
ethical concerns that must accompany future development and imple
mentation of CDDSS. That there will be continued development of
CDDSS is a given, but when these systems will be mature enough to
be routinely available is not yet known. Not only are there technical
issues that must be addressed, but there are changes in attitudes that
must also occur.

When I have given talks on CDDSS to physicians and others
outside the medical informatics community, the audience often re
acts very strongly, yet the concerns expressed are almost contradic
tory. In response to hearing that CDDSS provide information for the
physician to consider, rather than generating a single correct answer,
there are responses such as, "What use are they if they don't give the
answer?" or" There is no wayphysicians will document in their records
that they used a system that might be wrong." At the same time, there
are concerns expressed that a physician who needs or benefits from a
CDDSS is somehow "not expert enough" to be a "good doctor." Even
the contributors to this book, who are specialists in medical
informatics and who are very well-versed in the nuances of the CDDSS
described, differ in their attitudes regarding the likely impact of these
programs. Probably all of them are cautiously optimistic about the
future of these systems, but some are more optimistic, and others lean
more to the side of caution.

To put the role of CDDSS in perspective, it might be helpful to
consider an analogy to the use of a spell checker in a word processor.
The spell checker alerts the user of the word processor to possible
spelling errors which the user must verify.Anyone who has used these
systems has seen the often amusing "incorrect" suggestions that these
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systems produce. The user needs enough spelling knowledge to be
able to determine if the spell-checker is correct, but clearly benefits
from the alerts, evenifmany of them must bedisregarded. Because it is
assumed that the user has more, or better, information than the sys
tem, it is taken for granted that the user can benefit from the use of
the spell checker and can ignore the erroneous suggestions.

Because general computer-based tools are now routinely avail
able, word processor users are not considered more of an "expert"
speller if they do not use the spell-checker. Rather, they are seen as
careless if they produce a document with errors because they failed to
use the system, and they would be considered inefficient if they re
fused to use it because they preferred to check the entire document
by themselveswithout it. Clearly in the latter case,there is also a greater
possibility for error.

The process of medical diagnosis is obviously more complex than
spelling, which is one reason why spell-checkers are ubiquitous today
and CDDSS are not. But even when CDDSS are more widely avail
able, for them to be used appropriately we may have to change our
thinking regarding what it means to be an "expert" diagnostician. As
repeatedly stressed throughout this book, a CDDSS will be very un
likely to function as an expert, independent of the clinician. Yet,
CDDSS are going to continue to improve, they will become linked to
and incorporated into other computer-based systems, and they will
be more readily accessible to support clinicians. When that occurs
and they become more widely utilized, the term "expert system" may
again be appropriate to use; however, when that time comes, the em
phasis will be on the word system, to refer to the human-computer
combination. Clinicians who feel that they do not need this support
may be seen, not as the more trusted expert, but as foolishly subject
ing their patients to potential diagnostic error.And we will recognize
the true "experts" as the health professionals who understand the limits
of these tools, who have the knowledge to recognize when the com
puters are providing useful information, and who have the expertise
to use them to enhance their diagnostic performance, and perhaps,
even their own cognition.
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EXAMPLES OF INTERNET RESOURCES FOR PATIENTS*

AHCPR Consumer Health Information - Agency for Health Care Policy and
Research site with consumer information 
http://www.ahcpr.gov/c1inic/

AHCPR Practice Guidelines and Medical Outcomes 
http://gopher .nlm.gov:80/guide/

American Cancer Society - patient information 
http://www.cancer.org/cancinfo.html

CancerNet - Information for Patients - detailed information for both
physicians and consumers - cancernet.ncLnih.gov/patient.html

National Council for Reliable Health Informaton (Reuters Health Informa
tion Service)
http://www.ncahf.org

HealthWeb - Consumer health information from University of Illinois at
Chicago Health Sciences Library -
http://www .uic.edu/ depts/lib/health/hw/consumer/

IPDG Consumer Health Information Resources 
http://www.ohsu.edu/bicc-ipdg

Medical Matrix/Patient Education - General resource for patient education
sites on the Internet 
http://www.medmatrix.org/SPages/Patient_Education.asp

Netwellness" - An electronic health library - http://www.netwellness.com
The Health Explorer - Consumer health information database 

http://www.healthexplorer.com/text/
Newsletters on the Internet:
Harvard Health Newsletters

www.countway.med.harvard.edu/publications/Health_Publications/
index.html

Mayo Clinic - http://www.mayo.ivi.com/ivi/mayo/common/htm/index.htm
The Medical Reporter - http://www.dash.com/netro/nwx/tmr/tmr.html
ONCOLINK - The University of Pennsylvania Cancer Resource - A compre-

hensive site for information on both adult and pediatric cancer 
http://oncolink.com

PharmInfoNet - Pharmaceutical Information Network and Drug database 
http ://pharminfo.org

Put Prevention into Practice - Department of Health and Human Services
site - http ://odphp.oash.dhhs.gov/

The Virtual Hospital - University of Iowa Information for Patients - http://
indy.radiology.uiowa.edu/Patients/Patients.html

"Sites listed were current at time of publication.
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